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WALDRON.

et
® We

When my soul sinks down in sorrow,
When my heart grows sick with fear,
And no hope points to the morrow,
Then, O God, be very near.

When

Ande

ference, but even

blessing,

I tread is dreary,

of our M&d friend and brether, Dr. E. J.
Lazarus, of Benares.
There I found him in

Sept., prostrated by an attack of the dengue
fever. Up-country did “him no good, and
"early in Oct. he returned to Calcutta. There
he suffered acutely for several days from his
chronic trouble, but medical skill once more

was blogged to his partial recovery.

ing Midnapore, he begun

to prevail on him to stay here a while, but
to no purpose. He must hasten down to
Balasore.
Some of our number then felt
that the good man was going there to die.

‘Hardly had he reached his own house when
the old enemy came upon him like a strong

man armed.

28, 1872.

and now

after a short vacation I am gt my work.

It

was American ice, brought down on men’s
heads from Calcutta, that, by God blessing,

helped me most, and I can do no less than
record the fact that ice has wonderful power to subdue fevers of the brain. ~ Judging
from human appliances alone, I think I
should have died had it not been for the ice.
Expensive as it is here, half of it or more
melting away on the 70 miles’ journey, still
it is indispensable in cases of this kind, and
1 thanked God for it a thousand times.
It might naturally be expected that I
should speak this time-of my vacation rambles, of the visit to Benares,—the Hindu
Rome,—of the climate, scenery and people
the lower

bear

them

our

no

slopes

cheerfully,

more

help

from

burdenAmerica?

ENGLAND,

days

this

Dee. 23,

usually

of the

with

has been

a

visit.”

amongst

The
us, and

Prince

with

his Scottish

of

his charm-

Highlanders.

™

Rama of precious memory.

This young man
preacher, and he
pastoral gift than
All the literary

bids fair to rank high as a
seems to have more of the
the other native preachers.
parts that fell to him at

« this Conference were well sustained, and he

gives promise of being a leader in some departments of Mission work, Owinz to attendance upon Bro. Smith, could not oseh
the meeting until the fourth day; but what
I saw of the spirit of the native brethren
during the last three days of the session
. gratified and cheered me much.
Special
topics, e. g.,Missions, Temperance,Sabbath

Schools, Revivals, and Woman's
Work,
were assigned to them, and at the meetings
for the consideration of these subjects the
native brethren] took the chair, and all en-

of a Latin

address

tt

oF

ah

the

some

6000 volumes.

ropriate this year at least $20,000
for a
Weions.
By
next Jan. 15,000. volumes.

Prince by the captain of the school was folare counted on. Representative periodicals
lowed by a ludicrous incident. The reader.
in nearly all languages are already upon
paused and said in English, ** May it please the shelves.
.
:
your Royal Highness to grant us, the puThe library was formallv dedicated and
pils of Derby school, an extra week's holithrown open to the public on New Year's
day in commemoration of your visit.” Of day. An enthusiastic interest was manicourse everybody laughed, and the Prince fested -by
the large company present.
amongst the number, when the elegant and Chicago is not wholly absorbed in speculaunfamiliar tongue was changed for polite, tive wheat ‘‘corners,” nor yet given entirethough

common,

speech, and

when

stilted

words of congratulation were dropped for a
request for a week's extra holiday. One
need scarcely adekthat the Prince secured the
boon by personal application to the

The

Derbyshire
HHO

Infirmary was visited on the way.
building was elaborately decorated.
the

portico

The
Over

there was written, * He asked

ly over to trading in ¢*corner” lots!
SHALL THE LAW

HANG

MURDERERS

?

For the past few months this question has
beer discussed by the press in Chicago with
great earnestness, in view of the risk to
human life as evidenced by the murders
which are becoming perilously frequent.
A score or more have been arrested, and

yet not a single execution
has taken

place!

Excitement haus run high, meetings have
been held, attended by ourmost conservative.men, at which summary proceedings

life of thee, and thou gavest it to him.”
The Prince and Princess were received by

class

Henry Allsopp, Esq., of Burton ale celebrity,

imparted sufficient courage to our prosecut-

who is President for the year, and were
conducted over the Institution. They visit-

ing attorney

thorough

ed

has

the chapel, the

principal wards and the

have been hinted at in
of criminals.

dealing

Public

with

this

sentiment

has

and the courts to

work

of

beenseveral

late,

children’s ward ; they conversed with some

cases

of the patients, and showed a kindly interest in the arrangements for their comfort;

court, one has been

a supersedeas was

cause

more

and the

convictions.

His

resalt

But

in two

granted

pardoned by

by
the

the
gov-

ernor, and one or two taken change of
place, the Mayor and corporation showed artd they left the Institution amid the chicers venue. This stirs the public again. And
him a prudent respect, the bells of the of the officials and the medical staff, The now
our
retiring
governor
recomchurches rang merry peals, and bonfires departure from the Infirmary was the most mends the abolition of the death penalty,
blazed at night; but the men of Derby brilliant out-door scene of the whole visit. styling ita “relic of harbarism,” &c. The
were heurtily glad when the invading army
It was now grewing dark. The illumina- only substitute sagge-ted by his excellenof hungry Scotchmen beat a retreat, and tions blazed out into the dusky, murky air, cy, or anybody else, for hanging, isimleft them in their pillaged and alarmed the military bands struck up inspiriting prisonment for life, which means, practitown to their normal steadiness and quie- strains, the light of a thousand jets of gas cally, imprisonment on the average for a
tude. The Queen has called a few years flashed on the faces of the crowd and glit- less term’ than for forgery or horse stealback, and made a little flutter at the rail- tered {rom the Brazen helmets of the guard ing! Judging from the almost universal
way station, but not visiting any other part of honor, spectators thronged all the win- tone of the press in the entire Northwest,
of the town, only small interest was shown
dows and terraces and platforms along the legislators will be persistently reminded
in her presence.
Never, for many years,
has this ancient, historic and thriving country town presented the gay aml animated

appearance it wore last week.

. But for the

weather, the scene would have been most
brilliant.
Unfortunately, however, for the

will long be remembered in Derby,

and the

latent loyalty that showed itself will not be
the least of its claims to remembrance,
Englishmeir, like other men, have two sides
to

their nature,

one

of calculating, sober,

reasonable prudence, the other of sentiment
gird
unreasoning instinct and passion. The
former

man's
and

has

nothing to do with an Englizh-

loyalty.
shouts,

When

* God

he

save

cheers Princes,
the

Queen,” the

latter has it all its own way. The nation
that knows its I'ourth of July celebrations
can hardly afford to look down upon the
mother-countiy with its traditional loyalty,

—the outgrowth of an attachment to a
throne which has existed from generation to
generation for a thousand years.
The Prince and Princess arrived punct-

road, handkerchiefs waved and
ous voices shouted, and the

multitudinPrince and

of the old fashioned

doctrine that

is to.be a terror to evil doers.”

Princess moved off towards the railroad
station amid an outburst of applause, which

the “law

:

few inmates promptly removed, and

sever-

mayor simply said that

there

need

be

no

again, and

everybody

feels

sure

that

the

ravages of the disease will be speedily arrested.—I4” is pretty extensively prevalent
in New England towns, but it excites no
great alarm, and is for the most part quite
fairly under control.
TRIAL OF TWEED.

The progress of Tweed’s trial is not rapid, but it is real. As might have been supposed, his counsel resort to eyery expedient
to harass and hinder. Challenging jurors
and elaborately arguing the questions raised, quarreling with every count and para-

graph in the indictment,

filing exceptions,

objecting to every step in the procedure,
raising 1rrelevant points.of law and precedent, and talking by the hour on the most
needless and frivolous of technicalities,—

thus they show their determination to stave
off fair inquiry and defeat the ends of justice if possible. But some advancement. is
made, and

it

is hoped

that

another

week

may witness a steady if not a rapid movement toward the true résult. It is a shrewd,
strong and desperate man who has been

{akenin

hand, but we trust he is to find

forces greater than his

own

in

the

recon-

structed courts.
TIE

TREASURY

ALL RIGHT.

. It will be recollected that, during the late
was

made

of a marginal note of the Secretary of the
Treasury, which, declared that there was a
discrepancy of 83,274,051.69 between the

upon by the opponents of the administration to show how loosely the books of, the
treasury are kept.
It now turns out that

cession followed each other into the dark
and starless sky, and rained down upon us

there is no descrepancy, but that the books
of the two branches agree to a cent.

their colored and
wandered along the
bad passed, and
tions, a passage

variegated fire.
As we
streets where the Prince
witnessed the illaminafrom a lecture of Carl

Schurz, delivered eleven years ago in Tremont Temple, Boston, came freshly to
mind. The lecturer said he had just passed
through the great manufacturing cities of
New England, and seen factory after fac-

tory lit up for evening toil. He had seen
the capitals of the Old World on royal
birth-days and royal visits brilliantly illuminated, but never had he witnessed before
so grand a scene as those vast hives of industry, lighted up for honest labor, and
helegant with assurance of comfort and hapRiness in a thousand homes. | After all, industry and freedom were the true monarchs
of the world.
:

The loyaity of Derby has'received a new
impulse.

Everybody was pleased with

the

Prince and charmed with the Princess. Republicanism is abashed and crest-fallen.
Even when

a knot of the

*¢ Internationals”

ing.

saloons

from

keeping

open

on

Sun-

day. ‘As before stated, the mayor has been
seeking to enforce this law, and to a "great

books of the loan account branch and the
public debt stateinents. This was seized

FUNERAL

extent has been successful.

The “Personal Liberty League,” however, an organizationto promote the flow
of free whiskey, has threatened to vepeal
the ordinance through the new council,
and

fears

have

been entertained

of their

success: The strong German element has
furnished the main strength of the disorderly movement.
Although in the election
the issue was in favor of law and order,
yet meu could not forget how weak-kneed

politicians
Two weeks
temperance
the present
witht-some

prove, and feared
the result.
ago the crisis came. The antimen presented a substitute for
ordinance, very skillfully drawn,
good features, but practically

stripping the law of its effectiveness.

A vote was

pressed,

and

the substitute
A postponement was: then secured for a final vote,
which has now been taken, and the sup-

carried by a majority of ote.

stitute Jost by a majority of two—two

tem-

perance mémbers being absent. This isa
most significant victory for the right, and
for the year to come settles the question.

groaned, the Prince blandly lifted his hat
and bowed.
The womanly grace and simple dignity of the ‘¢ sea-king’s daughter” The fact that the Mayor bad announced
won all hearts; and the urbanity, good | his determination to veto the. substitute
temper, and easy, gentlemanly bearing of , referred to, may have had something to do
I)

rh

—

‘

WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 14, 1872:
CREDIT

MOBILIER.,

As I predicted, the investigation into the Cred-it Mobilier

business with open doors, has great-

ly lessened the curiosity and anxiety of the people. As the report comes out in the morning
papers, that everybody, can

80 nobody

cares

mubh

read for themselves,

about

it.

The

country

knows that the chief operator in this stock is
Hon. Oakes Ames, who has always been regard-.
ed, till a recent period, a man of high and irre-

proaghable character,

But just now he is under

a clodd. The pert#hent inquiry here is, what
did Mr. Ames mean in his letter to Mr. McComb,
saying that he placed the stock where * it would

do the most good?

In his testimony, Mr, Ames

speaks of the stock as being * bought”

gressmen, in whose

hands

by

Cone

or whose behalf he

had * placed” it. Moreover, it appears that some
of these parties with whom Mr. Ames ‘* placed”
the stock, were not to pay for it in cash, but in
dividends declared upon it, and one of these dividends was eighty per cent. This has very much
the look of giving it away instead of selling it.
It is well known that the Credit Mobilier was
made up in large measure by active manipulations of the Union Pacific Rail Road Company,
and that this company had received from Con

gress
slice

$27,000,000

in _fovérnment

bonds,

and a

of land from the public domain equal to an

empire.

This was placing in the hands of a few

men great power, and it appears that it was used
to get more power.
This is only another proof
that great power in few hands is always danger-

ous.
According to the testimony it will appear who
*¢ bought” this stock in this Pickwickian sense.
One man is certainly free from any complicity or
connection with this affair, and that is Mr. Speak-

er Blaine.

His denial is direct, clear and

em-~

phatic.
He had neither stock nor dividends, and
bis denial, under oath, is corroborated by other
testimony.
This is gratifying, and places him:

just where he declared

himself to stand; in his

denial of the charges made against him in the.
New York Tribune during the campaign.
Mr.
McComb says that Mr. Colfax ¢‘ bought” twenty
shares, and Mr. Ames’s testimony confirms this
statement.
Mr. Ames also thought that Mr,
Colfax had received dividends on these shares,
though they had never been transferred” to him.

bought

ten

shares,

but

on

understanding

the

délay, for if there were nothing else to be character of the institution, returned them.
done, he would board them at the Revere Both Mr. Boutwell and Mr. Wm. D. Kelly were
House at his own expense. The building requested to purchase, but would have nothing
to do with the concern.
James Wilson and W..
was therefore cleared of its old occupants
B. Allison, of Iowa, each bought ten
shares.
and entered by the new ones in haste. Senator Wilson, the Vice-President elect, places
This is a sample of the work entered on. by himself square upon solid ground. Mr. Ames
the mew officers. The city breathes freely and Mr. John B. Alley ‘ placed” $2,000 to be

campaign, considerable account

THE SUNDAY LAW AGAIN.

Washington Correspondence.

patients were receiving proper care in
Mr. Colfax testifies that he agreed to take them,
the proper place. They omitted parleying
but afterwards
refused, when he heard that
and debate, and proceeded to act. When there was to be litigation, Mr. Dawes testifies:
some conservative and timid croakers be- that he gave Mr. Ames $1,000 to invest for him
gan to question the propriety and the right in the Credit Mobilier, but on the information he
of removing the poor inmates from the se- obtained subsequently, he-withdrew and refused
lected building without first formally as- to have any part in the matter. Judge Bingham
says that he bought ten shares, upon whieh he
signing them fitting quarters, the new received dividends.
Mr. Schofield of Penn.

The friends flaw and order are rejoicwas taken up and repeated all’ along the
ing
over what is hoped to be a final victory
line of route, and which died away only
for
temperance
in our new common
counwhen the Royal party had passéd out of
cil. Since the election of the new memsight on their way to Chatsworth.
bers of the council, much anxiety has been
In the .evening, the wholeYtown was
felt
as to the fate of the ordinance prohibitablaze with light, and rockets in quick suc-

tiie

bay

to

numbers

Donations have been received from other sources, and it is now . proposed to ap-

advent was dreaded rather than welcomed.
The erier proclaimed him in the market-

Himalayas, 7000 feet above sea level, and of
the various incidents of travel that interest pageantry of a royal visit, we have had a
a missionary ; but all these items have to continuance of the damp, dismal, dreary,
give place to-day to facts nearer home, that misty weather of the last few months, and
press themselves into prominence as I take not a single day or night during the whole
of the week has sun or star appeared.
my pen for a Star letter.. Of these vacation
experiences I may speak now and then in | The occasion of the royal visit was the
future, when Mission matters are not ur- speech-day at our Grammar school. The
head-master of the school, hearing that the
gent.
Prince was about to honor the Duke of
First, a word or two about our ConferDevonshire at Chatsworth With his comence. It was to have convened at Balasore,
but Bro. Smith’s illness prevented. So it pany for a few days, sent a humble petition
was held at Patna. The attendance was, to his Royal Highness to stay a short time
for obvious reasons, small, but the spirit
at Derby on his way, aud to distribute the
His Royal
was excellent and the work done significant prizes on the annual speech-day.
and promising.
Another young man was
Highness consented, and the event has come
licensed to preach, a member of the Midna- off with much satisfaction and abundant
The day
_pore church, by name Jacob Mishra, son’ of congratulations on both sides.
our dear brother

The reading

thusiastic in consequence.

and

ing wife,—the * sea king’s daughter from
over the sea.”
luis many years since the
town was astiv witgo
much life and commotion.
In 1746 the young Pretender

came

tion, which

Prince is with us here,

Give lim an English cheer,
Thrice welcome to our homes and hearts again |”

head-master.
On returning to the railway station, the
Royal party rode in an open carriage, and
the reception was the more hearty and en-

1872.

quiet

Our

4

———

the good resolutions of
ually from London an hour after noon. the Prince, coupled with the utter absence with strength
The municipal authorities and the Free of anything in his appearance indicative of vacillating members of the council.
One of the most effective pleas urged by
Masons of the county met their Royal a fast life, led us to hope the best things of
the city papers, was the fact that,during the
Highnesses at the railway station, address- the future king of England.
three months previous to the execution
THOMAS GOADBY,
es of welcome were presented, trumpets |
of the Sunday law, there were over fifteen
blew, bands of music played, and the Royal
undred arrests on that day, while for the
procession started on its progress through
Chicago Correspondence.
a
o
ni period since its partial enforcement,
the. town.
Everywhere banners waved,
only eight hundred such arrests have been
flags fluttered in the breeze, triumphal
CHICAGO, Jan. 15, 1873.
ade. Such an argument is unansweraarches
spanned the road, windows emTHE FREE LIBRARY.
bi
A.H H,
blazoned with scarlet and gold were erowd© Itis still fresh in the memory of our
>
ed with eager faces, and the line of route readers, that, when the great fire swept
u
Hh
was thronged with loyal burgesses. The over our city, besides its desolation of
Events of the Week.
cheering was hearty and continuous, ‘hut trade-marts and homes, it destroyed the ev.
THE - WEATHER.
not so loud and vociferous as it would have
idences of our culture accumulated by years.
been had the Royal visitors appeared in an
.We
seem
to
be getting farther away from
The fine and rare collections of the Hisopen carriage. The unfavorable weather
The very severe weather of the
torical Society, the Art Gallery and the Greenland.
and the length of the route made a close Public
Library
Were
all
destroyed. last’ three weeks has at length given way
carriage necessary. The Drill Hall, where
Scarcely, however, had the people-turned to milder airs. The mercury shows that it
the procession stopped, and where the priz- from the contemplation of the smoking can still climb up the thermometer tube.
es were to be distributed, was gaily deco- embers to rebuild, when a few leading The snow and ice do actually soften. The
rated, and glittered with beauty like a fairy citizens called
a public meeting to organ- streets exchange solidity for slush, for the
scene. The most impressive part of the
rains come to help the “Sun.
As we write,
ize a society for the establishment of a
proceedings was the singing of an ode
Free Library. Steps were taken to secure there is almost every symptom of a real
composed in honor of the Royal visit ana
necessary legislation, and a year ago January thaw. While the mercury remainthe reading of a prize poem on the same
t was passed conferring the requisite ed frozen in the thermometer bulbs, the
subject.
Both were written by scholars of powers, and the Library became at once thought of a general break-up was agreeathe school, and were marked by indications the child of the people.
ble. But a few days gf such atmospheric
Its
of real poetic talent.
The writers are looked after by a Board of
Mi
ap- humidity and dismal ftreets as appear just
brothers and of Scetch parentage, for bards pointed ‘by the Mayor,
a8]
a spacious now, may make us quite willing that Winter
still come from the ‘* north countrie.” Both room has been fitted uy for 1\ in a fire- should again take ‘the scepter and resume
ode and poem referred. touchingly to last proof building used as a\yeseyvoir before his stern but wholesome rule.
December when the Prince lay on a bed of the fire. For this reason
VIGOR IN THE RIGHT PLACE.
the Library is
sickness, and
sometimes facetiously styled the ‘big readBoston has suffered a good deal, and is
ing tank”—a not unapt designation for a still suffering not a little, from small pox.
“ Anxious groups stood in the public ways,
Asking for tidings, “Is it life or death? »”
fountain,
of knowledge.
e
thing Nearly sixty deaths a week, on an average,
The Prince and Princess were visibly af- which goes to make this Library of more from this cause, for a month or two past,
fected by this allusion to fhe sad experience than local interest is the fact that its first have aroused the people, and to some purThey have put a new Board of
of last year.
But the
Key-note of music legacy was received from England, in the pose.
and ode soon changed, and agoyous chorus form of a valuable collection of books, Health into office, and before the sun went
the chief mover in obtaining which is Hon. down on their first day of service a graterang out,
Thomas
Hughes. Rev. Dr. Burns has ful revolution was inaugurated and carried
‘ What matters to us now
also been very active in this good work,
more than half way to completion. An
Recember’s shaded brow,
and contributed personally to this collecalmshouse was taken for a hospital, the
The cold mist on the hills, the drenching rain!

desired

J.L. FP.

| sober town of Derby has been the scene of
extraordinary excitement.
Royalty has

Five iionths have passed since: 1 wrote
vou last. My writing day in July found
me on the fever bed, and it was feared that
I should never be well again, But the Lord

on

to

And shall

DERBY,

re

of Darjeeling

at
an

urgent telegranjfsummoned me to the’ poor

honored us

up,

rested
when

sufferer's bedsfle.
Dr. V. Richards, the
kind and skillful civil surgegn, was attend-

Wales

me

He entered his chamber never

to ledve it alive.
I was scarcely
home from my return journey,

For a few

rt

raised

fast,

We all tried

inglish Correspondence.

Then, O God, be thou my all.

INDIA, Nov,

Reach-

to improve

and again our hopes went up.

longing,
are flown,
thronzing,
own.

When my life and breath are failing,
And the shadows o’er me fall,
When across death’s stream T’m sailing,

and

God's

ears to hear, LET HIM HEAR."

Then, O God, my comfort be.

heard prayer

by

did good, for it of itself suggested to our
native brethren that they must he ready to
bear heavier burdens npw that a foreign
laborer was smitten down.
Your readers
know of his death, They.may recollect
that he had repeated attacks of dysentery
in the two or three years past. In Feb.
he was very low, but God spared his life.
Duriug the past summer he was far from
well, and in Aug. he was prevailed upon to
go off for a change. He started Northwest,
and found a comfortable home in the family

bearers come to

ray of hope I see,

Mipxarore,

this,

Shall we never sce a fresh face again? My
dear brother, do speak for us. Do call for
volunteers.
Let our dear Star lift up its
voice in behalf of this needy field. Those
who have toiled long and are weary, look
longingly to-day across the broad blue sea,
praying God to send uew helpers. The
graves of our mission dead in mute but
stirring eloquence plead for these benighted
millions, sitting in darkness.
“Who hath

loved and cherished
faces new,
has perished,
still art true.

When my soul, with weary
Sighs for joys which now
When the past is "round me
Then, O God, be thou my

the Con-

for holier hearts

my life seems waste and weary,

When Be path

Bro.

Smith's illness cast a gloom over

successfully.

When I see life’s blessings fading
Like the golden clouds of night,
When turough darkness I am wading,
Then, O God, be thou my light.,
When the friends ve
Turn from mine to
And their love for me
Then, O God, thou

the discussions.

This death takes frem us a hard-working,
patient, earnest and devoted missionary,
and we feel the loss most deeply. Sister
Smith stands by the work, bravelw clinging
to the post where ber sainted husband fell,
Heavier burdens fall upon all of us. Oh,

A Prayer.
BELLE

into

he a change for the better, but soon he be‘came worse again and hope was gone.
He
peacefully passed away from pain and suf
fering to eternal rest and peace.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22, 1873.

BY

heartily

ing him, and doing all he could for his relief. At the end of a week there seemed to
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Napoleon's funeral

NAPOLEON.

took

place at Chisel-

hurst at 11 :30, Wednesday morning. A deputation. of Paris workmen at the head of the
procession wore immortelles and carried
wreaths of yellow flowers.
On both sides
of the hearse were the imperial arms, surmounted by the letter ““N.” A great crowd,

which steadily
hearse.

increased,

In the funeral

surrounded

procession

the

were

a

party of Parisians. Eugenie was too ill to
attend. A requiem, mass was sung. All the
Priests of the Tuileries under Napoleon
were present. “The body was buried in the
Catholic church at Chiselhurst, to be

to

France

when

Napoleon

IV.

can

taken

get

there.
Not less than 30,000 people were
present, more or less of whom cheered
Napoleon 1V.
Bat on the whole there was
very little, either at the funeral, at Paris, or
“other towns

and cities in France,

to encour-

age the hope of the Bonapartists. The enthugiasm was mostly artificial and the tears

seemed forced. Only the sullen desponden-

invested in Credit Mobilier stock in behalf of
Mr. Wilson’s wife. When the character of the concern came to the Senator’s knowledge, he returned the shares, saying that, though he was as
poor as a rat, he meant to be honest, and would
have nothing to do with it. McComb says that
Mr. Alley sold to James Brooks of New York
fifty shares.
Both Mr. Brooks and Mr. Alley
deny this charge.
So much in regard to the
charges against these members of Congress. We
shall have other developments.
It will be a.
good lesson to members of Congress.
They
must make their investments where they can not
be charged with being bought up, and their votes
secured in aid of corrupt monopolies.
The great crime of this age, especially among
our public and business men, is this haste to be
rich. The maxim is,—** Gét money’ get it honorably if you can, but get it.” This can not be
too severely denounced, and it must be reprehended by our moral and religious teachers in
no unmeaning terms.
LOUISIANA

AFFAIRS.

There was a very spirited debate in the House
on Monday, on the Louisiana muddle.
It came
up on the proposition to appoint a committee to
visit the state and look into the situation of affairs in that disturbed commonwealth.
Mr. Butler of Massachusetts made a strong
and characteristic speech, full of power, upon
the whole case, showing not only brain power
but great and masterly statesmanship.
He goes
to the root of the difficulty, and affirms that an- archy exists there, and that the turbulent state
should be dealt with as all disorderly commiinities deserve to be; that the tune has fully come
for the government to interpose, and that under
the constitution the government is bound to interfere. The constitution provides that * the Congress shall guarantee to every state a Republican
form of government.”
The debate was exciting,
able, and protracted.—Hou. M. C., Kerr led oft
on the Democratic side with the usual clap-trap
about state rights, &c.; in short, the usual Democratic fault-finding and special pleading fully
cropped out on this occasion.
INDIAN

CONTRACTS.

The
Indian ‘Committee, on the part .of the
House, will at an early day report a bill to regulate Indian Contracts.
Should it pass, all these
contracts will be looked after with much serutiny, and whatever is fraudulent will be brought
to light. Either the Secretary of the Interior or
the Attorney General will decide the character
of the contract.
¥
COLORADO, V
The friends of the bill to admit Colorado as «
state ‘are somewhat discomfited by the situation.
It has met with several obstructions which must
delay it for a time, if they do not defeat it for
the session. J® was brought up several days
since, and Mr. Clagett, of Montana, made an at-tempt to get a railroad bill tacked on to it, and
afterwards, Mr. Hooper, the ddiggate from Utah, ,
offered an amendment.to admit the Mormon do-~
minion as the state Deseret, under a constitution framed last year, and under which Mr.

Hooper

and Hoh. Thomas

Fitch weére elected

Mr. Sargent, of California, offered an
Senators.
amendment, requiring that the State Legislature
should never pass acts legalizing polygamy, and
requiring each officer to take oath that he is not
The
Mormon delegate
(Mr, °
a polygamist.
Hooper) accepted the first amendment, but was
opposed to the latter. The morning hour was-

consumed in this discussion,

and

the

Cglorado.

If it be reached again this ses-bill went over.
Certain
sion, it must be made the special order.
it is that Deseret can never become a state in

cy appeared natural. And this has no such
meaning and represents no such power as which the barbarism of polygamy isto be toletat-

to make the present rulers

ble or go without sleep.
9
whip

of France

trem-

_

ed by law. Such a procedure would be areproachto our Christian civilization.
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SINGAPORE.—POPULATION,

&C.

THE

returned once more to the mountains,

and still continue apes.”
These last words do not so much favor
the development theory, though there may
still be hope for them.
Another account is, that God, having
called into existence. a being of great
strength and beauty, named him Batin.
God, desirous

that

"be perpetuated, gave
and

sent

them

a form

so

Batin

fair

should

a companion,

forth to dwell in the earth.

Charmed with its beauties, they took up
their abode in the island of Singapere, increasing and multiplying with a rapidity

them

“into

execution,

¢¢ It is human

that,

is done, and well done.

life is laid up for him,
Our

dear,

afflicted

~

sy.

to

although

the

A crown of

sister

feels

her

x

HH
X
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r

STAR.
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ake
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make
your
next
letttr
tente times
as strong.” |
d
.
shi
y
a
AEA |
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.
| If I could, what w ouldBe the use?
They |
| have Moses and the prophets,” Christ and |
the apostles,
and if they will not hear them, |
[neither would they come here, ‘though
brother Smith himself arose from the ‘dead,
and pointing to Balasore said, ¢*Go, occupy
the place I have vacated.” But it niay be
that some are longing to come.
Come,

warning messenger had called, called loud
and repeatedly, he appeared not to have
heeded the call; and so far as I can judge,
he had scarce a thought about dying until
nearly the last. But his race is run. His
work

SE

MORNING:

LIN

D.

The population of this’ place is about done, and have left undone much) that I
ninefy thousand, nearly half being Malays, should have done. My only hope is in the
who are said to have taken possession of blood of Christ.”
the island in the thirteenth century. The
When the hour: of final departure came,
aborigines are pow scattered over the pen- Ire’ passed away without a groan, or even a
insula and adjacent islands, much remind- death rattle in the throat! All was calm
ing one of fhe condition of the American and peaceful. The face of the good man
Indians.
There may be seven or eight was pleasant and beautiful even in the cold
thousand -of them. They give very singu- embrace of death. For him to live was
lar accounts of their origin. The follow- Christ, to die was gain. To depart and be
ing is likely to interest the disciples of Dar- with Christ was far Letter than to remain
win:
;
in the fleshy subject to pain and disease.
"¢ Among one tribe it is stated gwith ‘all Our deparfed brother was a good man.
gravity, that they are descend
n two We all loved him tenderly. He was an
white apes, who, having reared their young earnest, zealous worker, and greatly did
ones, sent them into the plains, where the be love his work. “His plans were laid
greater number perfected so well that they
with care for permanent and extensive usebecame men; those who did not become | fulness, and, so intent was he in carrying
men

~

ji

be-

reavement very keenly. So happily united
and so dependent on cach other in all their

then, quickly.
May God

gan
bless

all the relatives of our

brother.
For his dear son Eddie, will not
every Christian heart pray ? - Sister Smith,

like the Christian heroine she is, has already
resumed her labors for the

for her.

mission.

Pray

Yours for the good cause.

Nov. 25, 1872.

L. CRAWFORD.

An Appeal.
—ltte——

Honorable. and dear Christian Brethren
tn America: —To you the sorrowful brethren in Jellasore send Christian greeting.
Weeping we write to inform you that there
is great sorrow in our midst. The reason
of our affliction is the fewness of laborers,
and that time after time our dear missionaries are ill and. preachers are not enough
to supply this field. Just now our sorrow
is very heavy. The Lord has taken our
dear pastor Smitlrsaheb away.
Do please
send more laborers to. this country, for as
in the time. of famine the people die for
want of food, so for the want of salvation
the people in this country are dying by
| thousands.
Do “have pity and send our
dear Bacheler saheb, and not him

alone, but

ten ‘others ‘with him. There are several
in the school, in the church, iti the indus- places
in our field entirely destitute of
trial
and zenana work,
in short, every- i preachers, and help is greatly needed.
and to a degree now unknown.
From
where, the removal of one could not but |
Do receive our ‘petition with favor, and
these two they say all the tribes have de- | create a void which nothing earthly could suffer us hot to look to you in vain.
scended.
:
>
| fill. This is an aflliction that can be fully
:
S1LA8 CURTIS,
Another tribe give the following account: known only by experience.
CALEB HODSDON.
‘“ The ground,” say they, ‘is not solid,
We can, however, and do, bless God, for]
Jellasore, Nov. 25, 1872.
It is’ merely the skin of the earth. In an- divine consolation, for he is himself ‘ Our |
cient times God broke up this crust so that refuge and strength, a very present help in |
Don’t Do It.
the earth was overwhelmed with water,and
time of trouble.”
Our bereaved sister sor- |
i
tl
© Wee.
destroyed. : After this, God caused the rows not as those who have no hope. She | This is an age of newspapers,—Religmountains to rise, and sent forth to float gives way to no uncontrollable grief.
So | ious, Political, Literary, Medical, Agriculupon the water a vessel closed up tightly, far from a thought of abandoning her high | tural, Educational, Monthlies, Weeklies,
containing a man and woman that he had and holy calling, the every feeling of her | Dailies,—their name is legion. And of
made. The vessel having" floated to dry heart impels Ler -to go on with her work, { all this number very many are good, such
land, the man and woman nibbled a hole trusting in God.
;
[as can be read with profit, while many are
and came forth. At first, however, everyIt will be some consolation to the friends worse than worthless. *And the offers of
thing was obscure.
There was neither of our lamented brother, to know that, al- premiums to clubs, agents, and subscribmorning nor evening, because the sun had though,he died in a foreign land, amongst
ers are so liberal and varied that the cirnot yet been made. By and by the woman the heathen, he still
* received every atten- | culation of each is greatly increased. For
became

pregnant,

not,

however,

in

her

womb but in the calves of her legs. From
the right leg she brought forth a male child,
and from the left leg a female. Hence it
is that the

issue of the same womb

can

not

intermarry.
All mankind are the descendants of the children of this first pair.”
. A somewhat’ similar account is given by
another tribe:
¢ They say their fathers
originally came from heaven in a large and
magnificent ship built by God, and set

plans

and

arrangements,

abou

heir bome,

tion in his last illness which love and

* rangements having been so far eompleted,
it is seldom that.objections gre made at the
last moment, and the chase is generally a
short and successful one.
Though the
maiden’s arm may be strong, her heart is
warm, and she soon becomes a willing
captive. If there is no.body of water at

kind-

this reason it becomes

all the

is not, for Jesus said, ‘‘Whosoever liveth
and believeth on me, shall never die.” Our
brother believed, hence he is not dead, but
has entered upon eternal life.
The dark
cloud of sorrow is riven, and a freed soul

But itis said that

however

far

they start in advance, or however fleet of
foot, ** but few outstrip their lovers.”

Rev. B. B.

Smith.

[The following letter, bringing the sad intelligence of the death of Rev. B. B. Smith, one of
our missionaries to India, was lately received at
the mission office. We add also other communi-

cations on the same subject.]

‘BaLAsore, Nov. 25, 1872.
Dear Bro. LiBBY:
Notwithstanding the faint hope held out
in my letter of the 20th inst., that our dear
My

refuse

more neces-

And

is this death?

We call it so, but it

has ascended to glo.
We see not through
the “Gates Ajar,”
but" through the ‘door
opened in heaven” to show ‘‘th2 beloved
disciple” some of the inner glory. There
we behold our brother with his palm of vietory and crown of glory, in the immediate
presence of the Lamb, with “ten thousand
times ten thousand, and thousands of

in

thousands crying ‘Worthy is
Our native preachers, Rama,

the Lamb.”
Bhekari and

beautiful

there ap-

flowers.” And,-while

I

the name

Mahes, and many others from Orissa and
every other land, blend their glad voices
with his, and give glory to God and the
Lamb.
x!

of the manufaeturer, and the place where
it was manufactured. Ah! thought I, old
Bro. Smith might possibly recover, you
stove, you are’a good symbol of man. God
will, I am sure, be prepared to receive the
created him and gave him a beautiful form
heavy tidings'of his death.
How pleasant the walks, too, by the river
and character, and put upon him the mark
Bro. Smith reached home, from his trip of life, plucking immortal fruits. No more of the Creator and of his nativity, But
west in search of health, on Friday, the danger now, that food or drink will aggra- the filth of sin has so disfigured him that
But what be has almost lost his identity. The noble
first of the month, took his room the same vate disease and cause suffering.
evening, and never left it alive. His death of us who are’left on earth? Wave after, traits of character are all covered up in the
occurred at 2 1-2, p. M., of Friday the 22d. wave of affliction has rolled over us, but slime.
The mark of the Creator is obscurThe apparent improvement, of which I Christ walks these stormy billows, and we ed, and it is only after a thorough cleansspoke in my last, continued until the hear his cheering voice saying, “It is I, be ing in the blood of Christ, that he is restorevening of the 21st, when, at sunset, the not afraid.” When He says, ‘Peace, be ed to his original purity. Then the Creadoctor called. Bro. 8. greeted him with the still,” what a sweet calm fills the soul, and tor's mark may be seen.
J: P. HEWES.
cheerful remark, ‘“ Well, Doctor, you see our hearts say “It is. the Lord, let him do
Clayton, Wis.
.
a
I'a here yet.” ‘ And I think we'll keep what seemeth unto him good.” Don’t think
you with us a while longer,” replied the us diecouraged or despondent. If I may
Rev. Cyrus Coltrin.
doctor. But hardly had the doctor left the judge others by myself, each heart is say* house, when ‘he was seized with violent ing,
Rev. Cyrus Coltrin, a man who had spent
pains, from which he could obtain no relief.
“Arise, my soul, stretch every nerve,
the
greater part of his life in the Freewill
These continued
till midnight, when, under |
And gird the gospel armor on.”
Baptist ministry, died of brain fever, on the
the influence of strong opiates, he fell
Work, work, work while the liftle day of 18th day of November last, at the residence
asleep. During the remainder of the night
d the next day he roused up a number of life lasts, Could our young brethrén and of I. A. Thorpe, in the western part of
times, but spoke very little. What he dic sisters in America, who ought to be here, Tama county, Iowa, in the sixtieth year of
- say, however, was most satisfactory, But have stood by our dying brother and seen his age. His body, at his request, was tak‘a short time before he ceased to breathe, even amid his worst suffering, how his en to McHenry, Illinois, and there buried
sister Smith read to him Ps. 103: 8, to which peaceful soul shone throngh his fleshless by the-side of his former wife. Like a loyal

the dying man audiblygresponded, * Bless« #d be his holy name.” The 12th verse, ‘As
‘far as the east is from the west” &c., was
< repeatedto him, but his mind had wanderbi

face, they might have coveted his position.|

soldier he died at his post,

A Missionary in Miduapore writes me’
saying, ‘‘Your letter of Aug. 8d has just
come inthe Star. Do write again, only

on, being taken sick while fulfilling an appointment in the neighborhood of Mr,
Thorpg’s. 1 have mot the data at hand
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ward truth, the true follower of the

|S. 8. Department,

.

as

i

poor

neighhors:

to the

|

The

|

The |

hand

contemplate

ful Master will surely

a

® O

the

relics of youth,

and

genius

beauty,

the

spot

where

rests

¥

ing which should help one to study the

without

features

of

1.

is

charm

no

more,

death,

the spirit

body and

Spirit be

effected.

It was

OF

should prefer

meeting

Barrington,

N.

H.

The
towns

constituted

1732

the

it, is worth

elsewhere

provided

would

Meeting

to study

the

in regard to the

for;
lesson,

interests

to

of

them

come

for the study of the

not

a

order

at command, and only by division of “labor,

giving each one something to do and expecting it done promptly and efficiently,
can the lesson be gone over in this way;
butit strikes us as not impossible, and it is
better to go over half the lesson well than
the whole lesson in a slovenly way. Then
follows the question: What practical lesson shall be learned from this verse? and
still unother, and most important question :
How may this lesson best be brought home
to different grades of scholars? Of course

not

the lesson should be epitomized at the close,
and its leading thought, or most important
practical lesson, be set clearly and strongly

before the minds of the teachers. That
should, generally, be the task of the leader;
though it may occaasionally be delegated

won-

{o some other competent person.

5. After sufficient time given to study,
we would always give an opportunity for
conference and prayer with reference to the
wants of the school,

or

the

trials

and

en-

couragements of different teachers. All
should "be urged to impart their Sundayschool experience freely to, their fellows on
such occasions: The few moments given to
this conference can, conceivably,be made to
half-hour in the week.

Our theory with reference to the Teachers’ Meeting is that it can be efficiently

town

and successfully

in

easterly,

Portsmouth,

were

is

made

a

real

waintained,
thing—if

and

the

if

it

teachers

understand that they can get something
there which they can’t get anywhere else.
They can be made to

Straf-

understand

this,

for

not one teacher in fen can study a Sunday-school lesson as he could under compe-

from

tent supervision, and with earnest and intel-

Dover,

ligent fellow-students—not one ‘teacher in
teti can command the commentaries, ency-

Madbury, &e. Some in going to a neighborhood on the south Lide,now the S. W. of
Buriington, journeyed through what seem-

clopeedias, translations,
&e., which might be

made available to him in the
Meeting. -—Ex. and Chronicle.

ed “a great and terrible wilderness,” as the

Israelites of old did when goingto the land

Teachers’

MATERIAL Herp INSUFFICIENT.
“Old
Man Miller,” writing in the Sunday School
World of his experience as a visitor among

It bears the name still.
Some years later, and when the place was

poor children, in connect'on with the New
3

the class,

to

them,

Explain by asking
whenever

more to them

be, just touched

the

Their

thing

at-

than many truths

upon,

go here.”

or

dimly

ex-

When it was organized, some in

the community

who were brakemen got up-

on the train in opposition, and screwed
up.
the
brakes
on
an
upgrade;
but the engineer fired up the

more,

and

it

went,

In the fall, when many country schools go
into winter quarters, an effort was made to
throw this off the track, but it failed.
The
spring $20 were

raised to increase

the

library, and in the fall 845 more.
The,
moral influence of this school has reached
every family in the neighborhood.
Many

of the children have Lecome Christians.
Parents, who first opposed, read the librarybooks, and began to attend church, A deep
seriousness and

inquiry

the

multiply.

munity.

The field

missionary

pervade

widens,

the

and

In

calls

a

com-

for

tour

of

seventeen days, he organized three new
Sunday schools, aided four, visited fifteen

superintendents, lectured twelve times, and

sold fifty dollars’ worth of books, At three
places revivals have been enjoyed, and near-

ly all the accessions were from
school,

the Sunday

“Lage MY TEACHER.” The teachers who
receive such commendation as the following
generally feel that it is

undeserved;

yet

it

is worth while to make such an impression
upon Sunday-school scholars:
;
“Mary, what do you wish to be when you
grow up?” asked a little girl of her companion,
“I want to be like my teacher,” was the
quick, earnest reply,
. My interest was awakened, and drawing
near, I said, “Why do vou wish to be like
your teacher, my dear”
“Oh, because she

is so

kind

and

good.

She knows a great deal, and she takes such
pains to teach us! Then she is always trying to make us happy.
I am sure she does
good wherever she goes.”

‘Like teacher!” How mugh
in those words!
DocrrINAL

TEACHING,

is expressed
:

© The

Sunday

School Journal, speaking of doetrinal teach"
ing, says:

Let us have it by all means if we believe
in the Bible at all. We believe that Bible
truth is approachable and appropriable,
We may know and rejoice iu it. This may

be rendered an easier task by presenting
in, suort,

formulated

statements.

it

These

definitions (not ‘‘made by man,” but collated from Scripture and condensed for convenience’ sake) should be thoroughly taught
to our children, We believe in the Catechism,and think that every pastor should,in
special meetings and by the aid of superintendents and teachers in the Sunday school,

and of parents at home, make all his young
people perfectly familiar with the forms of
sound doctrine, and with the Scripture passages which sustain and illustrate them,
Jo not lét us, in this age of latitndinarianism, relax our hold upon the old faith,
and the old forms of its'utterance by which
our fathers were fortified. Let us keep up
family prayer, family catechizing, the pastoral visitations, the habit of children going

to hear ‘preaching, and all the good old
customs by which the Gospel was made a

reality and a power and

|-

of Canaan.
The settlers reached it, and
‘that section after a time was called Canaan.

anything

words.

at-

MAKiNG ir Go.
‘A missionary . of the
American Sunday School Union in Missouri writes of a place on the — railroad

next

to. the

lesson,

explain

lesson,

your

where a Sunday-school had never been
known, and it was said: “You can’t make it

everything is
kindly,
this should be made

have

the

be

plained.

to enable us to understand this verse? Neeessary facts with reference to geography,
mavners and customs, biblical history, étc.,
we would have iooked up and and noted on
the spot. Then we should ask: What does
this verse teach ? and should consult commentaries or versions of the Heriptures on
the spot, if necessary to ascertain its meaning. Then the question would arise: How
is the teaching of this verse modified or ¢onfirmed by the context, or by parallel passages? Of course there must be ample helps

BUZZELL,

early settlexs
as

be

ask first, What facts are hecessary’ in

adjoins Dover, and lies about north-west.
It was originally large, some thirteen miles
long and 6 or 7 wide. In 1820 it was divided, and the’west section
ford,

in

the teachers the pleasantest and most useful
This

timely
=a

of them.
One single truth well-explained
and illustrated, so that the class understands

meeting for recitation to indifferent listeners
of what a few already know about it.
Suppose a verse to be read—we would

be of the infinite
too, will that day
Christ's righteousthe never-ending
+8. H. B.

JOHN

Sunday

tention wili be much more closely given to
you, if you can get some of the talking out

Teachers’ Meeting withoug especial preparation. We would make it, literally, a

FULLONTON.

ELD,

meeting

of

to be explained will admit of it,

them to acquire information fos themselves.
4. We should proceed on the assumption
that all who were present had given no preliminary study to the lesson—indeed, we

3

BIRTHPLACE

the

you

questions
of

much to impart instruction himself, as to
draw information from others
and
help

Early’ Sketches—N 0. 33.
BY J.

When

the leader of the meeting with full power to
repress unprofitable discussion, and check
the reiteration of opinions already adequately expressed.
It should be his duty not so

Though

What

The

following

on the subject

use the simplest

the sole business of the gathering.
®
3.
We should insist on the investment of

the body sleeps in the tomb, yet, when
Christ shall appear the second time, the
graves shall be opened and a reunion of
der.ul displays will that
power of God! Glorious,
be to the saints, robed in
ness, and prepared for
work of eternity.

hold

the school.
While
genial and pleasant,

there. Itis in a more congenial clime,
iree from care, free from its clay tenement.
Well could the apostle say: ‘‘O death,
where is thy sting ? O grave, where is thy
victory ” ¢ Thanks be to God who giveth
us the victory through our Lord Jesus
Christ.”
Closely connected with this subject is

the doctrine of the resurrecfion.

should

and to consult

the

is,

should

the Teachers’

Though it be: clothed in the
of

We

people

releng-

and

well-informed

but they should be taught that they come to

less tyranny, exuiling in savage barbarity
over the ruins of its innocent victim, have
disappeared.
In view of these things, the gay visions
of hope and the buoyant, elastic cheerfulness of the heart, are forced to give
way
to the gloomy shades of melancholy.
The
soul-moving accents of friendship and sympathy lose their accustomed charm. Every
avenue to joy seems closed. The eyes
wander vainly over the expanse of life,
and not a star of hope seems twinkiing in
the gloomy void. The tinsel joy of a
can

the

and if you are not, vain will
tempts to enlighten them,

chapel, or in the church gular, and make
it more like a prayer-meeting than a social
gathering.
The social natures of the young

loveliness, has faded away; the bright
flashes of that eye, whose glance diffused
happiness and light on all around, has sunk
stern

les-

saecess

mortal of those whom the world has honored with its loudest plaudits as the benefactors of their rave, or execrated as the
The roseate hue, |
destroyers of mankind.
that bloomed upon the cheek of youthful

in its socket ; the

CLEARNESS IN TEACHING.
School Times gives
hints to teachers:

Is such a Teachers’ Meeting an impossibility?
We think not.
We regard it as
not only essential to the welfare of the
school, but as altogether feasible.
The following practical suguestions will indicate
the plan on which we should hope to secure

moldering

that

than

:

son for himself, and so put him in condition
to use the worked-ot
axon intelligently,
would be just as usefil
now as-ever it was.

ruins

all

merei-

be slower

On this plea, many Sunday-schools have al- FI your own knowledge is vague and
ready given up their Teachers’ Meetings;
uncertain, bow can you expect to get the
and still others have their abandonment un- attention of your scholars ?- They will gender consideration.
But a Teachers’ Meet- ‘erally be keen enough to see whether you are

of

indescribable emotions of heart-felt sorrow.
No one can pass unmoved the lowly bed
where repose the remains of the great and

good,

not

others or less glad to aid simply the part
which perishes.
Certainly, nothing can for| bid his s\lently praying for that part which
[ is immord\l.
— Independent.

Teachers’ Mecting.

i

reposi-

the

and

of the body.

had the dirt and filth
upon it, that the pattern
almost obscured. But
and scraping I succeedfilth,.so that where there

was at work upon it I discovered

;

1

of pride and ambition,

habiliments

old stove,

and when I got it home I set about clean-

‘peared

Pn)

soul finds rest only in the arms of that
religion, whose precepts are divine, and
whose promises never can deceive.
To the good man, however, the grave
presents no melancholy reflections.
It is
the mere respository of the decayed, wornout body, mingling with its original dust.
The immortal part survives the. dissolution

Old Stove.-

had been only uncouth bunches,

.

unfortunate

vain world

VESTA.

ing it up. So long
been accumulating
of the figures was
by dint of scouring
ed in removing the

N

No one can gaze upon the secret

them - by means

Not long since I purchased an

his more

tories of the

of something that will be an injury to yourself or your neighbor,

The

.

IY

—————

29%, 1875.

>:

stand, to abandon their darling treasures,
and forsake their fondest..sehemes of ambition. °

to accept it.

But don’t subscribe for yourself, nor aid

premium, than to obtain

a fair start.

before her lover overtakes her, she remains

not

>

.

AY

death. Yes, death must put a period to
all the dignities of life,—all its wealth and
pleasures. All must be summoned by a
voice, which no earthly power can with-

Amuioph.

rows are forever passed.

a virgin.

would

.

|
x

.

JANUARY

will be compelledto yield

the circulation of a paper by getting up a
a
—
club, simply to obtain a premium, unless
you feel that the paper will be a means of
Dying, Dying,. Dead.
good, and profitable to those who take
“
On the 22d inst., our dear brother Smith it.
Better take the money and buy your
ceased to suffer. All his anxiety for the.
mission, all his dreadful pain, all his sor- pictures, or whatever may be offered asa

hand, a circle is formed and the maiden,
stripped of all but a waistband, is given

If she runs round three times

course we

.

FI

devotee of pleasure, the votary of fashion, |
|
We frequently hear the remark:
“We
and the giddy aspirant, whose pursuits for don’t need Teachers’ Meetings, now that
earthly felicity can scarcely be. checked,
the papers work out the lessons for us.”

though, as he himself says,

ed. Verily, ‘the memory of the just is
blessed ;” it *¢ is as ointment poured forth.”
J. PHILLIPS,

T

J
4

\
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:

which will enable me to give such a history | hostly a wilderness, there came up a man | York: Z¥mes picnic movement, tells someNN
E
:
.
oc
4
aye
:
.
%
]
WAL
:
Sad
of his life and labors as they justly merit. | named William. Buzzell, His dwelling was | thing of the spirtual and physical ministry
I know he commenced his ministry at the | in thie thick forest, small and in all respects | of necessity co-operating for the aid of the
age of seventeen years, under circumstan- | vel hpmble,no other in sight nor, very | lower classes of children.
He says:
ces which would have disheartened “most near. This Buzzell was the father of Eld.
I was thankfulto have it in my power to
men, for he was disowned by his parents and. John Buzzell, and there he was born. He give soap and sugar and rice and bread to
turned out of doors for embracing the min- had two brothers, Aaron and William, some of these dirty and starving ones, and
to send a physician to those who wepe sick ;
istry. Ie had been in thehome missionary preachers of the gospel.
but I somehow felt that
this was, after
field during the greater part of his life,
A year ago last May, being in Barring- all, only like putting a very thin poultice on
throughout Ohio, Michigan, Illinois,” Wis- ton, I was interested in find the spot a very deep cancer. It might be cooling
consin and Iowa, and has probably estab- where the Buzzell house stad.
No dwell and grateful for the moment; but if it were
lished more Free Baptist churches in these ing is there now, nor has there been for 50 not renewed in a day's time the trouble
might be worse than ever.
states than ary other man.
| years,. Itisstill in the wilderness, half a
And when the physician cape to a little
He leaves a son by his tirst wife in Illi- mile from any road, The remains of a fellow who had typhoid fevéf, and told the
nois,and a wife and son about two years old small cellar on land ledgy and: poor are parents he must be taken out of tht place
here. The wife and child have since his seen. But trees are growing even where or die, and offered to have him removed to
a clean, quiet hospital, where life might
death removed toMcHenry, II.
| the house stood, and all around..
come back to him, | read in their refusal to
He died poor in this world's goods, but
Mr»Buzzell lived here a few years and lot him go a truth which seems most dierich in those treasures which, during all his moved, striking back farther into the wil- heartening
of all. That truth is that these .
life,he had laid up in that celestial. city,
derness, to the new town of Middleton, four people of the worst class have very
“Where neither moth-nor rust doth corrupt John was then but a lad, and went with the
ittle desire to be lifted out of their present
and where thieves do not break through family. Educational advantages were very life. They know nothing else, and will not
‘reach up for anytlting better,
h
nor steal.”
J. F. MEEKER.
| poor.and he in afterlife used to say that he
When that mother would neither wash
went to school but one month and a quar- the ¢hild, nor give him his medicine reguReflections at a Cemetery.
{ ter. His mother, however, taught him to ‘Tarly, nor make the room tolerable for cleando any ore of a thousand
| read, and after arriving at the age of 1268 liness, nor
Congregational minister was settled in things for his comfort, nor yet let him be
SEPTEMBER 5, 1872.
Visited a-‘someremoved from that place, is it any wonder
what noted cemetery.
A visit of this kind
town. His name was Nehemiah Ordway. that we asked: “How, then, can money
is well calculated to produce mingled feel- He took an interest in the education of the reach the case ? What relief can we give?”
young, and John used to go to him to be
ings of emotion.
In the chiseled marble
Ie adds truly as to the need of care for
are seen the names of loved ones, calling taught arithmetic and writing. - After this both soul and bedy :
he lived with a Mr. Ham, an old school
to memory scenes and associations of other
Ah! something is needed which will go furyears, when pure joys swelled the bosom. | teacher, who taught him still farther, Ie ther and reach deeper than do grocery orIt points=to the time when sthat vigorous | finally taught schoo gfitselr, was converted ders and soup-bones. And that something
is alone the Gospel of Christ. Nothipg
frame becgme weak . and emaciated, sink- || in New Durbam while teaching there, was
short of converting power will raise these
ing in the convulsions of death.
Next
baptized by Eld. Randall, began to preach people up. Nothing less than Christ in the
follow the funeral obsequies,
and the sol- lin 1791, was ordainedin Middleton in 1792, heart will sweeten their lives. People may
emn procession of the mourners to the | in 1798 moved to Parsonsfield, Me., and talk of the folly of4rying to reach the soul
grave. These and other incidents natural- | died there March 29, 1863, aged 96 years. while the body is starving, and you may
turn to them and talk"of the equal folly of
ly recur to mind, while beholding the | He was a minister 72 ygars. At the time trying to reach the suffering body, for its
graves of dear and intimate friends,
of his deatli the Freewill Baptist denom- permanent relief, while the perishing soul
WherHere, too, is seen the consummation of | ination had. existed 83 years, and he had | is hungry and in need of all things.
all earthly enjoyments.,, Here the living been a member of it73, When he united | ever possible, soul help and bodily rdlief
Indeed, in ninety-nine
learn that they must ere long ‘share the with it there were but one or two hundred should go together,
cases out of a hundred, where we find sufgloomy fate of their predecessors; there members; at his death there were fifty-six fering from destitution, were the soul cured,
kings and princes can see the humiliating | thomsand seven hundred.
the body would be in comfort,
Where it is
nat possible or desirable even to point toend of their greatness,«~pomp and glory; |

as

he is ¢* a wicked man,” he refuses to accept | single purpose.of obtaining

.

y

bal

i

x

H

glories in his riches,

in the business of getting up clubs for the
the premiums,
floating on the waters of the earth.
The | any pecuniary compensation whatever! “I | and that many
subscribe for a paper or
ship, sailing round and round the earth, at | am paid already. Smith was a good man, Magazine of which they know nothing,
last grounded upon one of the mountains We all loved him.” Not every Christian | except what they can learn by a hasty glance
of the peninsula, where they declare it may doctor would be willing to work day and | at a single number, because they think the
still be seen.
Their fathers disembarked
night in this manner on such terms. Band | premium is worth what they pay for the
and took up their abode upon the mount- Mamlee, the Hindu servant who had long | paper, and if the paper is not worth much
ains, plains and coasts, but all under one been attached to the family, was most they will not lose their meney.
chief.”
faithful and kind. .He stuck by his kindBut if the paper®is not a good one, the
The marriage ceremony is simple, and hearted master like a brother, doing every- evil does not end with the loss of the mon‘¢ the new-made acquaintance of the morn- thing for him by day and by night for the ey. A poper of a doubtful character
ing is often the bride of the evening. It is whole three weeks, or nearly so. When I should not be brought into the family.
more a matter of arrangement with the saw, the poor fellow wipe the cold sweat Most of the stories with which many of the
parents than courtship with the daughter;
from the brow of the dying missionary, my Magazines and papers are filled are foundthe form generally observed; \sewinds one heart went out to God in prayer for him, ed upon
some imaginary and extravaof the old tale of Hippomenes and Atlanta. that he might obtain the salvation of God. gant love-affair, and the time spent in readIf the tribe is on the bank of a lake or The European residents at the station have ing them is worse than wasted.
With the
stream ‘the damsel is given a canoe and a been kind and ready to aid, and at the exercise of just discrimination,
we should
doublé-bladed paddle, and allowed a start funeral came in to testify their respect for decide what papers we will take, and if
of some distance ; her lover similarly equip- one whom they had both loved and honor- with these we may receive a premium, of
ped starts off in chase.
If he succeed in
overtaking her, she becomes his wife; if
not, the match is broken off.”
The ar-

[]

\

bim, is a skillful physician, and he was un- | for, and bring into our families, or put into
tiring in his attentions to the last, visiting the hands of our children.
And perhaps
his patient four and five times daily, doing some self-denial may be necessary, for too
all in his power to arrest the disease and many papers
may
be
positivly
injurelieve suffering.
In fact, he seemed more
rious.
like a family friend, than a mere profession- |
Weimay safely judge that many engage

And

(

=

{

(id

i

here the proud, whose
towering ambition |
knows no restraint, see that they must descend into the grave,
and there find a |
level with the rest of mankind.
"He who

ness and medieal skill could supply. Dr. sary to uf judgment and discrimination
Richards, the civil surgeon who attended { in deciding which papers we will subscribe

al man.

5
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ert, 1 have ered in many things. . 1 have
done many things that I ought not to have
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pressed, anbherremarked,
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€dHei od and. no response
was
heard.
W "hp
hen hisic
.
ip
.
:
:
or
n
weeping wile said, “ Darling, it will be
| hard to part with you,” his prompt reply
was, * Tt-will v& only for a short time."
At times, his mind ,was overcast .and de-
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is

glory

to the last

generation. Then let us add the still older
custom of searching the Scriptures in the
assemblies of ‘the. saints, and make ' our
churches schools of Christian doctrine and
of ¢piritual life,
’
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er new ones,
God is ‘never in a hurry, and Nature seldom is. We indeed have not time to spare,as.

7% The clouds are gathering round ;
From the arched vault above, an hour before
The sun shone forth in beauty, and earth bare
The semblance of enchanted ground.
Now, rain comes swiftly from the angry sky,

God and nature

The tempest onward pours,

And my frail bark by battling winds is tossed;‘
1 ery for succor, but my voice is lost
Amid its deafening roar.

Till, weary, faint, and worn with useless task,

1 yield all helpless to the sweeping blast,

a certain discourse, he instantly

“Forty years.”

give way,

And tides of sunshine gild the earth again ,—

out

Jlushed is the tumult, stilled the tempest’s roar,
And peace and holy calm returh once more.
80, on life’s restless sea,

. The clustering stars guide our Josesiul way,
us play
The music of the breezes roun
Their sweetest Jejodys
Visions of beauty from the distance gleam;
Earth seems an Eden, love a blissful dream.

gloom,
5
1 grope my way alone.
My dreams are broken and my hopes are fled,
My household treasures slumber with the dead.
Is there no safe retreat,
No shelter from the sweeping-blast? I cried;
No rock within whose shadow I may hide,
And find oblivion sweet?

Saviour, Redeemer, whither shall I flee ?—

He gently whispered, **.Seul, come unto me.”
On that dear Rock I lean;
Now,
guarded by the watehful eye of Love, Fanued by the breezes from the hights above,

”

O city of the blest !
By faith your lofty towers. I.now behold,
Your many mansions and your streets of gold,
we
Where weiiry ones may rest.
Voices long hushed in death methinks I hear,
Yes, und my eyes behold them—but not here.

eters of our Prayers.

man

is

in

prison.

Strongly

guard-

for to-morrow he must meet hi¢

doom—the

man sleeps.

of exhaus-

It is not the sleep

it was

years

it is the ‘sleep

alter year,

completeness,

true,

With-

of antecedent

it

study

growths,

not

The

preachers

till

have need

and

to consider

regard, (1) that

the

rosthed

its

had gone to his reward.

ed, under military care, bound with chains,
the keepers of the prison watching the
door, with a soldier on either side of him—
tion, not of indifference;

period

principal author

authorsgof

our

day

their™Mvays

they may not

faint

in this
nor be

weary in well doing, even though the fruit
of their labors may not instantly appear;

of

(2)that they may not add to the already im-

trustfulness, He has been in prison some. | measurable quantity or crude and.upfinishtime. His friends have made no appeal { ed work, whether of the pulpit or the pen,
to the governor for his release, for that especially the latter, of which there seems
would but hasten his end.
But they have to be literally “ no end.”
The counsel of
not. been
regardless of him.
They have | Mrs. Browning
is certainly good and
borne him on their hearts, and have looked constantly to God in his behalf,
It has
been,
however, all in vain.
Days
and
nights have" rolled away, and the prison
has not yielded up its prey ;, and now it is
the
night
before “the execution.
Once
more they assemble, and, hoping against

| worthy of all acceptation by brain-toilers
and ull others:
.
|
«~Get leave to work

{|
||

hope, bear bis cause again up to the throne |

of grace.

That. night

vision,

angel
feet.
binds
casts

the

3

condemned

man

A light shines in the prison.

|

sees a |

An |

In this world,—'tis the best you get at all;
For God. in cursing, gives us better gifts
Than men in benediction.
God says, ** sweat
For foreheads”;- men
say, * crowns”;
and
$0 we are crowned,
Ay, gashed
by some
tormenting
circle
of
steel,
:
Which
snaps
with
a
seeret
spring.
Get
work ; get work;

Be

starts at his side. Ile rises to his |
The chains fall off his hands.
He |
on his sandals, girds himself, and |
his coat about him, and follows his

sure

the |
city |

and

ehain®? No;

find bis dream realized, and
there, free,

in the midnight,

He must seek

he goes to the

but

himself
in the

city.

house

of

a friend,

to |
:

so

|

whither, |

in imagination, we will transport ourselves |
before his arrival.
A goodly company is
for the prisoner.
‘One

other

ascends.

gathered fo pray
petition after an- |

Their

hearts

are

sal, |

their hopes feeble, but still they pray,

than

what

you

work

to

heart,

never

yet

had

beat,

that

it should

die;

really

a place of safety, and

better

I ripped my verses up,
no blood upon the rapier’s point:
in them
was
just
an embryo’s

found
heart

Which

swings-open of its own accord. Together |
they go up the street; when lo! the angel |
vanishes, and the man awakes, To pris- |

on, and Soldiers,

’tis

get,

And
celestial leader.
Ah! how easy impossiThe
bilities are in a dream! He passes one |

ward, and then another; and
even
great iron gate that leads into the

and

declares

-Peter

is

there,

by such a story ? *“It is Peter.”
is Peter at all, it is only

The

mad

prison! What
their devotions

Well, if it

his angel !

But the angel kept knocking, and when
finally they-opened jhe door, sure enough,
it was Peter. ‘‘And they were astonished!” The very thing oe
wanted, the
thing they asked for, a thing they knew
God could do,—when it happened to them,
was too

much

for

their

faith

to

receive.

The answer to their prayer knocking at
their very door, and Pe
gaining admittance !

How many of the Peters of our prayers
are standing knocking at our doors, and
we not suffering them

to come in?

For years the church has been praying
that God would open the heathen worid to
the gospel ; and now

it stands.

knocking at

our doors and erying out for aid, and our
missionary boards can hardly get the
money, and if the money, still more hardly
the men
they need. And we keep on
praying instead of
letting
this Peter
in,
Every church has right about wf field
of the utmost importance.

repeatedly;
town,
rouse

“Bless aur

Prayersf’zo

village,

up

bless our

bless our church.”
But how few
themselves to find the answers to

their prayers!
pray for

How

much

easier ‘it is to

Peter than to let this Peter in !

Every Christian prays for sanctification.
Hereand there one makes marked progress ; but. the vast majority at
very far short,
They pray and

least come
they pray;

bat Jhoy forget w wich; and Peter stands

at

their door in

the Spirit

is

the shape

ready

of

all

lot

rtces

in thew hearts—knocking in vain for admittance, To let this
Peter in requires
labor and painstaking—yes and suffering
too;

and though

not rather willing
outside ?

No,

no! We

we pray for him,

often

to let him

;

must open

cer's tent.

are

the door,

we

stand

the

world,

For

if you

joined the

less to pray for him unless when

do.”
«¢ Ah,

he

he was an

‘ you

these

sir, I think

will

make

of it.

fellows so well as I

I myself

know

and

in part.

But how

do you know

instance,

that

Jesus

Christ

until, castin

utheran Observer.

ever

smiled.

Do you think the little children would have
ever run after him if he had never smiled ?
Be sure all that pertains to man was in

:

4

Dead-Alive Men.

there was

not a great deal more in his life and. teaching than appears in the Gospels?
Of
course there was. * These records are very
fragmentary. = They do not tell you, for

pillars, rise up between

God, and disappointment and tears
these behind us, we
in the light of our Father's face.—

re ours,

How do you, know you have a perfect
picture of Jesus Christ? You have glimpses and traits, and you can reconstruct him

voice of many

over
that

waters, comes with the rush-

one sinner that repenteth.
I believe
there is reserved for this age a more

luminous unfolding of this. truth; so that
at the very time when the outward universe is seen to be more and more mechanical, and the laws of being more

and

more

inflexible, a great, godlike sympathy will
be felt to reach across all these natural developments, and the spiritual and eternal
love will break forth once more upon a universe wrapt in glouds and thick darkness,

until

the

glory of the Lord shall cover the

earth as the waters cover the seca.—Rev. I.
R. Hawes.
:
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titled to the Home Magazine for one year,
and a copy of the large engraving, as
specified in paragraph marked 2.—Sending
$1.10 additional, he shall be
the Christian at” Work for one

entitled
year,

OFFICE AT PRESENT,

166 LASALLE Street, -

and

Our churches are full of dead-alive men;

name of one new subscriber must be sent

are from the

nor are such men absent

tn which the buildings were consumed and the Fire:
Insurance companies have failed.
NOW IS THE TIME T® INVESE
here, and to place on loan.

ASL

CHICAGO

Sending 50 cts. additional, he shall be en-

J
wholly

from

the

AGENTS.

LOAN

AND

not lost a SINGLE DOLLARy even in those cases

to

titled to the chromo ‘mentioned in para
graph 4,—~TAxE Novice, In each case the

words
.

& CO.,

PERRY

ESTATE

Fire.
:

additional, he shall be en- | Ofall the money we. had placed on loan, we have:

Infe-

These stirring
rior:

Chicago
:

GRAHAM,

1,— | REAL

marked
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the

n

|
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“AL

the

After
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Wanted !

Wanted immediately, 30 GEXRILS to work in our
Machine Shop making Coats. Wages, from $6 to $15
per week. Good board near the shop, $2 50. ExpeFenced hands preferred. For further particulars,
address
:
E. R. WINGATE & CO.,
8t50
STEEP FALLS, MAIKE,

A NEW QUESTION BOOK!

1.
tians
© 2.
3.

secures

better teachers for the Sun-

day school.
5. It secures better attendance at the
prayer meeting.
®
6. It leads to a better understanding of
the Scriptures.
7. lt increases interest
the gospel.

in

8. It helps settle many

the

false shows.

/

God

Leading.

are ended, I look back

and

has laid out my path.

railroad.

spread

of
:

difficulties.

find

While in the.cars

track ;

that

God

1t is like riding on a
I

can

sé

no

look out upon the country, and the

‘cars seem running without

a

track;

cion.
« Ah,” said the officer, ‘I should like to
examine them.”
“Your wish can soon be gratified, for
here is one of them coming up theavenue.

Gunga,”
continued Mr. Wilkinson, addressing the native ‘who entered, ‘here
is a gentleman who wishes to examine you
as to your Christianity.”
“What right, has he to examine me?”
inquired Gunga; ‘and does he mean to’
do so in anger or in ridicule P”
“80,” said

the

officer, ¢ you

have turn-

ed Christian P”
+ Yes,”

“How

was

get

your

astonished.

living before
His

pride

also

was hurt.

“1 ama Brahmin,” said he, throwing
back his robe over his shoulders and exhibiting a mark that attested that fact. Ile
could not conceive how such a question
could be asked of him,
The

officer,

somewhat

how he had

felt before:

tian.

:

abashed,

asked

he became.a Chris-

He replied, *“ I felt that I myself, like all
my countrymen, was in miserable darkness. 1longed for thé truth, but I could
not find it. At length I heard that the light

of truth was to be found on the padre side,
and thither I constantly repaired to light

ly own taper at the source,

It is your every-day experiences which
will cultivate you,—the. little silent workings within and without: slower, perhaps,
than the uprising of‘a coral island, but
just as sure, It may take years to bring
you above the surface, but. every shell
that you throw off raises you so.’ much
higher

It makes

I found what

the

children

more

intelli-

the two rails of the track

21. It awakens interest for the salvation
of souls.
22. It gives general religious news.

23. It gives the more

important

current

news of general interest.

All this is furnished at a very small cost
‘eompared with its value.

Is It Firm?

three feet in thickness, tough

and firm enough to allow of being passed
over, if it be done quickly, without sinking
more

than

ankle-deep;

while

underneath

is deep water, and should the singular
face

give

way, drowning

would

sur-

be inevi-

table.
To the
a certain

'
daring adventurer there must be
charm in treading this network

of weeds

in

point;

but

the

the

passage,

most

from

point

venturesome

to

would

denounce as fool or lunatic, one who would
propose building on it. Are they any less

foolish who, despite the warning that *‘other
foundation can no man lay than that is laid,
which is Jesyg- Christ,” are yet building
their hopes of salvation upon their own
merit, and walk through the days and
years trusting to the negative goodness and
belief

which, Jike

the

river

plants, are of worth and value as far as
they go, but like them, cover peril and destruction when relied on for more than
their legitimate purpose? The Most ITigh
sends his voice through a thousand avenues of nature, making

all

his

handiwork

to utter parables, and by every leaf of the
tangled network of the Nile he gives the
warning—Bnild on Christ, the Rock of
Ages.
So, and .s0 only, shalt thou be safe
when the ‘great day of his coming shall
scatter all false hopes to the winds.
toe)

—

At a rehearsal for a Sabbath school entertainment,

some

time

since,

a little five-

Mr. Wilkinson-that this was indeed something which he had not expected to ‘hear.
A tear stood in his eye ashe spoke. He
had found in a Hindu

been watching her, and taking her into

for, and I carried

my

candle

to

admitted

to

the bazars and public places, that [ might
communicate the same light to others.”
As he

went

on,

the

officer

a true

believer,

anl

readers

-

dreamed that the sheaves bowed down to
him, he must have found how difficult it
was of interpretation ; but when he looked

rack over the events of a long life, he could
see how God's hand was in it. So the
have

been

ordained

Every man is doing

work which God has prepared for him.

must use the means

God

has

put

We

in our

hands ; there must be no listlessness.

These

two doctrines stand together, like the figure

of Diana.
As you approach the temple
gates there is a frown upon her countenance,

but as you look

smile.

back

God tells us

it is changed

to

bear

our

to a

to frown upon us, as we faced them, at last
smiled upon us.
So shall Gad nurture,
2uide, and mold us, until He s il bring us

must

be

as both generous and choice.

set

down

Look at what

follows :

:

but little over two years.

REMEDY

It is recommended

best physicians, and does all that 18 claimed

has

by the

for it.

It cures COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP,
BROTCHITIS, ASTHMA, SPITTING OF
BLOOD, CONSUMPTION, AND ALL DISEASES OF THE THROAT AND LUNGS.

HOW
RANDAL

ern improveme

of PARLOR

275

Music,
Books

Books.

LINES.

Address

Sell

Now

will

copy
Enthe
The
and

100

excellent Home Magazine for one year,and
a large, new and very beautiful steel Engraving,

just

executed,

entitled,-

¢‘ The

Three Graces,” or,Faith, Hope, and

The regular price
the

Charity.

of the Star is $2.50; of

Magazine, $2.50;

of

the Engraving,

85.00 ;—making a total of $10.00.
furnish the whole for $4.25;
3. New subscribers,
tian

at

Work,—one

We will

or,

:

sending

receive the Star for one

$3.60, will

year, The

of the

practical monthly religious

Chris-

most vital and

sheets

publish-

od,—for one year, and two very choice

and

exquisite Chromos, each about 12 inches
square,entitled “Good Morning,” and ““CarAt the regular prices,
lo in Mischief.”
what

we thus offer

for

$3.60

would

and perfect
mailed.

Sunday - school” Music
y22

cost

$3.00, will

receive a copy of the Star for one year, and

a new and especially
by

16

inches,

or, Homo Sunshine.”

has just been
heavy

‘¢ Little

expense,

will

be

and
sent

mounted

and

his

| grow upon one by study.

:

{das

Any

own

present

subscriber,

subscription
[4

for another

renewing

year

his

before

Price
for

only

five

stitch can

be cut, and

still the

and

all Men

WANTING: *

which will furnish a ¢ gance with

$100

f but little Capital to clear
$208 per month. REMEMBER

to

3
No.

May Bell,

150
150
150
150
150

Rainy

Life in Edgerton,

Day

Series.

A Rainy Day at School,

!

Jirthday Present,

5a
5

New Year,
Fireside Angel,
Rainy Day at Home,
Murs.

manu-

.

§150
150
150

.

Sabrina Hackett,
Aunt Mattie,
Light from the Cross,
Contradictions; or, High
.

a5
a5.
BR

Child's

Series.

-

The Christ-Chld,
Good Little Mitty,
Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannie,

Twist.

NE
Je
Ta
a5

Boy’s Heaven.

Toe

Bright

Day

Series.

Bright Days,
Sunny Skies,
Pompeii and Herculaneum,
Archibald Hamilton,

FOSTER & BOWMAN,
33 WEST STREET, BOSTON,

Starlight
Starlight Stories,

io
125
125.
12%.
Series.

,

Bvt

Brother and Sister,

Py sat

ud
Miscellaneous.
Anecdotes of Animals,
Bloomfield,
Glencoe Parsonage.
Early Choice,
,
Strawberry Hill,
Overcoming,
Perfect Man,
+ Willie Maitland,

PITTSBURGH PA,
Double, Single, Muzzle and Breech-Loading Rifles,
Shot. Guns, Revolvers, Pistols, &c., of every kind,
for men or boys, at vary low prices,
Guus, $3 to
$300; Pistols, $1 to $25.
eowl2w32

¥ 50
150
10¢
175
150.
125.
100
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Who is my Neighbor?

“The best magazine
for children in the world,”—S. S. Times

fe
4

PHS
y

et

1

CHILDREN'S HOUR
HE

TA

1873,

be

as

.reading and beautiful
a year;

b copies, $5.

4teow50

T.S.

pure

and

as full of attractive

ictures as ever.

Sample numbers,

ARTHUR

BEWARE

PER

Medicine. —SANpurely
Vegetable,

Dyspepsia, Constipation,

WEEK

OF IMITATIONS.

:

4]

t

work

¢o

0 DV

ror dar!

Aronts wanted!
moments

All elareag of working

peo-

or all the time than at anything

elve, Particulars free. AddressG, Stinson
& Co, Portland, Malues

1ydl

AGENTS

wanted

AT

ONCE

Sabbath

ones,’can

postages-

School

send

us

Lithein

orders which will be immediately filled with our owm
publications,or will be filled with the books of other
publiskers, and will be furnished to Sabbath schools
in Libraries,at wholesale

prices.

L.R. BURLINGAME,

Doerv, N. H,

Life 0 of Wm.nm. B OUT.
A new edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is now out
of press.
The price has been reduced from $I 00 to
7b cents, and will be sent postage paid on receipt of
that sum.

A liberal discount to the trade and to canvassers.

We

ple,of either sox, young of old, make more money at

for us in thetr spare

by mail, free of

new

replenish old

Send your orders tothe STAR OFFICE, Dover, N, H,

|

TREATISE.
The New Tfeatise,

$H

,90

Parties designing
fo, get

in every County

in the U. 8. Address Hudson River
‘Wire Co., 1'0- Maiden Lane, N. Y., or
.lyeow20

Chicago, Ill.

1,90

:

_ This little volume should be in every: Freewill Baptist home, and would not fail to have a good influence
apon the readers of our Sabbath School Libraries.

and expenses pad.

want a reliable agent

from Egypt,

Any of which will be sent
on receipt of the price.

Phila.

Debility,
Sick-headache,
Bilious Attacks, and all
derangements of Liver, stomach and Bowels.
Ask

your Druggist for it.
lyeows

Rescued

Claudia,

125

+ Child Life,

10 cents.

& SON,

Best and Oldest Family
FORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR.-A

Tonic—For

Price, $1.25

90
D3

Sybil’s Way,

braries, or to

An illustrated magazine, edited by T. S. ARTHUR.
This favorite of the children * from five to fifteen ”

5

Triumph over Midian,
When wewere Young,

Agents wanted re
SURE
of SUCCESS
where. Business hig!
4 profitable and legitimate.
Article needed inevery
amily, sells to great satisfaction. AddressJEFFER[ANUFACTURING CO., Philadelphia,
SON CHEMICAL
i
1yeow39)
Pa.

will, for

$15.

years.

cloth can not be pulled apart without tearing it.
We pay Agents from $75 to $250 per month, and
expenses, or a commission from which twice
that amount can be made.
Address SECOMB

Andy Inftirell,
Shining Hours,
Master and Pupil,

(GREAT WESTERN

5.000

We shall not probably be able to hold
out these inducements for more than a limited period. Hence the need of sending the
orders and the money promptly.

manner.

warranted

a stronger, more beautiful, or more elastic seam
than ours.
It makes the ¢ Elastic Lock Stitch.”

Every second

by the manufacturers,

which

executed at a

and

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just pubelished by the Freewill Baptiet Printing Establishment.
'T'hese Books are now ready for sale and delivery.
Prize Series.

Wire Mills, Philadelphia
12meow4

Eureka Button-Hole

Students,

‘This Chromo,

designed

superior

licensed

We will pay $1,000 for any machine that will sew

AND TO

10 yard Spools, are the best and cheapest silk in the
market.
For sale by all retailers and at wholesale

beautiful Chromo, 13

entitled

in a most

{0 PASTORS OF CHURCHES

readily at every house. Sam-

yard Spools and 1 oz. Spools, for

Cathartic and

about $12.00; or,
wy
4. New subscribers, sending

fell, tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider
Fully

Write for Large Illustrated Descriptive Price List to

will

GENUINE

es

Sacturing purposes, and the

SEAVEY,
8teow44

the

ir/interest to do so, and will be honestly dealt with
dress at once for terms
D. L. GUERNSEY
lisher and Bookseller, CONCORD, N. H. 12m6

The Eureka Machine Twist,
50 and

female, to

ready

Catalogues

and

Girard

introduce

and

IMPROVED COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE. This Machine will stitch, hem,

THIS, and do not fail to send for our Circulars giving full description of the business, before engaging
elsewhere.
AGENTS and PEDDLERS willfindit to

100
25
per month guaranteed
9
to
sure to Agents everywhere selling our new seven strand WHITE PLATINA

ples free.
Pa.

per month, wer,

male

AGENTS

:
made from 50 cts. Call and examine, or
10:
Samples sent (postage free) for 30 cts.,
that retail quick tor $10.
Ry L. WOLCOTT, 181 Chatham Square, N. Y
25.eowly

CLOTHES

$75 to $250

P

cash.

Illustrated

Instruction

& 00.,

& CO., Boston, Mass. ; Pittsburgh, Pa., Chicago1Uu., or St.Louis, Mo.
13t43

6m4l

ORGA N, the most beautiful sty

tone ever made,

H. FOOTE

Bankers-and Brokess, 70 Broadway, N. Y.
Member of Stock Exchange and Gold Board. ss
REFERENCES.—Jay Cooke & Co., Mechanics Banking Association, or any Banking House or Commercial Agency in New York.
.
_N.B.—Pamphlet on “Wall Street and its Operations,” free on application
1y19

from

A GREAT
OFFER.— HORACE
WATERS,
148 Broadway, New York,will dispose ot ONE
HUNDRED
PIANOS,
MELODEONS and ORGANS of six first-class
makers, including W ers, at Extremely Bow rises; or
fi

fora
le,

THEBESTTRAVELING BUSINESS

C. C. TOPLIFF, M. D., Proprietor.

installments,

One will do
Pro

To Speculate Successfully. -

.

Send for circulars with testimonials.
Sold by all Druggists,

N. H.

printing Cards, Ge.
family.
Mi
le

amusing and instructive for the young

Agents wanted.
8t50

It is pleasant to take and warranted to cure.

FISHERVILLE,

and
whole

&

$2.50,

receive the Star for one year, and a
of any one of the fine, good-sized steel
gravings which they may select from
following list: ¢¢ The Christ-Child,” ¢*
Heavens declare the Glory of God,”
¢¢ Fairy Stories ;” or,
2. New subscribers, sending $4.25,

England LUNG

gamed a reputation which places it in the front rank
of curative agents, though it has been in the market

burdeus

every day, and when we look back we
shall see that the difficulties that appeared

list, which we are sure

This favorite New

b\

A Jet Printer $1. Silver $1.25, wi

I see the path by

led him by the way ; he went out alone,and
came back a great band. When Joseph

for

just revised

of the General Conference, can

now

by order:
be had

on application, for'25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, ox
4 cents each for two or more copies.
Ow
ders are solicited -

the

ONLY COMPLETE and RELIABLE LIFE,
WONDROUS DISCOVERIES, and THRILLING ADVENTURES o

CHRISTIAN
BAPTISM.
This little book has been revised by the author, hag
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents
a
very comely appearance. It should be in every:
in one volume, with the HISTORY and RESULTS
Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-mem’
| ber have a copy of this newly revised and useful
600
pages. Only $2.50. JUST the book thé book. Price, in cloth, only 23 cts.; in paper covers
MASS
want. Act QUICK.
There will be a 15 cts. Postage extra; on the former, 4 ots,, on the:

LIVINGSTONE,

STANLEY EXPEDITION.

RUSH

for

it.

Address

lishers, Phila. and Boston,

we

Beautiful inventions for marking Clothing
l

will

I see

ready for framing. . It opens to us the
very heart of what is pure,’ beautiful and
suggestive in domestic life, and its nrerits

The Father's Face.
—

our

25
=

receive the Star for one year, Arthur’s very

One of the tributaries of the Nile is said
to have upon its surface a growth of vegetation, some

That

by which I came.

1. New subscribers, sending

19. It makes better parents.
20. It makes better children.

course.

which I had been led. Jacob weut out to
Lebanon, and was gone for long years; but
when he came back, he saw how God had

gent,

year old Bessie was placed upon the platy
form to recite a short poem. She commenced very bravely, but her eyes wandered all around the church, gathering move
and more of disappointment into her face.
Soon the lips began to quiver and the little
form shook with sobs. Her father stepped
from behind a pillar, from which he had

I-sought-

[3

18.

intellectual

did you

you turned Christian P”

Gunga

tions of practical interest.1
16. It gives light upoa obscure passages
of the Bible.
17. [It cultivates a taste for reading.

of

promptly take pains to show these offers
to their friends, may be safely assumed.
But we shall seek to fill all orders with
despatch.

nothing as long as I sit there; but let mg
look out at the rear of the car, and 1 see
So it is with experience.

bm bet

We need say nothing in the way of commending these offers. The statement of
them suffices. * That the remittances and
orders should come in promptly and abundantly, is what may be expected as a matter

When the week is ended, when the year
is ended, and still more when many years

with reference to us.

sh

A good religious paper makes Chrismore intelligent.
It makes them more useful.
It secures better pay for the pastor.

4. It

sonpe excess, rather than inaction and death,

hgfivever elegantly shrouded in appropriate
orms and ceremonies for the very burial of
the souls that are eternally deceived by its

specific events of life

——

some-

VAL Wilkinson assured him he had made
some converts whose
earnestness and sincerity were beyond all question or suspi-

pray

comes

seeing

thing about them already.”
¢ Ah, but you have not had to deal with
them as I have. If you, had been accustomed to the command of a company of Sepoys, you would soon find out their duplieity and faithlessness.an

and

Weekly.

officer,

You don’t know

for Peter, Peter will come; but it is use~we let him in,—Christian

officer,

*¢ Yes, that is my object, ’ answered my
friend.
“And a pretty wild-goose chase,” re-

let Peter in, each into his own heart, all
into their respective churches, and into the

great field,

The

European, invited him to dinner.
He accepted the invitation, and after the repast
the officer said, *“ Mr. Wilkinson, you have
come out here to try and convert the Hindus?”

y OTACES

I 1

and

pride, like

+-atias
y
ste
Just gasps of make-believe galvanic fife; — — 9. it gives unity of faith and practice in
J.B. Thomas.
Mere tones inorganized to any tune.
the denomination.
10. It exposes error.
Lively books ?—
11. It places weapons in the hands of all
The Richest Premiums Yet!
The ash has livelier verdure than the yew;
to defend the truth.
:
And yet the yew’s green longer, and alone
12. It affords a channel of communicaFound worthy of the holy Christmas time.
We have offered rich premiums before
tion between brethren.
We'll plant move yews, if possible, albeit
13. It gives the news from churches,
We plant the graveyards with them.
now (o our subscribers, and they hove been
14. 1t brings out the talent of the de— Advance,
nomination and makes it useful on a wider varied and valuable as well as attractive.
scale.
At the end of no little thought, inquiry and
15. It throws light upon: obscure quesAre You a Christian?
planning, we have decided to offer a new

A missionary, some time ago, was travHark! Some one knoeks:
A girl goes
eling in the wilds of Orissa.
As he purto the door; but on hearing
the well
sued his way he came in sight
of an offi
known voice leaves it unopened, runs- in |

thing! Why, Peter is in
does she mean, disturbing

The Unfolding Christ.
Ne
_—_—S-

,

9, hame of gue Bew
ve
a Pl
subscriber with the money, shall be entimen one

Ld

SRE»

And is it not so with our heavenly Father's | Sending $1.75

children? We stand too often where we
can not look into his face. Darling sins,

——
:

1873.

the | Apr, 1, and sending th

is

— ”

‘*So Ido, papa; but I could n't see.you. | fled to any one of the smaller engravings
th
doned. in
Let me stand where I can look right ‘into

ur

of, ing of mighty winds—the message of God's
beauty and symmetry, and fruit bearing.
tender humanity.
That is the message
So stands here and there in the social world =wvhich Christ bore to earth, that is a mesthe complete and accomplished man "and sage which still incarnates itself in all
woman, purified by sorrow and prayer, those who are filled wish his Spirit,—‘* us
and--bearing all manner of precious fruits he°was, so are we in this present world.”
in their season,
For the divine humanity in man is a token
On my table lies a volume, comprising
to all men of the divine humanity in God.
| the fruits of more than a hundred years of In the highest heaven there Pulsaes a joy
| patient.labor, shared by more than “thirty with your joy, a sorrow with your sorrow ;
i learned men, of whom Noah Webster was so that the Spirit may be said to grieve
the chief. From small beginnings,in due over those that go astray, even as there is
degrees, it grew to its present unrivaled
joy in the presence of the angels of God

——
A

And

forty

By slow stages and imperceptible

year

* Then courage, fainting heart!
Christ is thy strength, his presence Ii® reveals;
His voice fuga
out the stillness gently steals,
Aud bids thy fears depart.
The morning cometh, shadows flee away
Before the light of an eternal day.
Bonus, Ill.
“oo

The

simplicity, |

i

——

PRECIOUS WORDS!

But soon, alas, too soon,
The shadows gather, clouds obscure our sun,
Our flowers ave withered, and, ’mid deep’ning

All things bring joy serene.

that

responded,

22,

Why, darling, what

said:

[.arms,

——————
.

i

and labor he could not have wrought out
pulpits of the land. Moral unproductive- along with’ the renewal. And this offer
this one sermon in a single week.
:
ness of life is one terrible, spiritual blight extends only to Apr. 1, 1873.
The preWe look ‘upon some wonderful piece Jesus Christ, else he would not have been that disfigures everywhere the practical
miums
mentioned
in
this
paragraph
are
of mechanism—a fine organ, a watch, a the beloved.
The common folk felt this; OH taniy of the day. *‘It is good,” saith
rng
steam engine, a printing press—and ‘we they were very attentive to hear him. And God's precious Word, ‘to be zealously af- offered to all these new suhscribérs as they
too readily ascribe all the glory of it fo one, my Christ was oné who knew the way to fected in a good cause.” What has become are to others,
The Latest and Best for Young People
or a few, while much of it is due to many
their hearts. They were astonished at the of zeal, as one of the necessary elemental
Should ‘any persons, ordering the Chrowho have gone before, trying experiments gracious words that proceeded out of his forces of church progress in our day? The.
and laying foundations which others have mouth; they would follow him into the cause of Christ never grows except under
appropriated and built upon, in long suc- wilderness, they would go up the mountain its energetic influence, and it never fails to mos mentioned in connection with the Chris\
Price 15 Cents,
i
cession.
iy
to him, they would wait (or him upon the grow with it. Not a single obscure indi- tian at Work,wish them mounted and ready JA &
Shall we not all lgarn to labor and to wait shore, they would climb the trees to see vidual in any church can be thoroughly
BY MARY
LATHAM
CLARK,
in the sphere to which God calls us, and him, they would ‘strew the palm-branches awake to a true sense of *‘the powers of for framing, they will need to send 40 cts. | Author of the Old, Old, Story and the Wonderfuk
Works of Jesus, and intended to be used after then.
not be too eager to reap before we have in his path. The dull eye of death bright- the worldto come,” or abandoned to the in addition to the sums specified above.
All orders promptly filled by
well sown? And shall we not learn the ened
at his approach, the palsied
of spirit of duty, or conquered completely by
lesson of patient trust that, however we
his
love
for
Christ
and
his
"cause,
or
fully
In
making
payments
and
ordering
the
disease grew steady, and the poor oteasts
D. LOTHROP & CO.,
may fail to win the approbation of tie=sa- washed his feet with their tears, and Wiped alive to *‘the beauties of holiness,” and not
premiums, card should be taken to specify
Publishers of Religious and Sunday School Books.
perficial and undisciplined, we shall surely
communicate
speedily
the
sacred
fire
that
is
them ‘with the hairs of their head! Thus
receive the approval of all the just and gen- he drew all men and all women and chil- in him to other hearts, which were deaf and just what is wanted, and to write the siames 38 and 40 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS. .
erous, and the meed promised to the giv- dren to him, because he loved them—Iloved
dead to their moral interests and obligaing of a eup of cold water in the name of those whom nobody elsé loved, cared for tions. How much is true life, ‘the life of and orders plainly, so that there need be no
a disciple?
GARRATT’S ELECTRIC DISK.
those who had none to care for them; and God in the soul of man,” with some excess
Physicians and others find it perfectly
The symmetrical and noble’ character when the time came, and there was nothing of strength in it, better to its possessor, mistakes, misdirection, or losses by the
reliable
Superior for local stiffness,
which we so much admire, the polished ora- more to be done, having loved them to the and to all beholders of its precious worth, mails,
coldness or pain. Is simply worn for
tor, the chaste and vigorous writer,the skill- end, he laid down his life for them,
lame back, stomach, or limb.
Cures by “than a dead-alive style of moral action aay.
united action of many small currents.
Of course, no percentage is allowed and
ful artist, all reached their eminent positions
That is Jesus Christ whom we must learn where and everywhere, however coldly
Sold by Druggists, price $250; small
by great labor and slow processes. Just to know, and we shall learn to know him, proper and gpiritually fashionable in its
size, $1 50. Sent by mail on foceine of
nocredit given when premiums are orderrice, by Dr. A. C. Garratt, (from
Disk
over the way there stands a graceful fir- From‘the highest heaven there comes down manifestations,
Let us have life in the
Factory,)
6
Hamilton Place, Boston, Mass,
42
tree, loaded with beautiful raisyet cones.
\
upon the human heart—comes with the church and plenty of it, even though with ed.

The token of God's promise cometh forth
To cheer thé new-born day.

Gladly I'll toil till, care and labor done,
My victory and crown are nobly won,

Are you indeed a|

became the means of his conversion.

we may as well

in a hurry. Our best: works are mostly of
slow growth. And those which seem to
be the offspring of a momentary impulse
lave always their root in some delving and
disciplinary process which is easily overlooked. When Dr.
Lyman Beecher was
questioned how long“ took him to make

"

arrow to the officer’s heart, | your face, papa, and I won't be afraid.”

was an

This

take things coolly and patiently as to be

And all sh&heltéred from its wrath I lie.

Anon the clouds

haye; but
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indulze in

retire to

“
~

his own meditations, when Gunga said,— | matter ? I thought my little girl knew the
Ls
:
«1 should like now to examine you. | verses so well,”

truths over and over agair than to discov-"| and this question, in Christian
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| has every Christian and every people.

The

Plea from

and

India.

the

humblest

fn
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contributions weve. give to the priests!
sore |
| materially benefited in his condition. and
This circumstancé‘droused him to inquiry
| ones; but that is the rule in human life,
The-death of one of our Missiondries in prospects by the results of these fairs.
‘and investigation, and the more he sought,
Our resources fall most sadly below our India
is an-event that can not fail to! coms | But what gives this approaching Vienna ‘the more the evidences of fraud and impos’
opportunit
ies ; yet in this we only gopy. the
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22, 1873.
home to us forcibly, The story is clearly, fair a pre-eminence of its own, is the hon- ture multiplied. Ife “Soon concluded
that
experience of the church in every century.
orable place that is to be given to woman and the Catholic
touchingly and variously told in the several
miracles were all mere pre- GEORGE 'T. DAY, Editor.
But we have a right to he hopeful, in view communications relating
to it that appear her industries. That at London and that tense, and soon after’ that all miracles are
G. F,. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor,
of what God has helped us to do, of what in this week’s
at Paris failed in this respéct. There was incredible. Many have
issue,
RE
Re a
had a like experihe still bids us undertake, and of the pledges
Death
means
much
even here, where the the work, but it was mostly men’s, and’ ence,
&@All communications designed for publication
:
of favor.and help which he never forgets
circle of workers ‘is comparatively large, even then the Wen were not generally presshould be addressedto the Editor, and all letters on
The objection is a plausible one, and has
or leaves unfulfilled. In church building,
when a true-hearted, earnest, faithful broth- ent to show how it was done.
But in this misled the most acute minds, Yet it is
business, remittances of money, &e., should be adin missions, in education, in lifting weak
er and laborer is struck down at our side, case, Baron Schwarz, the organizer and utterly unworthy and baseless.
dressed to the Publisher.
= Because
churches into greater power, in planting
leaving his sickle lying in the whitening director of the fair, proposes to have the some are guilty of falsehood,
are there no
and maintaining the Christian standard at
and half reaped field. How much more machines ean
the spot, and not. men of truth in the world ? Because knayew Subscribers.—Premiums.
new points, in helping forward the great
must
it mean to the little sorely-pressed bly those operated By women.
Woman's ery is practiced, is there no honesty ? Be———
work which is to be crowned when Christ
band in Orissa when one of their number handiwork will also be exhibited. What- cause there.ds countérfeit currency,
On our third page willbe found a stat is accepted as Lord, and man is to
is there
rise in
meiit in‘ which several choice premiums fre the majesty of a redeemed nature,w-in all falls so suddenly, in the very prime of ever she has done or is capable of doing no good money ? Ilow could there be a
manhood, and with such openings and ne- will have a fair exhibition along with that counterfeit without real
coin? So spurioffered for new subscribers to the Star. these spheres we may go to work with an cessities
at their very doors! They have of the other sex. It will Le the aim to ous miracles are an indication and evidence
inspiring
hope
which
becomes
our
own
We
ask attention to them. They have
been earnestly and pathetically pleading show that woman iswot incapable of doing in favor of genuine miracles,
salvation while it supplies the energy that for reinforce
an, interest for all our present subscribers.
ments ;—the first part of the a great deal; that the prevailing
belief
3. Another, way to account for ineredulisaves the lost about us.
answer cdmes in the form ofa providential that industrial labor is unfit for and ob- ty respecting miracles is a consideration of
N. B.
Our ministers and others who
hand that strikes down a brave helper who noxious to her springs from prejudice; the fact that mumy professed religious
are disposed to undertake special service
bui yesterday was joining in the plea while and that the best wav'to correct the belief teachers are not experimentally acquainted
The
Buestion
of
Amusemen
ts.
as agents to procure subscribers, are inhe bent himselfto his labor. It seems a is to bring together working women fiom with the most vital truths of religion.
a
vited to write us at this office, and we
Prof. Fiuney’s.recent articles in the Inde- strange reply. A faithless heart would find all countries and let them answer for them- Numerous crikics and commentators on the
will endeavor to make such arrangements pendent, on the relation of
amusements to mockery in it, and perhaps a reason for ut- selves.
Scriptures ave not true believers, but skep~ with them as shall encourage them to take Christian character, are calling out inquiry ter distrust. But that little company bring
It 4 believed that an impulse will spring tics and infidels, Such men
often make
hold of this work. We hope to hear from and comment.
That paper editorially takes a wiser interpretation to the lesson,
They from this feature of the fair, which will their own experience or lack of experience
issue against its venerable contributor; the are chastened but not killed, perplexed but establish more schools for female industri- a test of sacred doetrine ; and is it strange
a good number of them at once.
Advance devotes nearly two columns to a not in ‘despair, faint yet pursuing, sore al labor than now exist throughout Europe
that they find somve ingenious method of
pressed but having no thought of surren- and America.
discussion of his views and most emphaticIn spinning and weaving
doing away with the supernaturalism of the
“Saved by Hope.”
ally dissents/from them, and other religious der. Even she to whom the blow comes linen, cotton and silk in Europe, women Bible? An unrenewed man or a baekslidae
—
papers quote and comment upon his articles like a knife cutting to the very quick of the have usually done the work; but itis pro- er undertakes to preach the gospel.
So says the great apostle.
Can
posed to enlarge the field. There has been you expect such a one to preach the trutlf,
soul, rises from the last service of affection
Not that hope is to supplant Christ, with varying intent,
:
the great Saviour. Not that it can propProf. Finney takes the strong ground. that to pray for the bravery that ¢an not be a tendency to hive only their hands, as if and the whole truth, faighfully ? Preachers
erly take the place of repentance, or, faith,
wordly amusements are at war with the | conquered, and comes back from the grave they had no brain-power to bestow.
But | rarely go beyond their own, experience, and
or self-discipline, or obedience to the Masspirit of the gospel, and that, so far as a where she has buried her chief earthly the chivalrous Baron believes that they pos- | 80 in the case in view it comes far short or
ter, or earnest and loving service to men.
real Christian character appears, there will treasure to give herself with a new fidelity sess rauch of the latter, and "he wishes to wide of the truth. Here is a prolific source
Not but we may be hopeful in such a way, be no relish for, but a decided repulsion | to the work just fallen from the dead hands stimulate it to action.
of error at the present day. We can not
that were so dear.
Unless we are greatly mistaken, here is depend on any teacher in the pulpit or elseMay God bless all the
He uses some.
from, all such amusements.
and to shch an extent, and under such
We be- | where, except as he speaks what he knows
circumstances,
and in relation to such argument in defense of this position, though smitten ones, and give his infinite comfort a great opportunity for women.
lieve that the most they need, in order to | and testifies. what he has seen. What is
things, as to be cheated and hurt rather there is more of statement than logic in his to this éhiefest of the mourners!
than blessed and healed.
We may hope papers ; and he gives great prominence to | Bro. Phillips asks us to plead for the Mis- show that they can compete successfully most to the purpose on this point is, that
Our with men in many departnients of industry, | you never find one who is a subject of the
his personal experience in the matter, quot- sion. These facts make the chief plea.
. ‘too much, and so grow heedless or presuming. For hopes are sometimes baseless. ing this as though it must bé generally ap- words are of small account beside this new is only the opportunity to do it, with per- | miracles of grace. who rejects tlie miracles
and bereaving experience.
The silence of haps a little encouragement from the whisk | of revelation,
There is nothing to warrant them. They plicable and wholly decisiveHe
No such instance can be
, says he
that
new-made
ered sex. How many thousands of them | adduced.
grave
supplies
the argument
are bora of ignorance or misconception. was passionately devoted to such ammuseThere is the hope of the hypocrite, that is ments before his convetsion, but religion and the pathos, and the facts told in the are at work to-dity, not only in our cities
The miracles of Seripture are credible and
letters published herewith bring them home | but abroad, for one, two GF three dollars a reasonable.
"like the spider's web, and wholly gives way. cured him.
7
Their record pervades the
}
when the first serious strain comes upon
We are not sorry to see the question thus tous. We are wont to prize what costs. week, and actually paying every cent of | sacred books, and is intimately blended
it. There is the hope "of the backslider, brought forward. There is great need of Our Foreign Mission begins to be expeusive that for board. Let the leaders among all | with the doctrines of revelation.
No fair
who keeps quoting his bygone experience
understanding it. Extreme opinions are and taxing enough to call out love. And these classes of female laborers,—sewing- | interpretation éan explain them away, or
and confides in his wonderful conversion,
held upon it. - Here the rigidity seems to who knows but the response in the form of machine girls, telegraph-operators, milli- | make them less real and forcible than they
while casting off fear and restraining pray- | us too rigid, and there the laxity seems too money and laborers, which has been long- ners, mill hands, -&e. &e.,—go to the great | have appeared in all ages to the Christiin
fair, there do their work,—for they will |
er. His hope is likely to go suddenly out | Jax. The definitions dften lack clearness, | NS1Y Waited for by the living pleaders,
world,
They are presented under such cirwill
come forth promptly now in answer to the | have an opportunity to,—during the six cumstances,
in darkness.
So that hope may not be The dispute is often over words rather
. and with such. variety and
than
thoughtof as the only thing needed for over things. There is a failure to grasp voice of the dead! If the ery from city mouths ofits session, and it will help con- abundance of unexceptionable evidence, that
siderably towards vindicating their ability,
the safety of the soul, and indeed it - someprinciples. The appeal is often made to and village and jungle, where idolatrous
| they can not be rejected without logically
life
is
teeming,
times puts it in real peril.
has
often
to || involving universal skepticism. The objecfallen
on heedless and calling more favorable attention
prejudice rather than to an enlightened
ears, may it not be that theeplea which
their condition,
What is the hope to which Paul aseribes judgment.
| tions against them, however specious or
An exceptional experience is
In the meantime, our government is pre- |
eee up from this new Christian ‘grave
such large and sacred- pewer? And how exalted to the place of a general
arregant, have no substantial basis.
They
law. The
are we saved by it?

The hope needs to be intelligent,

ration-

have suffered, losses,, some

term “wordly” and the term

of

them

‘‘amusement”

are used loosely and ambiguously.
And so
al, scriptural.
It needs to have its basis
the discussions are often of little profit;
in the truth and power and promise of they antagonize good men instead of uniGod. It must rest on fact instead of feel- fying them, and befog the question instead
ing. It must root itself in a right char- of putting it into a clearer light.
acter rather than be born of mere impulse.
If by “amusement” is meant a mere imTili the conditions are met on which any pulsive frivolity,and if by*‘wordly” is meant
good depends, the hope of attaining it can anything unprincipled and unchristian, the
only disappoint. No matter how confi- whole case is plain, and no argument is
dently one may reach out for a great
But if by “amusement” is meant
needed.
boon, if he has not paid the price for it,
simply the element that supplies wholesome,
the hand will remain empty and the heart recreative play, there is that in human nabe cheated
into disappointment.
The
ture that demands it. And if by “wordly”
hope that saves must spring from the lovis simply meant that which is not technical
ing and dutiful heart, in glad and confiding |
ly religious, and which those who are not
answer to the truth and promise of Him
Christians freely illustrate, the case is quite
‘who can not lie, who knows all things, and
different. Using the word in its legitimate
who especially delights in loading the
sense, there is a tendency toward and a need
true disciple with the best gifts he has to of play in Christian as well as others. A
s

bestow,

Hope saves in ways that are natural and
easy to understand. There is a new spring
to effort

when

the

: while distrust.and

heart

is full

despondency

of

palsy

hope,

the

arms,
By hope we work for the future
and count on success.
By its aid we look
cout from the surrounding darkness
and

anticipate

the

dawn

and

the

noonday.

We carry to-day’s burdens with patience,
becahse, helped by hope, we see the point
yhere we are to lay them down
to-mor-

row. Cheered by it, we battle « bravely
through discouragements till we make them
so

many

helps

to

victory,

and

smile

nature lacking this is defective, abnormal,
unhealthy ; and the life opt from which this
element wholly
drops will
be partial,
warped, one-sided, relatively weak, and in

“WwW

! master indifference, open sealed purses,

stir stupid hearts, and
trembling

with

the

set not
words,

.a few

“Here

lips

am

I,

send me!”
And this may ba the way in
which the call for reinforcements is to be
made successful, God grant it, and that

rightearly.

To speak very plainly,—this death makes
a speedy hh
of funds ard laborers
necessary. Bro. Bacheler’s work in getting
the means to pay the outfit and passage of
himself and others should be

cut

short

by

abounding generosity. And the stream of
gifts and prayer that flows toward
pur
chosen field in India should gain in volute
and steadiness. None of us think of giving up the Mission, or of allowing it to lan-

guish.

It has cost too

much

for that,—it

has also done too much for us, and it prom-

ises too much in the future.

It has become

to our hearts to he

too closely wedded

away from them now.

Sorrows and

torn

sacri-

fices, such as this death brings, sanctify it
in our eyes.
And to care for it properly

implies an enlargement of plans and genMrs. Smith's rededication of herself to it, while the tears OF bse]
ments, as there very generally is; and then” reavement are still flowing, tells us
svhat
it becomes weakness, folly, and sin. One use to make of this disaster, and sets the
needs to put conscience into it, as well as example.
May the lessson find many learninto preaching and prayer. But it is an ers and the example many copyists.
danger of wearing itself out before its time.
Of course there may be excess in amuse-

erosity and effort.

element in every really healthy life,whether

of the body or the soul.
stand the matter, Prof.

exception

as he

And, it we underFinney

might

seem.

is no

such

While

he

The
Sa

Great

Exposition.

—

With the month of May there ‘iyill be
opened in Vienna one of the most complete World's Fairs that it has yet been the

day-lahorer

may

be,

paring to afford every meedful facility to
exhibitors from this country. Modes of free
conveyance will doubtless be afforded for
all machinery that will be sent; or at least,
there will

be

marked

favors shown,

{|
|
|
|

and

everybody will be encouraged to exhibit |
the skill of his hands or his wits with the |

rest of the world.

There will in

all

prob- |

lie not against the miracles of Scripture
merely, but against the Scriptures as a divine revelation, and the entire Christian
system.
Both stand or fall together.
This subject is one of great importance
at the present day.
Gregt efforts are made,
not only outside but in the bosom of the
nominal church, to undermine faith in miracles. The consequences of this course are
If the miracles of Seripmost disastrous.

ability
be an unparalleled
competition
among the principal nations of the earth, |
and. we believe
even large expectations | ture are discredited, what becomes of
the
may be realized.
| Bible itself, what of .all our vital doctrines,
—the divinity of Christ, the atonement, the
Miracles.
work of the Holy Spirit, repentance, faith,
—
| regeneration, immortality—all the hopes

How are we to account for the fact

that,

while the divine anthority of the Scriptures

is conceded,

throughout

Christendom,

and consolations of the gospel—all supernatural and spiritual religion? Hence we

does appear to have

been,

in

some

sense,

especially charged by the Providence that
fashioned him to be the incarnation and expounder of moral law and Christian obligation,—the living embodiment and the forci-

‘Life Insurs

has been thoroughly

discussed

in the

pa-

pers, and is be(ter understood by the pub-

lic

thanit

was.

The

proposal

is

drawn, and it seems to us wisely.

Wright, of Boston,

has

with-

Elizur

developed a new

scheme of managing the details of this
business, soas to make it equi
le and
Just (o all parties; and he mow offers a
prize of $1000 to any body who will prove
that any other method is equal to his own,
for settling the following vital points:
1. How to ascertain tle proper ¢ommisSlots to be paid to agents, if any are
said.

E 2. How to assess the office or working

expenses, including commissions, on the
membersof mutual companies. *
3. How to ascertain the equitable survender-value of a policy.
’
Itis
a liberal offer, it shows his coufiv

dence in his

new scheme, and it can

nett

be properly ignored.

PurtiNG 11 oN Tmcxry.
1r% orators, from Dan, O’ConneH and Curran to

Father

Burke,

deal

freely

in panegyrie

when setting forth the
[Erish character.
If praise could really save or absolutely
spoil a people, the Irish ought long since
to have gone up to saintship or down to
knavery. The papers echo the evators, and
the later panegyrics lose nothing of the
arlier

extravagance,

Here

is.

what

the

New York Tablet says in a late issue :
When God made the Irish people, he
made them as he made no other race.
He gave them bodies unmatched

intellects

without:

an

equal

in vigor;

in

vivacity;

blood
divinely
chaste;
the bravest and
warmest hearts ever formed; a beautiful

country to live in; a - mission whieh corresponds” to that which distinguished the
Hebrews; and a spring of vitality which
nothing has been sufficient to impair.
It
is the stoutest and- the most brilliant. the

host

enduring

and

the” most

chivalrous

raceof all the family of mankind, *
Which raises the question whether. the
race has not somewhat
degenerated; or

whether
the virtues are not buried
in the nature that they
way to the surface,

——RELIGION
there

must

AND
be

rarely

their

.

Busivess.

less

so deep

work

Somehow

antagonism

between

Sundays and week days, the church and the
secular sphere, the claims of religion and tb
operations

of business,

if Christian

charac-

ter is not going to be struck through and
through with weakness and fatal disease.
tere is an extreme case, reported by the
New York correspondent of one of our

daily papers; ‘but some of the fame elements are quite too prominent and active
in other spheres than those pertaining to
horse

railroads.

There

may,

be’

some

ex-

agueration here,
but it suggests a state of
things that has more sad reality in it than
imagination.
One ean hardly read the following without an indignation that flushes

the cheek and a pitiful grief that

starts the

tears:

Irrone of the churches there has been
quité a revival of religion.
Among the
converts was a street car conductor.
When

urged to unite with the

church

his

simple +

reply, was, “I must either leave my business
or keep out of the church.
Nobody expects us to do business honestly.
The only
question is the percentage of stealing.
We
are paid by the trip, and no fnan can live on
the earnings of the week.
The conductors

the should firmly resist these beginnings of
miraculouy »vidences which are the basis of | error,
and expose it in its true light and
the crediffility are denied by many ? Nothconsequences.
Stand fast in the faith once
ing is
felearer in every part of the inspired
detiveredto tire saints, and embraced Dy
volumé than the record of miracles wrought
them.
luquire for the old paths, walk are paid twenty-five cents less a day than
to attest the mission and teaching of its
therein, and you shall find rest and safety. the drivers, and the reason is that the drivauthors, so that the competent inquirer is
-ers have no chance to steal, handling no
~J. J. B..
redpced to the alternative of either belieymoney, while the conductors have, The
i
i
low wages of omnibus drivers—$10.50 a
£ the Scriptures as attested. by miracles .
week—is put at that small figure because it ==
Current Topics.
to be the word of God, or to reject

both:

miracles and revelation.

———

No one can con- |
~——THE SWEDENBORGIAN CREED. There
sistently separate the two, though numbers
undertake it. In explanation,. several re- appears in a late number of the Sweden-

marks are pertinent.

1.

Some

misapprehend

;

the nature

borgian Messenger, a summary of the

doc-

trines taught by the eminent man" whose
of religious

miracles. With them a miracle is equivalent to an impossibility, an absurdity. We
do not refer to those who deny the existence

views still constitute the doctrinal

basis

of

the

sect

that

bears

his name.

It is not always easy to get a clear idea of
this peculiar theology. The language is
often. what might properly be called transcendental. There is a good deal of fancy,
| imagination and sentiment in the literature

of God. If there is no God there can be no
miracles, no divine revelation, no religion.
But some who believe in ~God- deny miralot of the world to witness.
We judge, of cles. They aver that-as the
infinite Creator
course, from the preparations,
These are governs the universe by uniform and im- of this church,
There is some mist too,
soul from the doubt, the fear, the despair,
A large tract of mutable laws, miracles are a contradiction, and it is apt to act like sea-fog instead of
ble expression of conscience,—yet, in his of the most ample sort.
and the listless inaction that are both its own way or ways,he has taken cave to give land near ‘the city has been secured, parks inconsistent with his attributes and governgolden haze.
The doctrine of corresponlinward plague and its outward failure.
the play element toom and liberty and ac- and boulevards are being constructed in ‘ment.
Perhaps the definition of miracles, ences seerns to lack definiteness, for it is
A hopeful spirit is what is everywhere
tion. In familiar intercourse at home and it, buildings of the largest dimensions,— as being a violation of the laws of nature, not easy to find two teachers whose symneeded.
Happy are they who are liberally
bolism -is the same.
with trusted friends, he inbends as natural- there are two which are each a half mile has contributed to the misapprehension.
But the following
endowed with it by nature,—as they are to ly as a bow when the string is loosened, long,—are being erected, the principal one The laws of nature are the laws of God, statement is measurably clear and interestbe pitied who lack it. Happier yet are and menial exhilaration, and zest, and to have a dome excelling that of St. Peter's and how can he violate his own laws? Or ing:
:
they who find jt thriving under the influ- pleasantries, and wit that is oftener juicy at Rome, and every effort is making to if he interposes to change their operation,
1. God is One in Essence and in Person,
ence of their religion,—as they are to be than dry, make one forget what a moral accommodate a universal exhibition.
then his immutability, omniscience and in whom there is a distinct and essential
Trinity, calied in the Word, the Father, Son
wondered at and sorrowed over who carry gladiator he is in the pulpit,-or at his table
This will make one of the great family wisdom are impugned.
Now the true daocthe badge of their discipleship with a sad writing out a lecture on the sovereignty of of World’s Fairs. That at London filled trine of miracles involves no such conse- and Holy Spirit, and the Lord Jesus Christ
is this God, and the anly true object of worface and atone that is despondent. For the conscience,
the continent ‘with amazement. The Ex- quences. They are not violations of law, ship.
gospel is the bringer of hope—a better
3 In order to be saved, man must believe
- And in his more ‘vigorous days, we be-, position at Paris in 1867 only increased it. and involve no contradiction. A miracle is
hope, a hope that maketh not ashamed, a lieve it was a regular part of his occupation And if Baron Schwarz realizes his ideal, a work of God for a specific purpose, Ra- in the Lord and strive to obey his commandments,
hope that is as an anchor of the soul, a to shoulder his rifle and tramp off to the this at Vienna will be the most complete tional beings have general principles and
3. The Sacred Scriptures, or the Divine
hope that is not scared by cloud and toil woods; and the game that escaped his keen of all. Every department of agricultural mo les of action; but under different cir- Word, is not
only the Revelation of the
and conflict, and that puts a prophecy of and wary eye and his fatal skill was espe- and mechanical industry; all the arts and cunistatices they wisely vary their proce- Lord's will and the history of his dealings
victory-into the face and a song into the cially fortunate. And unless our memory is the sciences; - literature, &ec.; whatever duire. They do in one condition of things with men, but also contains the infinite
lips. A Christian is not only warranted at fault, we think hi¥ eagerness sometimes man has done or been the means of doing, wha#fthey would not do in another. The treasures of his wisdom expressed in symbolical or
ondentil language, and
in hopefulness; he is especially called to- it. prevented him from distinguishing between will be represented in they
great fair, infinite Being is not an exception in this thereforeifin,readdition
to the sense of the
He honors his Master, and truly sets forth
wild turkeys and the poultry that had stray- There will be a department in the build- respect. He'adapts his administration to letter, thera-is in the Word an inner or
his religion, and gains influence over others, ed off from a neighbor's farm-yard into the ings for each country, and not only Europe the changing condition of his creatures. spiritual sense, which can be interpreted
and becomes an effective worker in the adjoining woods.
and the West, but Asia and the Eastern Miracles are one. mode of his operation, as only by the law of correspondence between
field of effort,by being an example of steady « That is to his credit. His earlier pratice world will contribute the rare and curious much as the ordinary laws of nature are things natural and things spiritual,
4, Now is the time of the second coming
and cheerful hopefulness.
The God in was better than his later theory. - That was products of their skill. Tt will be a sight
involve no limitation of the Lord, foretold in Matthew xx1y.,and
theyce
another. Hen
whom he believes, the Saviour in whom he a genuine touch of nature,—of nature that well worth going to Vienna to sce.
or imperfection in God, no inconsistency or the establishment of the New Church, sigtrasts, the Spirit with which he co-works,
nified by the New Jerusalem in Revelation
Let wo one chérish the belief that these absurdity.
had been permeated by grace, too. We bethe promises to which he clings, the testi- 4 lieve he delivered a better, theological lect- great fairs are instituted to meet the wants
- 2. Allowin g miracles are possible, others XXL,and this second coming is'not a visible
appearance on earth, but a new disclosure
mony borne by whole agés of Christian ex- ure in the afternoon, after spending a of hungry purses. There is not much dispute the proofof their existence
. Super- of Divine truth, and the promulgation of
perience that comes down to him as a lega- reasonable part of the morning in bagging opportunity for individuals to enrich the m- stition and deception have abounded
in all true Christian doctrine, effected by means
©y,—all these bid him bear his burdens and game; that the Sunday sermon was richer selves. Governments are usually the man - ages.” The ignorant and credulous
suppose of the Lords servant, Emanuel Swedentake his crosses and go to his work with a and heaitbjer and weightier for his having agers; they contribute largely to the fund; many things to be supernatu
borg, who was specially instructed in this
ral, which
doctrine, and commissioned to publish it to
hopeful spirit that forbids faintness, and thus exhilarated himself during the week; and if there is money realized it is not those of better understanding know
are not
silences complaint, and makes despair imdivided among
private parties. 80, The more knowledge, the fewer mar- the5. world.
and that the Lord never set it down against often
Man's
(possible. And thus does hope become a himas a wasting of moneyor a piece of un- They are rather undertaken in the higher vels, Gross imposture is practiced in the the preparatlife in the material body is but
ion for eternal life, and when
power
to save iu many ways and in the faithful st wardship when he paid his neigh- interest of industry and art. The great name of religion, On this point wa, give the body dies, man immediately
rises into
highest sense.
J
bor the vilue
of the big gobbler which he benefits that the United States has realized an illustration. It is from an Italian skep- the spiritual world, and after preparation
in
an intermediate state, dwells forever in
It is this calm, settled, ever-working had shot in the haste’ and heat of his undis- from the two universal fairs already held tic, born in Rome, and partially educated.
heaven or hell,
‘hopefulness that we need, both as individ- cerning zcal. And so, on this question of abroad
are easily seen. Every depart- for the papal priesthood. One day he said, acquired during aceording to the character
his earthly life.
ual Christians
and as workers together to amusements, we appeal from Prof. Finney ment of industry is stimulated. Mechan- ‘white ‘putsuing his course of study, his
6. The spiritual world, the eternal home
“build up the kingdom of Christ in our de- the venerable and meditative Christian phi- ics and artisans are prompted to do , their mother, a devout Catholic, returned from of men after death, is not remote from this
nominational sphere. We have discourage- lospher, to Prof. Finney the vigorous Nim- best. Whatever tends to successful eom- church sobbing as if her heart would break. world, but is in direct conjunction with it,
ments; for they pertain to every lot. We rod, when he was “a might y hunter before petition with the implements of industry She had seen tears trickling down the face and we are, though unconsciously, always
in immediate communication with angels
dave been more than once baffled: and so the Lord.”
alreadyin use receives highest attention,
of the blessed virgin, because so meager and spirits,
\
.
through tears till the moistened eyes shine
with a prophecy like that which lights up
the storm-cloud where God has set his
radiant bow. And
so
hope saves the

proposal of one of the leading

ance compapies of New York to reduce
its Tates 20 per cent: has had one
favorable outcome, The whole subject

is known that they help themselves. There
is an average taken daily by car conductors.
A percentage of this has to be given to the
starter, a portion to the bookkeeper, and

the driver is not forgotten.

stood thing that
ey that is paid in
by conductors.
pay living wages

It is an under--

on the steam cars.the monthe cars is ‘knocked down’
If the corporations would
they would make money."

ANOTHER NEW PAPER.

A new

ious periodical, in the form
quartp sheet, and called

relig-

of a monthly
The Working

Church, has just been started in New

York.

The price is $1 per year. It is edited by
Rev. Messrs. Tyng, Hepworth and Mingins, with a good list of contributors. The
first number appears well, in

its

mechani-

cal and literary features, and in ity ganeral
make-up.
It is evangelical but non-sectarian, and its name suggests its aim and
character. It recognizes the need Wind “the”
divine appointment of churches, quarrels
.

1)

Vi

202

ARSENE

with none that now exist, where the vital
truth is held and the one Lord henored, but

would vitalize them all, draw them togethec, and make them real, practical, nineteenth-century laborers together and with
God.
It is a most worthy and desirable
object, whatever may be said about the
need of a separate paper to promete it.
But the sheet can hardly fail todo good
where it is carefully and sympathetically
read.
It defines its aixa and work thus:
Its one mission is to set the people to

work in their own local churches, with the
most profitable methods, and the most ast-

ing motives. It will not encounter a single prejudice. Ita object challenges the cooperation of all pastors and people, who
long

‘to honor

the

Lord ‘in

"his

Church:

There is a need for. its inauguration. Therefore, without possible ®llision with other
papers, with courtesy to all co-workers

through the press, in ‘charity to lost souls

and lazy saints, it enters upon its history of
toil and hoped-for success.
|

——BAD Work OF BrER.

A State

Tem-

perance Convention was’ held in Boston
last week, at which a mass of testimony
was presented, showing the practical working of the beer clause in the prohibitory
law,

The evidence seemed all of one sort,

and proved that the making of beer an

ception to the prohibited

liquors, took

ex-

a

large part of the vitality and practical value
from the law. It was shown that men can
get'drunk on heer; that a'beer saloon has
nearly all the morally evil elements, as a

place of resort, that belong to a full-blown

|
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be read,

that we
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the telegraph or daily papers the final repear in these columns.
It seems very sult.
The weather is warm and spring like.
wuch like subsidizing another’s breath to
Leaving
the North some ten days ago,
blow one’s own trumpet,—a trampet whose
silence is better than its sonorous blare. when the thermometer indicated thirty deBut the peculiar source, whence the follow- grees below zero, while here it is sixty-six
ing comes, the especial esteem felt for the above, makes quite a change. The grass
writer, and the thoughtful and discreet begins to look green, and yesterday we
saw the rose bush in the garden budded to
terms in which a kind thing is said, induce
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following
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allow any word like
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Rev.

Haverhill, N. H.

Arthur Given
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Miss

Mary rd

Rev. O. Shipman
and Miss Bell Ham:
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E. Jackson, of T.

Jan.
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1, at T., Mr. Jacob P.

Mrs. Recepta

D. East-

of T.

‘

In-Georgiaville, by Rev. M. W. Burlingame, Mr,
Joseph F. Ladoux and Miss Odill Rachon, both of
Smithfield. Jan 6, Mr. John Smith and Miss Mary
J Smith, both of Smithfield, R. I.
In Sandwich, Jan. 2 LA Rey.

L.B.

Tasker, Mr.

Stephanus C. Kelley, of M onltonhorough, and

Miss

Delia E. Sanborn, of Center Harbor.
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mother, by Rev C. B. Griffin, Mr. Charles 8S, Mvoers
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Hubbard, Dr

willis

A. Trescott, of Fairport, N Y., and Miss E. Rainie
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Yorkville, and Miss Ruth C. Hoyt, of H, C. At the
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Pain-Killer;—but

while
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extol it as a liniment,

.”

they know but little of its power in easing pain when
taken internally, while others
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Croup,

AS AN EXPBCTORANT IT HAS NO EQUAL.
It is composed of the active principles of roots and
plants, which are chemically
extracted, so as to re-

(5:50 | tain all their medical qualities.
Ministers and Public Speakers
15.27 | Who are so often afilicted with throat diseases, will
find a sure remedy in this Balsam. Lozenges and
waifers sometimes give relief, but this Balsam, taken
?
Y a
¢ ure.
a p permanent
3 few times, y ; will insure
5x
Will all those afllicted with Coughs or Consump-

a fair trial; they will be pleased
tion give this Balsam
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Rev L W Parker, Warren, N H,
D L Herrick, Champlin, Minn, per C L Russell,
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‘West Vineland,
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cessful in curing the various kinds of CHOLERA than

s

A friend, Towa,
Ross Corner, Me, per 8 Poindexter,
Strafford Q M. Vt, per J Moxley,
Lucy Moxley, Tunbridge, Vt,
Lowell, Mass.
Rev T Foss, Pelham, N H,
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it

certain cure, and has,
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erfectly safe medicine, even in the most unskiliful
ands. For summer complaint,or any other form of
bowel disease in children or adults, it is an almost
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| amble and resolutions were adopted :—
RETURNING,— Leave Laconia Mondays, Wednes- |
new church will probably be finished by that time.
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L. C. CHASE, Clerk. | days and Fridays for Alton, in season to connect | Pusiness.
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| Whereas, it has pleased God deeply to afflict ceeds $300,000, and the pastor’s sermon on a reOrgans and Melodeons of the best quality, and
with brains for Boston aid Fortin, Leave Gonls
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this Q. N, i the femoval of our faithful and | cent Sabbath morning was on the words: * The
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Roberts, in a

whereas3
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we

That while we

mourn.

feel the

Joss

the

to our Merciful Father who permits us

to look behind the veil and see the

by

glories

await ‘the just in that world where sin enters
not and death can not mar our bliss.
2. That we not only dekply sympathize with
the church of which
he was a member, but also
with the church so unexpectedly deprived of
the labor of their chosen pustor, with the Q. M.
in the loss of an efficient oflicer, and with the
family in its painful bereavement.
3. That we will strive to faithfully learn the
lesson which tis dispensation lays before us,
and devote our lives more perfectly to the preparation for its close in doing our Master’s will.
4. That the above resolutions be entered on
our Tovords. 3 copy sent to the bereaved family,

On Saturday evening, 11th inst, a church

was

organized in Burris: Pa., with the title of
The Second Free Bap{l¥t'church of Harrisburg,
Pa.,by Rev’s A. F. Bryant, pastor of 1st church,
and 0. C. Hillgy State Missionary.
Dea. John

|
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184 A, PHILERICR, Olgré.

er

134 pastors, 289
municants.

an increase during the year of

congregations,

and 27,000 com:

Mr. Gladstone has taken the paing to. publicly
repudiate tiie belief of the learned German, Dr.
Strauss, ‘as expressed in his new work, that
modern thought is supplanting Christianity, and
that there is no personal God in the universe.
In his last speech hefore the students of Liverpool College, he maintained that the divisions
among Christians do not imply the decadence of
their faith, sinco the unity in the primary doce
trines of Christ is as remarkable as’ their “other
differences may seem confounding.
The Society for Open Air preaching, in KEngland, reviewing the work dong during the past
summer, say that they have occupied twelve

stations, held three

hundred

and

ninety-three

gervices, and delivered one thousand one hundred and seventy-nine addresses to about forty
thotisand people, mainly of that class which

a

am
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We think we can

safely say

that the

promptly each month.
As only a limited supply of the January number
will be Jublished, those intending to subscribe-und
those'wishing only the first number will do well to
send in their names at once.
Terms of subscription, $1.00 a year. Single numbers will be sent on receipt of ten cénts and stamp .
Subscriptions should be sent to
THOS.

SPOONER,

/

We're a band of Centaurs,
first number.

Lewiston. Me.

Appointments
For Rey. 0. R. Bacheler on special sn rency :
Jan, 27, Biddeford; Jan. 28 Saco; Jan. 29, Portland; Jan: 3), Cape Elizabeth; Jan. 31, Gray; Feb. 1,
New. Gloucester; Feb. 2, A-M., Main street, Lewis~
ton; P. M., Auburn; evening, Pine street, Lewiston;
Feb,
Sabbattusville; Feb. 4, So. Lewiston; Feb. b,
18t Lisbon; Feb. 6, Lisbon Falls; Feb. 7, 1st Brunswick village; Feb. 9, “A. M., North street, Bath; ». M.,
Corlis street ; evening, Winnegance.
The pastors are requested to give notice of the
meetings, and make
arrangements,
All meetings

for week-days will be in the evening.

C. O. LiBBY.
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of the Healing

miraculous
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cures

Certainly

man hardly had such power.

The wonderful recipe recently found by
Professor Naoni, amid the ruins of Italy, is supposed
to be the same accredited to Chiron the Centaur.

ordering.
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suppli

terms

At

or crrculars

Rev.
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and restrained by no power. They conquered the
world—consorted with animals and finally took up
their abgde in the constellation Centaurus. Chiron,
one of their number, was
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Student.”’
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If Instruments ordered do not prove perfectly satisfactory when received,all moneys are readily re-

“Oar home is on the mountains,
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East RoCh- | 3; 00ted),or damagesby transportation.
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of the * Student” will be issued this week Friday or
Saturday.
Several causes have delayed the publishing of this number, but
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will appear
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PHILIP PHILLIPS’S

NEW SINGING-BOOK.
SONG LIFE. Illustrating
the Journey of Christiana
and her Children from Earth to the Celestial City.
With

Illustrations.

4to, 50 cents;

per 100, §35.

PubLISHED BY HARPER & BROTHERS, N.Y.
8
cents.

Specimen copies sent by mail on receipt of 53
ea

he

Wanted, Agents for Dr. Cornell’s Dollar
Family Paper—John S. C. Abbott, the Celebrated Hisnot been attempted for centuries.
Its composition
| torian \Jiditorial Contributor. A $200 engraving to
ought to be published for the good of mankind. This every subdcriber; profitable work for the whole or
part of the time rare inducement. Address,
we are not at liberty to do, but we are putting the
qt4
+B. Bi RUSSELL, Publisher, Boston,
article within th¥reach of all at a small price.
sr. 1a
any rate the Centaur Liniment effects cures that have
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year be made better than ever. Serial tales by
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Trains leave for Alton Bay.

This unequaled expectorant

secur- | 16 such as affections of the throat, lungs, and all dis-
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odist, Buptist, and Episcopal “churches
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PM.
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rains leave Dover for Portlan1,

hour | for curing consumption, and all diseases leading to | 9.00 10,50 A. M., and 6.10 P. M.
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New York, Rev. C.8. Robinson, D.
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great men expected to be present are Dr. Pres- | great success,
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sense of France, Pere Hyacinthe, Father Ga-

of Scotland.
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The newsw Preshyterian

with tombs made of brick or marblg, somé

«places for coffins in each tomb.

cholera, diarrhcea

Me.,

of Hermon.

disease there has been no medicine yet discovered | 10.10 1845 Si 6.08; and on Monday, Wednesday | which is given away the largest and best Premium
Picture offered, the new and exquisite $12 00
Friday at 8.10 ,p. M.
and
that can show more evidence of real merit than

and gamblers;

M. B. BURBANK.

be buried above ground. The President of
Straight University kindly took us through
the cemetery. one of the most remarkable
curiosities I have yet seen in the city, 1t
extends through three squares, the streets
running directly through the cemetery. A
and published in the Morning Star.
high brick wall is built on each street en‘
D. R. WALLACE,
Lowell, Jan, 24, 1873.
-closingjt, and on the opposite side of the
wall are the vaults. The cemetery is filled
Church Organized,
of them are very costly and beautiful, and
many of them very old. There are several

In Bangor,

5.00

the

or pain

painter’s

M. Marston,
‘

MEE

San,

Col., Barters Isle,
9.0
N G Gould, Frank W Gould, Rev G H Bowen, 10.90
+.
each, L M.
30.00
J M Bailey, Martin Trafton, Mrs L. Gould, Emma.P

alcoholic washes and plastering it with grease, which | BOSTON

among¢ them several infidels, intemperate

P. S. BURBANK.
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and

The city

complaint,
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: 87. 00 | great success, but are equally ignorant of its healing’
Treas.
virtues when applied externally. We, therefore, wish.
to say to all that it is equally successful whether
For the Maine ¥.B. H. NM. Society.
Bowdoin Q M, 12,63, Rev J S Burgess, 5,00, L M,
17.63 used internally or externally, and it stands alone,
Edgecomb Q M, 10,25, Unity Q M, 7,64,
17.39 unrivaled by all.the great catalogue of Family Medi-

The Evangelical Alliance propose to hold | diseases have been fully tested by the medical facThe Balsam is, consequently, recommended
be || ulty.
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In Atkinson,
Me., Jun. 1, by Rev. Fred. A. Palmer, Mr. George Ww. Harvey and Miss Martha I.
‘| Tewksbury, both of A.
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Rev, W.P. Thorapson,

and

In Waterboro, Me., Sept. 17, %. Rev. P. Smith, Mr,
Charles H.Hill, of Buxton,and Miss Eliza A.Brooks
of Hollis.
In Hollis, Oct. 26, Mr. Hiram Hanson and
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Education

W. Barker

both of E.

Mrs A A Morse, Waltham, Mass,
«A M7,

none of its good name by repeated trials; but continues to.occupy-a prominent position in every fam-
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E
us of $110.

the

complaint, dyspepsia or indigestion, cramp
in

Co, Ind.

SOUNDS, that of a frightful

through

In Farmington, Jan. 11, by Rev. G. M. Park, Mr.
Morrison Bennett and Mrs. Eliza A. Wentworth,

Maine.

Home

Perry Davls’ Pain Killer.
This old and well-known remedy which has acquired a world-wide renown for the cure of sudden
colds, coughs, ete,, weak stomach, general debility,
nursing sore mouth,

MARRIED

Columbus, N Y, per 8 Hoxle,
Mrs R Cristy Dover. N H.
New Durham Q M,N H, por C L Pinkham,
Strafford Q M,
Vt, per J Moxley,
Lucy Moxley, Tunbridge, Vt.
Ch in Garland, Me, per W C Hulse,
Ch in Candia, per J W Dudley, .

most saddening. Would you be spared the infliction
and save the life endangered by the complaint, administer Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar.
+
Crittenton's, 7 6th Avenue. Sold by all Druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.
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reverberating

J B.RMOSE & CO, 53 Broadway, NX.
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Nathan Milliken, care of Rev L H
ford, Me.

College,

is

Children cry for Pitcher’s
Castoria,—
A substitute for Castor Oil. It assimilates the food,
cures Wind Colic and causes natural sleep. It does
not contain morphine, and is pleasant to
take, never
gripes and never fails, The best physic known.

« Brown's Bronchial Troches” arcam ¢fectual COUGH | ber of the Society.
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EXPRISE,

The foundation for the new chapel of Yale college is to be laid during the approaching spring,
at the northeast corner of the grounds,
Its cost
will be about $100,000, and a year will probably
be required for its completion,
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Free

limping horse

Centaur Liniment (yellow wrapper). There is no
use talking, we will warrant the Centaur Liniment to
‘¢ure every time, Sold by all Druggists.

J N Robertson, Monroe Cen, Me
C L Pinkham, Farmington, N H.
John Dawes. Harrison, Me.
’
Ne'son Norton, Leslie, Mich,
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MYSTERY SOLVED.—The great secret of the wonderful success of VEGETINE. It strikes at the root
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ings conducted by the Y. M. C. A. They assert | etc is unrivaled as a dressing for the hair,—is readCombination
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the idea of outside preaching and prayer-meet- | Burnett's Cocoaine, a compound of Cocoanut Oil

Ordination.
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Bro, W. A. Nealy, of the F. Baptist church
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pastor,

life

col-

in Brooklyn, huve passed resolutions regretting
the loss of the Tabernacle church, and sympathizing with its pastor, Dr. Talmage, in the temporary misfortune.
They have an’ increasing
confidence in tne future of the Free College.

regular atin inducinga
to expend ontheir
session | Tn
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colored.
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G Heath—Mrs W

S'W Perkins, Canton, Me.
AD Fairbanks, Wolfboro, N H.
J B Page, New Lyme, Ohio,
J M Purkis, W Bethel, Me,
L Johnson, Wheatville, N Y,

MISCELLANY

conversions
&

city, to all intents and purposes. | Franklin, Vt., was publicly set apart to the

J
The old Spanis
panish 3nd Jrench
elements

:

Noyes

into

for

}

103, to enter the ministry 85; Bates

The students of the Tabernacle

!

.

lame throw away their crutches, the Rheumatic sleep
without pain, an
leprous shout for joy.

ett, Gardiner, Me.
“ JF Locke, Amesbury, Mass,
‘*“ J W Brown, Addison,
NY.
** HF Dickey, Washington, Vt.
** J Stuart, Cameron, NY,
“J M Woodman, Chico, Cal, (2)
‘J ¥ Tufts, Maineville, Ohio,
“ EP Ladd, Limerick,
Me.
** EB Fuller, Dickinson Cer, NY.
“ I, Hutchins, New
Portland, Me.
‘
P Randall, Whittlesey, Ohio.
‘vB Crowell, Phoenix,
NY,
\
Mrs Martha Smith, Newfane. N Y.
Wm G Hart, 3 Cushman St, Portland, Me.
N A Stockwell, No Fayston, Vt.
Jas W Martin, Woodyard, Ohio.
Murs L B Doud, Hydetown, Penn.
OD Patch, Kewanee, Ill.
E Battelle, Denmark, Mich.
L D Cate, Oakland, Wis,
*
W Phillips. Westfield, Marquette Co, Wis.
Dea L W Ellis, Woodstock, Ill, (2)
Amos Whitcher, Benton, N H.,
J 8 Cushman, Winnegance, Me.

College, whole number 96, professing religion 48,
Brown University,
to enter the ministry 30;
whole number 204, professing. religion 136, to
enter the ministry
50; Madison Umversity,
whole number 96, professing religion 92, to enter the ministry 78, to he missionaries 14.
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of our colleges, giving the nuniber of students
intending to enter the ministry, and also who
are professors of religion: Harvard College,
whole number 650, to enter the ministry 30;
Dartmouth College, whole number 264, profess-
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Orleans for

New

A Northerner visiting
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general quickening

NEW ORLEANS, Jan. 4, 1873.
SOCIAL MATTERS.
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have

its

prayer

leges; Rev. Mr. Abbott read reports

and 6.
S. D. BATES, Clerk.
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Co
WoLFBOROUGH Q. M.—Held its Nov.\session
| with Ossipee and Wakefield church. A com-

.

by the

an abandonment of

At the meeting in Boston, for

the churches were reported and quite a number are enjoying revival seasons.
Steadfastness
and
union prevail among all the churches,
Nearly all are supplied with
preaching.
The
business was transacted harmoniously and with
despatch. The
preaching of the session,
was
spirited, and the ministry seemed endued®with
some
of the Pentecostal power. The social
meetings were interesting; all seemed willing
to work for the Master.
A License was granted
Bro. Ephraim W. Ricker for one year.
Corresponding messengers to other Q. M’s are as folows: Boston Q. M., Dea, Amos Tufts; Belknap,
Rev. Géo. M. Park; Rockingham, Rev. Hosea
Quinby; Weare, Rev. D. L. Edgerly; York Co.,
Rev, Thos. Keniston; Wolfboro’, Rev, P’. Chesev.
"
Next session with the church at West LebaCHAS. L. PINKHAM, Clerk.
non.

Tos Free Baptist chureh n Sac arappa IS i gortable
Next
stilf prospering under the ministration of Rev.
it- | Fririday
bes withave
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Sor
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candidates
nessed this winter, and several
baptism

M.—Held

him

Antonelli declar-

to the cause of truth, while

April

received

ac

Q.

Cardinal

to

their civil rights would have heen a tacit acsuch
knowledgment that they had none, save
as were vested in the will of a despotic and unfriendly power.

MARION, 0.,Q. M.—Held its last session, with
the church at Larue, Jan. 5 and 6. This church
has been without preaching a year.
[It has however continued to meet in covenant megting and
to'enjoy God’s presence.
The Q. M., attended
as it was with the marked presence of God,
greatly strengthened and comforted the brethren. They hope soon to obtain a pastor.
Next session With the Montgomery
church,

we are

CHICAGO.
The Week of Praver, we are
to learn, was very generally observed at
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tion of this paper, both for its original andi eight new members the past year.
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The fiz tree is not in leaf, so

*“ NEW YORK, Jan. %, 1873.
Reading an article in a
EDITOR:

late issue of the Star, I felt that I would |
ask the liberty to express my high
appreciaey

RE

tree

not able to judge of its beauty.
A. H. CHASE.

sent that is yielded.
Mgr.

orange

oranges is the most beantiful tree

a

A

The

DurHAM

granted

gettled. The native agent is, however, in prison,
and the authorities still remain unamiable.
The
action of the mission is to be commended, inasmuchas submission would be very detrimental

[W}

NEW

allowance

to those that ask them, and the affair is still un-

CATTARAUGUS
Q. M.—Held its last session
with the church,at Elton.
Next session with the church in Lyndon, Catt,
| Co., N. Y.; commencing the 1st Friday in Feb.,
the 7th. Itis desirable that all the churches
.| report promptly, as there will be important
business to attend to.
L. C. MILLER, Clerk. .
Government,

with-the Rochester Village «church.

M

Rev J W Hinckley, Harmony, Me,
* FL Wiley,
Sutton, Vt.
Js Jones, Wolcott's Mills, Lagrange

Pekin have a little quarrel about a mission-house
the church has sccured, and which the government wants to exchange for one in the "Lartar
city. The mission refuse,in this, case
to give

Saviour.
The Q. M. passed resolutions expressing its gratitude
for the labors of Brethren
Durkee and Blake, and for the success that has
attended them.
.
M. S. WoobpMAN, Clerk pro tem.

their houses of business,and thirty thousand
assemble and protect the legislature in its
organization ; so that long before this will

Harmon-J

BY

In China, the Methodists and the authorities at

BosTON Q. M.—Held its Jan. session with the

but would not resist the U. S. Government ;
and that on Monday next they would close

Haley—L L

H Jenkins—E Jordan-W

ed that his Holiness could not receive a sum offorred in virtue of a law which the Holy See did
not recognize,
3
:

Lowell church, Jan, 11 and 12, Some of the
churches
ure enjoying revival interest,
and
others
reported
general steadfastness.
The
death of Bro. Roberts cast a gloom over us, but
we tried to look to God, the Christian’s refuge.

Whatever else is uncertain,

taxes, nor recognize the State

It is always with a little

mental

States fulfills.

thé

Italian Parliament.

Quarterly Meetings.

one thing is vot. The political life of this
State depends upon the utter extinction of
the carpet-bagger in the South.”
Some ten thousand assembled, in mass
meeting on Thursday evel
fu after
listening to the most inflammatorfg/speeches,resolved that they would resist the police
of the city and the State militia, pay no

speaks for itself.
And on our eighth page, under the prop
er Lead, will be found an interesting account of orchard products in Nebraska,
the pity and emphasizes the
which lessens
congratulations with which a New England
Yankee sends greeting to his western correspondent and seeming exile from the setWesttled civilization of the older states.
erners do tarn a sympathetic side to good
things, and so show the fruits of their
oriental bringing up.

W~

| A Knight=8 E Khnball—8 Lent—T F Lord -Jane M Lit-

preshim;

Rome we learn that the Pope has again

refused

many kind and deferential things about H. of the citizens ; and another thing is evident,
R. H. Where the warrantable and possi- that the great cause of’all the trouble arises
ble occasions for displaying this fine senti- from opposition to the colored men voting
Boston and Lynn churches are without
ment come go seldom, one can readily par- "and holding office. They hate the U. S. The
pastors. We don’t know what will be the result
smile
the
keep
and
agance
Government
and
the
people
of
the
North
extrav
little
with the Natick church.
We hope for the best.
don a
They declare that The Charlestown church is making repairs.
inside the lips, even though tere is some with perfect hatred.
The Lowell church is erecting a chapel.
gushing, when something really turns up. President Grant is a tyrant and usurper,
Next session not fixed.
D. R. WALLACE, Clerk.
Derby did the generous and handsome and citizens of the North that have come
thing by its royal guest ; our correspondent here to live are carpet-baggers, and should
UNION, P. Q., Q.- M.—Held its Dec. session
thinks he bore himself handsomely through- be compelled to leave the State or be shot.
with the Campton church, at Moes River.
AlThe
daily
papers
state
repeatedly
that
the
that
agree
all
though,
on account of the severity of: the weathshall
out the ovation; and we
er,
few
were
able
to
attend
from
a
distance,
yet
the report of the affair is very handsomely bayonets of the Government of the United a glorious season was experienced, and we
States
rule
the
State,
and
that
the
origin
of
trust good was the result,
The church in this
drawn up. All of which serves to make a
all the troubles and disopders in the South place has been greatly strengthened and envery handsome letter.
couraged of late by the labors of Bros. Blake
The Picayune and Durkee, two students from the Theological
The letter from the Cor.” Sec. of the is from Northern men.
school at Lewiston,
They have witnessed over
flome Mission Society, reporting matters says:—‘The carpet-bagger contrives and thirty conversions,
the most of whom, we bedirects,
and
the
Government
of
the
United
of
lieve, are happy and rejoicing in a new-found
at ‘New Orleans, is in little danger

“missing

—B F

expressed

Books

From

§

glad he could find it in his heart to say so parties has the confidence of the best class

in

cures.

usefulness

and success. + Bro. C, K. Richardson, of Strong’s
Prairie, is the clerk.
A. N. Trug, Clerk,

the

Curtis—T Clark—J

Carr (2)-G F Crawford—
ChapmaiH G Coleman—J O
Cunningham—E G Chaddock-dJ
Coakley—G Carson—O B
Dame—Mrs I H Ellingwood—H D Ellis—8arah E Earl—
B Farrer—Sarub i Firye—MrsR Fisk ~WR Frenchi—Geo
B Gray—Mrs 8 Getty~ W Guin~A L Gerrish-8 B Given

The Old Catholics of Switzerland have been:

been

Lewis and W. H. Edger, gave

Exchange, several persons

—X Clark—Mrs H L Cro

ridden feel that they could again laugh, walk and be
merry, and all for & few pennies,
;

tle—J P Longfellow-W KE Lewls—J B Loveland—H P
Lamprey—Lucinda Hersom—¥ J Lord—=B Merwin-J
McLean—A A Morse -Mrs W Mead ~T Mason—dJ MeOormick—R M Minard—W Manuel—B McKoon—J Nash—A
O Newman=J Nason—I Norton—-L H Osborn—I Philbrick—W Parker—L Plummer
—E Pennell-T A Parker—
M L Piper-w E Page—W Rogers—D M
holding an enthusiastic conference at Olten. OL Powers—Mrs
Rollin—§ Ridge—W
Robertson—G H Ricker—8 P FerAbout 120 delegates, representing forty localinald—J W Seward
-T Stevens ~F L Wiley—J C Tucker—
B Trott—C D Thyn, ay
Teague—~E Tibbetts—G
ties, were present at the forenoon meeting. The) OWallace—~E
Winslow—W
R
Wadsworth—G W Wallace
W Weever—G C Waterman—MisE HWalker—0O Whitstatutes of the Swiss Society of Liberal Catholics
n| —A G Winslow—C H Webber—J Wight—E Watkins—
were discussed, and resolutions were passed in Np W Young—R Whitney,
.
in favor of the establishment of Old Catholic

the

had

of conversation

Never before could the poor suffering eripple, the lame, stift-jointed, knockskneed and bed-

A Abbdtt—D H Adams—J J Banks—M W Burlingame
=D Brown-—dJ Boyd—D W Beamer—W Brown—L Bascom—O Blake~H J Brown—J 8 Burgess C Buswell—
Boyd - AG Brann
8 D Bates—1”PSI
8 Burbank—W Bacon—
-C Cook~E U Coffin—J A Cassidy—l P Call-M T Colb:

hav=

great sorrow, when a foreigner who was
ent said, ““ T feel five hundred pounds’ for
what do you feel¥?
r

The churches reported
had each a pastor, and
were sustaining Sabbath Schools in good condi-

difficulties.
One thing is quite
evident, that neither of the Governors or

are right

We

Derby.

at

friend

0}

North a clear and

letter of present

gent conviction, appear in the
our

intelli-

sed to his deliberate and

as

ty,

in his circumstances, and his misfortunes

organized by a council appointed for that purpose, which has doubtless sinee.united with it.

two new Governors elect, * It would be alalityof the Englishman's loyal- most impossible to give a person in the

mental”

A London merchant having been embarrassed

in

“tion.

the

of if Council. *

to the

third

of

back,the readiest volunteers being too often those
most peculiarly unfit for the work.

with the Wisconsin Y. M., do not appear

A

of preachers

have
. y

two

Register for 1878.~This Q. M.,
membership of 97.

prevails, and there is great: danger that it
will endin the loss of life, At present
there are two Governors, each claiming to
yet
And
be the lawful Governor of the State, and
sadness in
two legislatures. Next Monday each party
send us,
has a new legislature that is to meet, and
the *‘senti-

their joy will be tempered with
view of the news he is forced to
Some very fine illustrations of

Q.

Scarcity

Letters Received.

right kind is felt to have been the greatest draw-

Y. M. at its last session, reported two churches,
—Plainfield and Strong’s Prairie, with a total

The greatest excitement

are badly mixed.

and Waushara

es and chapels.

the Second

By some oversight, the name and

the Adams

the inhabitants,

Politics, like

everything.

in

The Adams and Waushara

:

pPoLITICS, &C.
From the tombs to politics is an easy
transition. While the inhabitants of the
tombs say nothing, the politicians = say

We call special

Our CorrespoNpeNcE,

commenced

«+B. STROCK,
STROCK, Clerk

visiting

by

illustrated

clearly

the’

‘‘sealing

stone,”

the

away

“rolling

has been

ghurch by brethren mentioned, and
come forward to seek God.
A

the tombs,”

‘‘dwelling among

to

meetings

a

hs

habitually neglect the regular services in church-

8. Strock, and G. W. Felix, of 1st
A series of
were also on the council:

;

IOTHTGRTST

Young,
church,

gealed. Alter years have passed, the bones
are taken out and burned, and the place
occupied by others, The Scripture refer-

29, 1878,
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She passed in quiet from our sight
What time the autumn woods were bright ;
As gently as the falling leaf,
And with a life almost as brief,
She fluttered to the earth, and lay

Unmarked, to mingle with the clay.
No pompous train, no wide lament,

No chiseled shaft or mopument
Her virtues told; but ah'! the few
‘Who knew her tender heart and true,
Felt that the world would be no more
‘What-it had been to them of yore.
Her sweet young life had glorified
The paths of aJl who walked beside
They knew not why the day was bright
Until they missed the heaven-sent light,
And as they left her in the tomb,
They bore away with them its gloom.
¥

}

yet death seemed not all unmeet
one so perfect, so complete ;
briefest day may brightest be,
lily, lovelier than the tree;
humblest life that swiftest flies
fairest seem to heavenly eyes.

| down she fondly kissed the little

w.
re

Two

Atl

Ap

Homes
BY

|
|

me

Are

|

Waiting,

|

MARILLA.
re

the couch

of weary

pain;

.

{

Longing fora restful morning
With a hope that must be vain.
While my brain is wildly throbbing,
Comes a voice so dear, so sweet :
* Even now two homes are waiting
For the coming of thy feet.”

-

old fellow,

don’t like to see sober

her

the |

mother,
her face;

exclaimed’

Neytie,

as

a

sudden

Santa Claus

would

bring

me

“Oh, wont we have a famous dinner,
mother?”
Then her voice changed sud-

| denly, ‘‘Has father come home ?”
**Yes, dear, he wiil spend Christmas with

| us; and here are his gifts to his little gir], with
| mother’s also; not so beautiful as those
which

were sent;

but my Nettie will

value

them I know, for they are brim-full of love
from father and mother.”

“You darling mother !" exclaimed the
stocking with small articles that by close child throwing her arms around her motheconomy she had purchased. A pair of er's neck; ‘I guess, I shall love them; and
mittens, a handkerchief, and a few other father is at home; oh, I am so glad. Won't
| trifling things, besides a tiny paper of candy, this be a happy Christmas ?”
“Well, does my little girl think now that
and a large apple. ¢ There,” she said,
| contemplating her work with satisfaction, God does not love poor people ?” said Mrs.
“ the little darling shall have one merry I, smiling. “Bat come, breakfast is ready,
Christmas.” Just then a loud rap at the and father wants Nettie to show her presdoor startled her. ‘ Who can it be at this ents to him.”
hour ?” she exclaimed, and her heart gave
That Christmas day ! how full of joy to
a quick bound, then almost stopped its | the happy child! Nettie was never tired of
ing her work, she proceeded to fill

Nettie's

beating, as the possibility of some
to her husband entered her mind.

accident | gazing at her treasures, and displaying them
"to her father, who spent, as be had promisAnother rap still louder caused her to | ed, the day at home, and seemed more like
seize the lamp and hasten to the door, his former self than for a long, long time

+

| where stood a man with a large bundie in
| his hand.
“I was directed to leave this
here,” said he, handing it to

Nettie’s Christmas.
IOLA.

“ What can

it be ?” exclaimed

streets,

might have imagined that Sorrow with her
slow, heavy footsteps, had vanished away,
and left the earth to the sole care of her

light-footed sister, Joy.
Was it so? Were there no aching hearts,
no desolate homes on this joyous Christmas
eve?
In a small, poorly farnished room of a
crazy old dwelling, in a retired part of the
city, sat a woman and. little girl. The
‘woman, who was busily sewing, was pale
and care-worn, but despite her lowly surroundings there was an air of refinement

~

lot had

not always been cast amid poverty and destitution. The girl was a fair, frail-looking child, with little of the buoyancy and

of childhood. Her swéet blue

eyes wore a satl, dreamy look, pitiful to sce
in one so young ; and there was a shrinking

as, at the: slightest
to

her

Alas for the

for the’ footsteps of a
and fear, instead of his

coming being the signal for joy and gladness.
:
** Mother,” said the little girl, breaking
the silence which’ had continued for some
time, * does God love poor people as well
as he does the rich p” '

hast-

Mrs.

The Christmas dinner with its

I.,

unwonted

luxuries was highly enjoyed by all; and it
is difficult to teil which was the happiest,

| large

Minnie in her luxurious home, surrounded
by everything that love delights to bestow,

letters.

'¢ Miss
open

action to the word,

[cONCLUDED.]

and

before, so that his wife as she gazed upon
him felt ber heart bound with hope that this
happy day might be the commencement of
a new and changed life.

* there surely must be some mistake.”
| But no! there was the superscription in
“Well, T will

It was Christmas eve; merrily went the
sleighs over the white frozen ground, the
gayly caparisoned horses almost seeming
to realize that joy and festivity ruled the
earth.
““ Peace on earth, good will to men,”
the anthem chanted by angel choristers
eighteen hundred years ago o'er Bethlehem’s plains, seemed again to be re-echoing over the land, for it was earth’s gala
time. A casual observer watching
the
throng of gayly-dressed people hurrying

her

ening away.

=

closer

“Oh,”

faces ly she guessed

* God help her; she is poorly fitted to bear
the storms of life. Would that I could
shield her from them.”
| For a moment the mother bowed her
head in silent prayer; then rising and foid-

Che Family Circle,

noise, she. started and “drew

will |

sleeping

* Poor little thing,” sighed

Godimady-gall the sufferer home.

child who listens
father, in dread

and

the smiles quickly vanishing from

Shonld the call be still delaying,
And the waves roll darkly near,
I will trust thee,—O my Saviour!
Thou dost love, and thou canst cheer.
Money Creek, Minu.

mother as if for protection.

exclaimed.

| ¢“O mother, look! Are all these sple ndid
| presents mine ? What can it mean?
You
| could not get them, I know. Where could
| they come from ?”

But

calm sleep of childhood.

Ere another night of darkness
Shrouds the earth in silent gloom,
Christ may light the vule of shadows,

in her whole aspect,

Santa Claus

own little room and was soon

“Think! He never calléd our Saviour
From the work by heaven ordained,
Till hisetoiis on earth were finished,
And the cup of sorrow drained.”

elasticity

she

were

some pretty things. Oh, how I love her.”
"Nettie laughingly “kissed - her mother
“Well, Nettie, look here; this also came
good-night, * and iter carefully hanging | last night,” and she brought in the turkey.
her stocking if the corner, went to her “A turkey ! a turkey I” said the little girl.

Then he longs to call thee home.

her

mother!”

things

when he comes along jingling his bells.”

Then-1 hear the sweet evangel,
And the whispers nearer come :
‘“ Art thou one of God’s own children?

that

beatiful

Nettie | thought came into her mind,
“Minnie
must try to be happy, for Santa is a merry Warren must have sent them.
She
told me
{

O my God! my heart is crying,
Take me home to rest with thee!

showed

Nettie than a thouwith-all her, fineis a wicked man;
in God’s hands.

|indeed hers.
“O mother!

let, us think no more of
“Well, dear, they came last night, but 1
It is late, and my little | only guess who was the kind friend that bas
must go to bed; hang up your | given my Nettie so much pleasure.”

stocking, first; perbaps

But no res} ean come to me.—

about her, which

out the

Nettie

it,"—and

Ingalls.”
suiting

she untied the

the

string,

then started back in astonishment as its
contents were displayed. First, there appeared a box, which on opening was found
to contain a beautiful little hat; then there
were a bright new dress, a pair of boots, a

pair of little kid gloves, to match the dress
and hat, several Bandkerchiefs, two pairs
6f warm stockings, a beautiful book, a pair
of skates and a small paper of confectionery. While she stood gazing at the articles,
there came another tap at the door; she

or little Nettie in her plainly furnished room,
with nothing but the bare necessaries of
life, with the

exception

of

the

gifts

that

Minnie’s self-denial had procured.
My young readers, what think you ?
Did Minnie regret her decision? Would
the doll, beautiful as it was, have given her

half the pleasure that the thought of Nettie’s
delight caused
her? Relinquishing the
coveted doll was indeed a sacrifice, but it
brought, as such sacrifices always do, its

own large reward.

opened it as in a maze ; there stood a gen-

Johnny Holcomb.

tleman wiih a noble turkey in his hand.
“1 was directed to leaye this for Miss
Nettie Ingalls,” said he, his eyes brim full

“ What on- earth is the matter with
Johnny ?” asked an anxious mother of her
of mirth; *¢ rather a strange gift for a little
father as she found that her bright little
girl to receive, but perhaps her mothér can
two-year-old
boy was losing the use of his
tell what to do with it,” and before Mrs.
Ingalls could find her voice, he was gone.
Mechanically she placed the turkey on the
table, and began to gather up the other
articles,

her

pale

face

illumined

with

a

warm glow of gratitude.
* This is Minnie Warren’s work,” she exclaimed . at
length. *“ God bless her, the dear little
thingI” Just then a step was heard, the
door opened, and her husband entered,
She turned round with a startled look, but
to

her

surprise

and

joy

he

was

sober.

“Why, what have we here ?” he exclaimed,
perceiving the
articles on the table;
‘ where could these all have come from ?”
His. wife explained, telling him,
imagined, was the donor.

who,

ste

limbs.
‘“ Why,

had
the
the
er’s

:
what has Lappened?

:

Maybe

he

a fali.” An examination was made by
family, then by the physician, and then
conviction settled sadly upon the mothheart, that Johnny was a cripple for

life,—his legs had become paralyzed.
‘‘ Mamma, does God love Johnny
often -asked

the

little,

patient

now ?”

sufferer, as

the warm, weary days came and went,
,‘“ Yes, my son, God loves Johnny

time. Why do you ask me that ?”
“Then, why don’t He make my
strong, so that I can walk?

ders can walk,
walk.”

and

all

Frankie

all the

legs
Saun-

the little boys can

“My darling, God will make your legs
The man sat down, gazed
a few]
strong
again, and take the lump from your
moments thoughtfully into the fire, then
taking from his pocket a few articles, said, back, and mike you well and strong.”
Three months passed. One day his
“ You see I have also remembered it was
Christmas eve ; as I was passing this even- grandpapa was taking off his shoes, and
rubbing his feet, when Johnny screamed
ing, through the street, from
one of the
out:
* 0, grandpa ! I think I move my toe
churches they were
chanting the anthem,
Look!
look! grandpa, and see me move my
‘Peace
on
earth,
good will to min.’
:
Vila
Peace on earth, I thought ; peace on earth ! toe.”
He
did
move
his
toes
several
times, and
I know one home where there is

but little
*¢ Certainly, dear,” answered the mother,
peace or joy; and I am the sole cause of then how happy he was. He said ;
“God did come and make my legs move,
“ why do you ask ?”
Jit. The words kept ringing in my ears,
:
bite
* Because, mother, -wheh I went down 80, instead of going to Haskell’s, I went and I want to say my provers again, mamtown for you to-day, every body seemed so into a store, and bought a few things for ma, 50 that I can ask him to w tke me well,”
His mother writes: * JolLiny was a lithappy, and I saw so many little girls buy- you and Nettie.”
tle Christian ; he talked constantly of religing the most beautiful things,that I thought
* Thank God I" murthure1 Mrs. Ingalls, ion and heaven.” Cortaifly
he was a|
God couldn't love us very well, else he the tears starting to
her eyes. “O my Christian. About two weeks ago, he said:
|

=

’

sufferer,

but

the

mother

of a beautiful

Oth, 1872, Johnny awoke
water.
His mother gave

and asked for
him water, and

then said:
“Good-night,
my
precious
child.”
:
““Good-night, my precious mamma.” And
both mother and child went to sleep, and
while they slept the angels came and put

736.

length

that Mr,

Let

the

sources

of the Nile go—do you

come ‘home and
_ rest; then, after a year's rest,
and restored health, you can return
and finish

what you have to do,’

:

** But ever the answer Was, ‘ No, I
should like

to see

my

family

very

much indeed.

dren’s letters affect me intensely;

My chil-

but I must not

£0 home; I must finish my task, It is only
the
want of supplies that bas detained me.
I should

have finished the discovery of the
Nile by this,
by tracing it to its connection with
either Baker's

Dr. Livingstone, and no reader Lake ‘or Petherick’s branch of the Nile§.If 1
of this book will complain of #ny lack of pains bad only goné one month further, I ‘could have

Stanley did find

taking on the part of the author to explaiu how sald
‘ ,
The work is done.’ But Dr. Kirk has
it was done, or of any failure to exalt the undgr- kept on sending me slaves over and
over again;
taking, and
make adequately pyominent three: and be ought to know, too, what slaves
are,
personages,—viz.:
David
Livingstone,
James Why he should have gone to Banyas for men I
Gordon Bennett, and, last but not least, Henry can’t make. out,’ »
«

M. Stanley.

It is a very big book, well printed, ["
STRIK

fairly illustrated, written with vigor and piquan-

cy, though there is now and then a little of what
may

properly

be

called

rawness

more than 4 little of what may

in it, and

be called self-con-

sciousness and egotism,~though this latter qual-

ity takes a shape that is more likely to
induce a
quiet smile than to provoke real mental
antagonism.
The man is comparatively young, selfreliant, observing, intelligent, plucky,
persistent,

little hate To describe the child's delight the wings on Johnny, and when his mothwould be impossisle; it rendered hew al- er awoke at daylight, he had plumed his
most-speechless; and when her
moth- wings and fled, not into his mother’s arms,
er. softly opened the door, a pretty picture but into the arms of Him who said: ** Sufit was indeed that appeared before her. fer little children to come unto me,
and forNettie sat on the bed, her cheeks crimson
bid them not; for of such is the kingdom
with excitement, her eyes beaming with in- .of Heaven.”
intense delight, one hand holding the little
Johnny was very smart, good, quick.
bat, whilein the other was a pair of kid and pure. He could
sing many Sunday
gloves, her first pair of kid gloves; and school
songs, knew the Catechism, and had
every one who has had anything to do with
a remarkable knowledge of

alize that all these
no more of
rather have

give us a call as he passes by.

Slowly dawns T. radiant morning,

brilliantly-lighted

took

things.

daughter

Oh, the flesh is weak and weary,
And my tears will not be stayed,
Though my joyous spirit longeth
For the home which Christ hath made.

the

so |

girls |
|

and

now, dear,

these

+ Oh, I know they’d not forget me
While they pass the river oer,
And T trust they still will love me
’Mid the brightness of that shore!

through

you

are unworthy of your notice: all the
are not unkind to you, are they ?”

| But

There my other home awaits me,
5
And my soul hath loved-ones there,
Who with joy will come to greet me,
E’en amid those mansions fair.

BY

drunk-

my plainly-dressed little
sand like Emma Haskell
ry. As to her father, he
but we will leave him

O’er a love which death must sever,
While the children long may wait
For the coming of their a
Now so near the golden gat\.

pg!

hurts me so to have them call me a

ard’s daughter.”
The mother’s eyes flashed; involuntarily
she dy the child cioser. * Never mind,

“ Well, Nettie dear, think
her cruel speeches.
1 would

Angel voice,
gh, softly whisper
Of the ties sgfsacred there;
Well may’st’thou with bright tears linger
er a love so heavenly fair ;—

Q

pretty
but it

my father so bad.”

Could it bring me back all safely,
Ere the waves of death.are crossed.

~

bling with excitement,

** Oh no, 'mother! the most of them are children, knows what a precious possession
very good, and Minnie Warren
I love the first pair of kid gloves is to a little girl.
dearly ; but Emma Haskell is so proud, she The other articles were scattered all around
will hardly look at me; and it seems so | her, and her dancing eyes went from one to
hard when it is her own father that makes | another, as though it were impossible to re-

“Waits4in ‘ote a dear-loved mother,
Who would count no treasure lost,

*

up-

| care so much after all, for the nice
things that other little girls have,

dear,” she said * the girls that call

—

[ am tossing in the darkness,
On

face

turned to hers.
* But, mother,” said the child,**. I do not

ed

and perfectly formed angel.
Heaven hay
a much stronger attraction for me now that
God has taken Johnny.
At two o'clock in .the morning of April

strong & Co. 1872, octavo. pp.
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and has u deal of quiet and daring energy
; and
the successful accomplishment of a most signifi
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shi

forth the

of Life," By Katherine Prova
Sane
Publishers. 1873. 16mo. Pp. 889,
Striking for the Right is a book
that has a his.
tory and a character lying behin
d its fitting title,
The Publishers illustrated their
enterprise and
their high aim by offering,
not long since, the

cant und really formidable undertiking
by such
a man could hardly fail to render his narrati
ve magnificent prize of one thousand dollars for the
somewhat marked by sang froid, and
impart a best juyenile volume that should meet certain
decided emphasis to his liberally expressed
opin- specified conditions.
There were many coms
ions.
These things are here.
The style may be petitors,and a huge pile of manuscripts
that came
properly called intense throughout. Superla
This book stunds at the head of the
tives into notice.
are freely used.
The painting is done largely in list, and the author takes the money
,
The readblack and white, and the pigments are
dashed er will not be likely to feel surprise.
Tt is admion to the canvas with a constant regard to
popu- { rable in all respects,
It lacks no element of a
lar and immediate effect, No question
It throbs from b ginning to
related | thorough success.
to his undertaking is shunned because it
is great end with genuine and healthy “life, It sparkles
and dificult j=instead, these elements
the Scriptures.
1ts wit is full of keenness and
make it with brilliancy,
particularly attractive to our author, and
He was the son of Mattie A. Holcomb,
he | surprises. Its humor is of the truest and ‘juiciagrees with and dissents from the most
Its pathos will now and then
eminent | est sort,
the grandson of Hawkims
Wickersham.
blur and
geographers with an incisive prompiness
that blind the eyes of cool readers. .Its characterand an angel with wings before he was suggest
s Judge Barnard’s rulings and sentenc
painti
ng
exalts
natdre and interprets art. Its
es
five years old.
in the days of Tammany’s supremacy, Mr,
Stan | sympathy 1s magnetic, masterly, and all-pervad,
|
ley is as far as possible from being u puppet
Its moral tone is exceptionally high.
and | ing.
i
And
echo, and so bis book is far removed from
the | While giving no hint of cant or mere religious
1
mere milk-and-water narrative of a dainty
senti
mentalism, and routine, it perpetually
fash—
On
puts
ioner of pretty phrases.
He has s¢en interior Af- { God, and duty, anfl soul-culture
Blessed is the home
into the 1 ery
that holds in its rica and
found Livingstone; and he means that | heart of its sketches
|
and lessons,
Its special aim
| midst one central magnet,
about which his readers shall understand that he
| is to
| thronging hearts, reddened by the same one and stapds forth as the special knows the | ment get jusfice and merey exalted in the treatchampion
of brutes, and so is‘an ally of Mr. Bergh
in
| blood, move with never-failing attraction. of the other. All this makes his book intensely | its enlist
ment of the boys and girls on the side
of
When golden links of kindred, circling that interesting, and he who begins it, meaning to act | humanity. But, beyond this,
it is a noble, needhuman loadstone, are strong, and bright, the stern critic throughout, will often find him- { ed and timely plea for a true,
domestic, and
self kindling into sémething like real admira
tion | moral training of the young, put into the form
and many, who can measure the wealth
of
| over the qualities of the man. And there is
|a
story,
re- |
whose interest, magnetism and power
of love that lies within their holy compass ? | ally a large amount
ef interesting and valuable { are something as rare
as they are admirable.
With every shining fetter added to the | information suppliéd "here, both inciden
tal and | This is high praise, but it is not extrav
agant.
[ts
precious round, new joys spring into exs | bearing directly on the great questions which | merits seem almost
certain to secure for it a very
|
istence; néw interests bind us to sacred | Livingstone is spending the best part of Ias life | wide reading and a noble mission,
to solve.
| memories of the
His experiences
in traveling from |
Silent Tom takes rank among the
past, or sweet associations
best of the
Zanzibar to Ujiji are most graphically rélated always
| of the present; new
excellent issues
;|
of * thisapa Lnterprising
affections bend us | his epitomized account
of Liy ingstone’s explor- | house,
! earthward
It stands next to
Striking
for the
, towards those
who
come to | ing operations, since he was lost to the view of Right ;;” for while
that most atractive volume took
|
|| make earth
dearer, or lift us heavenward, | the world,is really a lueid summary ; his ac-| the first prize
of 81000, this took the second,
|
| count of their associations am] the journey togeth- The name
with those who ascend to the skies,
of the author, as given on the title
|
er to explore the northern portion of Lake
The commonest
events of life, events of
Tan- page—** N. I. Edson,”—seems to be a new one
every-day occurrence to all humanity, send | ganika is full of life-like v ividness; and eyen in literature, but it is evidently a practi
ced Land
an electric thrill of pain or pleasure through | his belligerent discussions over the lacustrine sys- that penned these pages, the servant of a trained
tem of Central Africa and’ the sources of
the | and fruitful brain.. There are not a few things
that far-reaching chain of kinship, and, Nile, though
often suggesting the fencing-school | in the book that suggest a popula
Ne
r writer. oy: r
stirring sympathetic pulses, draw.the bond | and the prize-ring, never grow
tedious or cease whose pages many of us have bent before
|
now,
to be stimulating.
of union closer.
On the whole, in spite of all thrilled, magnetized and tearful,
At any rate,
A little child opens its sinless eyes upon | defects, he Las given us a book that is as inter here is a book that merits a wide reading, and
esting us a romance, and that abounds
in care- will get it. Silent Tomis at once a grand and
the day,—behold!
another link put forth fully collect
ed und valuable facts, while it re- fearful character, with
noble endowments and a
for tender lips to kiss into brightness,— | lieves the
public mind of a load of anxiety which | gh sense of honor
, a natural intellectual leadfor loving arms to welcome,—for swelling | it hdd long carried over
the probable. fate of | er but a pungent cynic and a fierce
and open
one of the most marked men of the century
hearts to
give room,—for
voiceless ben| infidel, who fights the truth with
.
Lis forcible
Possibl
y
our
readers may especially enjoy an logic and imperi
edictions to_ cover !
ous will till he is conquered and
extract from the volume, as a sample
A youth, or maiden, stretches outa hand,
of Mr, | won by the patience, and gentleness,
and purity
Stanley*s fre€ind-easy,
live,
audacious, half] which it nurtures in the souls
with heart within; and lo! another link |
about him.
"There
flippant and half enthusiastic style.
We could | is some fine character-drawing,
is clasped, by wedding-ring, upon the kin- | hardly miss its
Mr. Eggleston
peculiar qualities, let us dip into | and his noble
|
daughter Ruth, Dr. Willis. the
bound chain,—and nuptial gifts and festive | the book wherever we might chance to
open it. | wide-awake
gatherings, and fond congratulations, greet | We select a few baragraphs from the opening of the strange physician, half-demented Mit and
child Santy,
Mrs, Riggs, the old
the chapter which =X an account of his last as- Scoteh
its admission !
housekeeper, and Gracie Warwic
k, the
The Angel of Death descends, and sin- | sociations and journe ings with Dr. L. He had refined and heroic wife of Tom,=all these
are
| been with him some litfle time, and so speaks personages that
stand out with all the reality of
|
gles out the purest link, and softly bears |
of him freely.”
|
He says:
living acquaintances,
The aim of the book ix
it to a home invisible.
Tears of agony |
* We felt guite at home when-we—sttdown
on
|
high its— teaching 5 Tot Toss effecti
ve for being
must flow, and grief~-wrung hearts must | our black bear-skin, gay Persiad
carpet and clean | indirect, and it honors true religi
on as much
ache ; but tears that fa]l from many eyes, RBEW mats, to rest with our backs to the wall, sip- | as it alps litera
ry art,
ping
our
weeping together, lose
tea with the air of comfortable men, aud
their
Margaret Worthington is also one of the
bitterness ;
81.000
and heavy hearts that lean on one anoth- | chat over the incidents of the “pienie,” as Living- Prize Series, and deserves its ‘place.
It gives us
stone persisted in calling our journey to
the Ru- | tae finely drawn portrait of a young lady, the
er find their load of pain and sorrow lightsizi.
It seemed as if old times, which we loved daughter of a
college Professor, who spent a
|
ened.
to recall, had come back again, though
our house wicter with the family of an uncle in the city,
Other
less
mournful
was humble enough in its aspect, and
partings
come;
our serv- | where she found wealth, culture, taste, domestic
some of the close-knit band must make ants were only naked barbarians ; but it was near | sympathy and a high
social honor, but where the
their homes on foreign shores; but ocean- this house that I had met him==Livingstone—after | vital spirit of religion was quite
wanting; and
that eventful march from Unyanyembe; it
was | the books sets forth her wise and faithful
cables are Jess strong and true than bonds
and
on this same
veranda that [ listened to that | loving and efficien
t service as a disciple of Christ
of union, that no seas can sever; and rap- wonder
ful story of his about those far, enchan
t- | and a modest but successful worker with
ture grows out of the very pangs of ab- ing regions west of the Lake Tangan
Ler
ika; it was Master in this particular sphere.
The book is
sence, when wanderers return, with tiny in this same spot that I first became acquainted written
with a bigh aim aud a thorough apprelinks hanging, like diamond pendants, from with him; aud ever since my admiration has | ciation of the quiet,
modest, womanly but heroic
been growing for him, and I feel elatéd when
their own.
he | spirit in which fidelity to the claims of
the Z08.| informs me that he must go to Unyanyembe
un- | pel sometimes gets itself embodied
Birth, marriage, death, parting, meeting ; der
in social and
my escort, and at my expense. The old domesti
c life, and which this young girl so beau
these are but trite and every-day events, mud walls, and
the bare rafters; and the ancient fully and
forcibly illustrates. There is nothing
yet through the golden link of kindreds thatched roof, and this queer-l
ooking old ve- fiigh-wrought and
sensational, but much that js
they send a current of emotion that stirs randa, will have an historical interest for me
mentally vivacious and morally elevati
ng.
while I live, and so, while 1 can, I have taken
It is
many hearts, and makes epochs in many
a charming and excellent
lives! Oh! keep the links pure and bright, pains and immortalized the humble old building dies, and its indirect work volume for young la.
for true religion is
by a sketch.
however long the chain; and burdens of
likely fo be all the more effective because
it neve
“Ihave just said that my admiration for Liver sets itself up in the capucity of
sorrow will be lessened because shared,
pulpit ok toringstone has been growing.
This
is
true.
The
preache
mal
r,
and sources of joy will swell in number, man that
I was about to interview so calmiy
All these volumes are issued in a style“at
because they reach as far as blood extends. and complacently, as I would
once
interview any suggestive, chaste and beautif
ul, and their popuprominent man with the view of specially delinlarity would seem to be assured beforeh
and,
eating his nature or detailing his opinions,
Children.
has
THE
conquered mie. Shall I tell you what I intende
——
NORTH
AMERI
CAN
REVIE
W
is always
d
I think them the poetry of the world,— todo? Itis true as the gospel. I intended to sure of deserving a welcome, It is never weak,
not often dull, frequently fresh
interview him, report in detail what
the fresh flowers of our hearts and homes;
and brilliant,
he said,
and always scholarly and strong. The
picture his life and his figure, then bow
little conjurors, with natuial magic, evokissue for
him my
Jan. is remarkable for the variety of
“ au revoir,” and march back. That he was
its papers.
esing by their spells what delights and enThe first article gives us a thoughtful,
pecially disagreeable and brusque in
just and
his manriches all ranks, and equalizes the different ner, which
would make me quarrel with him im- well written statement-on the topie chosen, but
classes of society. Often as’ they . bring mediately, was firmly fixed
there seems little that has not been
previously
in my mind.
Bewell thought out and forcibly said, and
with them their anxieties and cares,and live sides, he was an Englishman=perhaps
no espea man
to occasion sorrow and grief, we should who used an eye-glass, through which he would cially new or timely lessons are drawn forth.—
The
second
glare
article
at me ferociously or icily—both amounting
is a good fragment of history,
get on, very badly without them. Only
made a little
think,—if there was never anything any- to the same thing—and like the young cornet of recent lectur more than usually interesting by the
es of Froude and Father Burke,—
the Scinde Horse in Abyssinia, ask me
deliberwhere to be seen but great grown-up men ately, after
retreating from me several paces, The third article involves an able discussion of one
and women! How we should long for the ‘ Whom have Ithe honorto
of the most significant of social topics,
and deaddress? or like
serves a thorough reading,~The view
that ancient generdl at Senafe, Sir ——
sight of a little child! ©
of French
—— who
Every infant” comes into the ‘world like snorted out, © Well, sir, who are you? What polities in the fourth arficle seems intelligent and
a delegated prophet, the harbinger and do you want here Indeed, the results of my is forcibly stated; then the dramatic qualities of
Bjorns
herald of good’ tidings, whose office it is acquaintance with Knghsh gentlemen were such consid on are skillfully set forth, and the topics
ered in other articles will secure them inthut I should not have been surprised
if be had
‘“to turn the hearts of the fathers to the said,
¢ Might 1 ask you, sir, if you have a letter terested readers, The Book Notices are legs keen,
children,” and to draw, ‘the disobedient of introduction for
me?
But what a question critical and exhaustive than they sometimes apto the wisdom of the just.”. A child softens this had been on the shorés of Lake
pear. The contents are as follows: The Rise
Tanganiku!
of
and purifies the heart, warming and melt- I would have just ordered a retreat to. the hill Napoleonism ; Henry Flood; Capital and Labor
Causes
of the Commune; Bjornstjerne Bjornson
ing it byts gentle presence; it enriches above Ujiji; there rested for two days, and then
the soul by new feeling, and awakens with- returned, to tell the world how I had been snul- as a Dramatist; The Rationale of the Opposition
to Capital Renishment; Mixed Populations of
bed.
in it what is favorable to virtue. It isa generouBut TLivingstone=—true, noble Christian, North Caroli
na; Critical Notices.—Boston : J ames
s-hearted, frank man—acted like a hero,
beam of light, a fountain of . love, a teachR. Osgood & Co.
invited me to his nouse,said he was glad to
seejme,
er whose lessons few can resist. Infants recall and got well on purpose to prove
THE BIBLIOTHECA SACRA is fully itself in its
the truth of his
us from much that engenders and encour- statement, ‘ You have brought new life unto last issue, inasmuch as it deals mainly with the
ages selfishness, that freezes the affections; mes’ and when I fell sick with the ‘remittent very class of topics which it was established to
roughens the manners, fndurates the heart; fever, hovering between life and death, he at: discuss and expound. Tt is full of critical theotended me like a father, and we have now been logical scholarship, and adapted to broaden the
—they brighten the home,

Golden Links

invigorate

exertion,

infuse

of Kindred.

deepen

love,

courage,

and

vivify and sustain the charities of life.
It
would be a terrible world, I do think, if it

was

not embellished by little childpen.—

T. Binney.

At night thou must go in prayer asa
beggar, if by day: thou wilt carry thyself
as a king
— Saad
,,

together for more than a month, Can you won“der that 1 like this man, whose face ie the reflex

of his nature, whose heart is essentially all good~
nes¢, whose aims are so “high, that I break out
impetuously
sometimes:
¢ Bat your family+
Doctor they would like to see you, oh! so much.

Let me tempt youto come home with me, I
promise to carry you every foot of the way t6
the coast. You shall have the finest donkeyto

ride that is in Unyanyembe,
hive but to hint them, and

i

Your wants—you
they shall be satis-

Lh

Y

[

A
2

And
For
‘The
The
The
May

E
§

she would like to carry her pet lamb in the dress.
“How pretty! how pretty!
‘| her bosom, and shield her from every harm ; Where could it come from?” . Next
she
not do,”
and bending spied the box, opened it with fingers trem{ but this- she can

he took we first, I would be watching and
waiting for him. He said, ** Mamma, I want
God to take you first, and then, when he
comes for me,—just as soon as he puts my
wings on, I will fly right into your arms;
and oh, mamma, ‘we would be so happy ;"
and then she adds: “I feel that I am not
now the mother of a little, afflicted, deform-

HOW 1 FOUND LIVINGSTONE; Travels, Adventures and Discoveries in Central Africa; including an account of Four Months’ Residence
with Dr. Livingstone.
By Henry M. Stanley,
Traveling correspondent of the” New
York
Herald.
With
Maps and
[Illustrations after
Drawings by the Author,
Published only by
Subscription.
New
York: Scribner,
Arip-

=
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gether?” I told him, no; God would take
us one at a tinge.
If he took him first, he
would take care of him till I came; and if

fied.

field of thought and study which the intelligent
ministry of the country are called to investigate.

The first, third, fifth and eighth articles in this
is-

sue deserve special attention, Contents: Christian Ernest Luthardt’s Refutation of False Vielvs

a3 to the Design of St.John’s Gospel; The Diacc-

nate Chinese Language ; Doctrine of the Triumph
of Christ’s Kingdom Distinguished from M 1lena.rianism; The Natural Basis of our Spiritual Lan-

guage; Paul’s Panégyric of Love:
Unconscious
Greek Prophecy; The Purifying
Messiah; Contributions to History ;'Notices of Recent Publica~.

tions.—Andover:

1 F, Draper.

Wa

igh

ia

“ Died.”

“Mamma I wouldn't like to die alone,
If
I should ask God, wouldnt he take 'us to-

Ry

would have sent me a little money ta buy husband, this is the. best oball.,” For soumie
something for you and father; Ithought little"time the husband, and wife sat talkperhaps if we had some nice presents to ing, till, startled by the clock’s striking the
give father,
Hp wouldn't go to that bad midunight-hour, they placed N ettie’s gifts on
place so muclf, 1 should think God would the bed where the child was sweetly sleep:
want everybody to be happy ate Christmas ing, and retired.
time, for you
Anow this is the time he sent
Christmas morning dawned bright and
the Christ-gild to the earth.”
"
clear. “In many a happy home, little feet
“Poor little one,” said her
mother, were early astir, dancing over the carpeted
fondly, ¢ you are puzzling your brain over rooms to seize the treasures Santa Claus
a problem that has troubled wiser heads loves to bring to the light-hearted children
than yours.
Yes, my darling,” she con- of earth. But little Nettie, to whom Christtinued, laying aside her work and taking mas was seldom a season of joy, slept till
the child in her arms, * God does love us. the sun peeped into her window and kissed
If I.didn’t know this were so, my burdens her cheek with its warmsibeams ; then she
vould be greater than I could bear.
I started up hastily. ‘How late it must be,”
can not tell why he permits all these she said. “Oh, it’s Christmas morning ; mothsorrows and disappointments, but seme er told me to hang up my stocking, I won- 1
day,
dear, we shall know.
is hard der what she has put into it.” Just then
for you, I know, little one; mother would her eye fell on the pretty thing spread upgladly spare you all these disappoptments ;- on the bed. “Oh,” she exclaimed, seizing

-~

MORNING STAR.

JANUARY

which the beholder gazes on with. horror,

day

—o

22,°1873.
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change among organized beings actually
There is no such thing on
taking place.
Itis shifting the ground of one
record.
field of observation to another to make this
statement, and when the assertions go so
far as to exclude from the domain of science

A Story of Seciety.
re

About forty ygarsago, an heir was born
- to one of the families claiming Brahmin

claim be

such

If any

chst in this country.

just, we might grant it to the traditions,
of this
the cultare, the thorough breeding

man's race. Culture and traditions and
breeding were facts assured to them for so
many generation s that they were the least
self-nssertant of human beings. Philip,
_ having reached manhood, lived with his
mother in the quietest of stately old man-

and would turn away from, but

were not sold and the money given to the
Some
of us,
perhaps, in
bitter
poor.
mood, watching him come out of church,
Mammon,

and

class were not serving God

his

he and

might have questioned whether

watched ovér her by

Neither Rook mor colporter understood
that to Philip, paintings, luxurious surand well-fitting clothes since
| Bh
his birth, had been common-place necessa“\uies, to be assessed or dispensed with as

he had

never

a tew original progenitors.

from

supporters
assume

Other!

the transmutation

of

that

they

= demonstrate

can

Visiting is. made

doctrine

list;

the

apparent

worth while to take the slightest

this doctrine

of evolution

in

notice

his

scientific research;
than Mr. Darwin.

a serious

business

in

filled.

glazed little bit of pasteboard, but
shee

scarlet paper, with

the

a huge

name

in-

scribed ifarge characters ; the more mammouth-like the character the more grand
and respectable it is. Cards are of several
kinds. There is the plain kind—a single
sheet of ecarlet paper—with the name
written or stamped nearest the right hand
and topmost side. This is employed on
common occasions. Then there is the official card, mostly used by mandarins on |
visits of ceremony. This is also a single
sheet, and jt contains the name preceded
by the entire title, written down the center,

from top to bottom.
the full card, which

REV. DANIEL

himself,

Ig

was

his

his

of science

as suited

his

his companions were well-bred

whim;

meu, refin-

a

far better

man

its government, the:
of authors, would-be
blers in books, and
novel-readers may,

tain

at

than

most

of

understood to be returned to the

humblest and obscurest
authors, amateur dgbmere pleasure-seeking
by complying with cer-

voluminous proofs of

number of friends.

regard

Fvery

threshold,

or sit cheek

by jowl

with

Penmanship.

GEO,

Miss MARY A.
Department.

hereditary,

or

whether

some

un-

once

the

rotund

figure, and

staff features of Mark
I

have

seen

white

the

tall, boyish

and thoughtful,

Swinburne,

sitting

Browning,

true

saw him mentioned inan English journal
as one of the first three chess-players- in

illustrious
wife, George
seeming like a scholarly

conscious

humility

as

moral

nature I ever

met

deathly

close

over

poet's

his

face,

books;

calm,

deep,

large, dark-eyed, gray-haired, and gray¢I| bearded; Lewes, the philosopher, and his

vanity.

this country,” said one friend. “I had
been intimate with
him for nine years,
aud never knew before that he understood
the
game.”
‘He
had
the
healthiest,

sweetest

form,

with,”

er,

with

nish

fine,

contemplative,

features,

brown eye;

and

a

large

head

brow,

she was

penetrating,

never-

and form of Carlyle,

deep-sanken

eyes,

and

said one of the first of our Christian teach- | shazey
white hair and beard; Charles
ers, “but no man ever heard him talk of} Reade, with his full face,small eyes and bald

| crown ; and Wilkie Collins, with full beard
There wasto be a private concert one and mustache, large, round, blue eyes, and
winter's evening,
where none but critics | quick; prompt
Maga=
Nor. —Harper's
and artists were to be present.
They wait- zine.
for Philip,

tant fo the

for

fastilious face,

door,

his

debyfant;

verdict

more

was

him.

Some

disease contracted in

The shock of surprise was
friends as that of pain,

lieve,

one fair,

The Resources

tho,turned impatiently to the

watching/for

brought the word that Philip

a foul

impor-

than

These

fair,

one

lay

dying

visiting

as great

we

can

delicate

then

a jail.

to

easily

women

not associate jails and death from

of

foul

his

be-

could

dis-

ease with the Philip they hag known.

JouN

of Japan.

A writer in Blackwood’s Magazine, speak-

ing from personal knowledge of the natural
In

minerals

says:

the country

The precious and useful
there in large quantities,

is very

rich.

metals. are found
as well as coal,

The

The story is, after all,

Assaredly

Philip

one of negatives,

made

world, ho bruit among

no
men

mark
as

in the

Americans

handling,

reveals.

With

the

gkill which

they have so long possessed, and

with

friends;

but

they who knew him are startled even yet to
find how his jueinory remains, unlike that
of others who are dead; how, remembering him, it is easy to do right, to take
their ptoper humble place before God and

among his creatures;

how.

he

seems

even

in the silence of the grave to live with
Nature, fulfilling God's word; with the
breath of every summer day, healthful,
potent, calm.—N. ¥Y. Trtbune.

The

—

At the late meeting of the National
Academy of Science held at Cambridge,
Professor Agassiz defended himSelf against
the domineering spirit of the materialists
the

ranks of modern scientists, When such a
man as he is regarded as a fossil, by this
new school

of

self-asserting

teachers, we

may easily define the issues of their so-called science. The Professor threw down the

glove,to them, in this declaration :
As 1 grow older in the ranks of

science,

“said the Professor, I feel more and more the
danger of ‘stretching inferences from a few

observations to a wide field. I see that the
younger generations among naturalists are
at, this moment falling into the mistake of
making, assertions ay presenting views as
scientific principles which ‘are not even
based upon real observations. I think it is
time that some positive remonstrance be
made against that tendency. The manner
“in which the evolution theory in zoology is
‘treated would lead those who are not special zoologists to suppose that observations
have been made, by which it can be inferred that there is in nature such a thing as
Ed

no change can be possibly wished for; they
perfect

that

foreigners

have

not

years.

Hatley, P. Q.,

Dread

of Death.

North Taunton, Mass,

of

The disappointed lover,

punishment,

enemy and invites

his

faces

blow,

the

great

Every

now

and then the community is shocked by suicides so unprovoked and so frequent as al‘most to persuade us that the natural fear of
death is passing away. The@nconsistency
is easily explained. Tord Bacon says there
is no passion that will not overmhster the
terror of death, For passion is thoughtless;
occupied wholly. with an immediate suffering, it makes no estimate of any other kind
of pain; absorbed in an instantaneous sorrow it takes no other sorrow into account.

The mind entertains but one

passion at a

time, whether it be joy or fear,

are not always or generally

under

But

men

the in-

fluence of passion.
Ordinary life is calm,
calculating, considerate, and it is to ordina~

ry life that death

is

terrible,

It

i$) the

thought of death that is terrible, not death,

Death is gentle, peaceful, painless; instead
of bringing suffering, it brings an end of
suffering, ~ It is misery's cure.
Where
death is, agony is not. -The processes of

death are all friendly.

The near aspect

of

death is gracious. Ther is a picture somewhere of i frightful face, livid and ghastly,

will
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-

-

-

-

-

ls

oe

-

¥rench (extra),

.

.

.

wii

-

2

-

-

-

.

;

partment.

3.00

10.00 | Miss
2.00

°

of the

easily accessible from all

parts of the country,
from the activities
-temptations which tend to divert the attention
remove

ing, Wax-work

Lyndonville.
Lyndon Center, Vt., 1872.

For

RIDGEVILLE

?

at
at

1872.

important

close Nov.

‘

EXPENSES.

iy

gi

h

$7.00
4.00

to

3.00

clubs,

and

i“

4

$10.00
1.00
1.50

Ladies,

1.00

REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.
MOUNTAIN.SEMINARY.

term, paying from such time to the close of the term
at the regular rates.
;

WATERBURY

CENTER,

Faculty:
C. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.

CHEERFUL

VOICES!

our New, Genial, Beautiful, Popular JUVE}
A
SONG BOOK. By L. 0. Error,
NILE
Whole armies of Teachers and Children have been

A rare good Song.

1.

MEETING

« Millard,

Dec.

15, 1872,

aged

90

This truly
TUNES,

National Work contains A THOUSAND

which, after

careful

inspection,
500 compe-

tent mugjcians decided to be the most
publishe®yduring the last half Century.

All thejwell proved
none omifted.

popular ones

favorites are included, and

Price, £1 50.

)

FASTEN

Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.
«Calendar:
_ FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 3, 1872.
WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens Dec. 3, 1872.
SPRING TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Feb! 25, 1873.
Board may be obtained in private families at $3.50
! ser week, or rooms may be obtained for self-board

Six

samples

YOUR
of

the

WINDOWS.

best

FASTENER, post-paid for 50
cts. REISINGER SASH LOCK Co.
Box 400, Harrisburg,

books

and pieces

ceipt of retail price.
O. DITSON

<x

DITSON

NL

SARAM BARTLETT died in Gilford, Jun.
3,
aged 80 years,
Her life was retired, quiet and
peaceful.
After enjoying unusually good health
to ripe old age, she peacefully
departed this

sent, post-paid, on re-

& CO., Boston.

& CO. New York.

J. S. GARDINER,

life, leaving
a hope to her friends

that

she

has

joined that innumerable company whose robes
are washed and made white in the blood of the
Lamb,
S.C. K.
CHANDLER B. ALpricn die} in
Farnums-.
ville,
Mass,
Dec. 11, 1872,
[aged 38 vyéars.
Scarcely can we look upon deith as otherwise
than
sad.
But when there is a willingness
to resign all that we have and are-into the
hands of God, as in the case of the departed,
not only
the memory of the dead, but the
event itself, leaves bright-and” pleasant associa-

tions.

May the cloud of God's glory

those whose hearts are made sad
and may they realize the fullness

rest over

by this
of the

ise: * My grace is sufficient for thee.”
:

event,
prom-

A.M.

F.

we

&

to them.

ASH

Pa.

Agents

Rev. John J.

Butler,

D.

D.,is ‘now

ready for delivery toour customers.
Fifteen hundred copies of this the
first volume,

have already

been

sold.

This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed, This simple announcement is sufficient to show that
others think the work a good one and
that they appreciateit. At this rate of
sale this whole Edition will soon be on
our hands.
Price $2,00.
Postage,
extra, 24 cents. Special terms given
to agents who sell 100 or more. Or
ders are solicited.

-

New Question Book,
BY

oT

MARY LATHAM CLARK,
\
complete

[snow

and

ready

for

custome-

ers. Itisadapted to classes that have
just completed “The Story of Jesus.”
This-book received the prize offered
not long since by the Printing Establishment, and is recommended to pastors, superintendents and teachers as

Lly.

worthy

of their

Price 15 cents;

Postage

(extra),

4 cents.

More

New

Books

For the Sabbath School.

1yl7

Principal

Price
$1.25
1.50

”»

the control

of the

She was’ then taken

sick

and

her

eyes

3 SCHOOL

ST.,

BOSTON,

MASS,

BY

COURSE OF INSTRUCTION

"|

A. M., Principal,

GEO. F. ROOT.

called to the new and greatly improved work
experienced and conscientious teacher,

of this

as completed, is the result of years of observation
and labor devoted to its compilation, and is the

BEST

BOOK

EVER

PUBLISHED

for the purpose intended. Mr. Root’s immense pop. | ularity as a teacher is due, in no small degree, to the
Open to both sexes, Three full courses of study : | uniformly attractive and progressive manner in
which he presents his subjects to the student, and in
AGRICULTURAL,
none of his works are these elements more promiSCIENTIFIC and
nent than in the
CLASSICAL.

For Catalogue or further information,

address

t|

the

President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Preceptress,
became very bad and she was confined in a dark
Miss JANE W. Hoyr, A. M,, Agricultural College
room ning years. Before she was taken sick
P.
O., Center Co., Pa,
ly 48
she had given her heart to the Saviour, but had
neglected baptism, which she much regretted.
As soon as her health would permit she went
WILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,
By: the blessing of
forward in that ordinance.
Aa
“= WILTON, 'TOWA.
(God her health was again restored,but only temCommences its Fall Term September 2, 1872.
Soon she was confined to the bedside
porarily.
Catalogues sent to icquirers,
of her afflicted myther,
For three yeaers
sh |

NEW CURRICULUM.

Teachers
a Spesimen

wil

be

by wail, post-paid, hy

the

pub-

.

JOHN

1y43
SEAT

AR A

CHURCH & CO.,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
LSI i Rebs i

Job Work
BUSINESS

32mo

also

Postage

single,

do

uo
History,
0

do

POSTERS,

lain Heads

CARDS, &c.,

done in the best manner, at this Office.

N. HU

Books.
on

the

do
do
/ do
Life of Marks,
do
do
Church Member’s Book,
Treatise,
do

do

do

Thoughts upon Thought,

do
do
do
TheBook of Worship,

192
16
1.96

same
Total.
J. 16

11.52
1.26
12.52

dozen,

8.18

.83

08

96

9.14

single,

1.60

28

1.88

dozen, 15.36
single, 1.20
dozen, 11.52,
25
2.40
.15

‘dozen, 1.44
single,1.00
dozen, 9.60
single,
.30
dozen,

2.88

single,

.25

single,
dozen,
dozen,
gingle,

.25
2.40
2.10
1.00

93

3.26
20
2.40

18.62
1.40
13.92

0f
a3
02

29
2.88
AT

28
20
2.40
03

1.72
1.20
12.00
38

60

3.48

04
36

29
2.76
29

04

1]
20

2.66
1.20

do
dozen,
Ques. Book) single,
StoryofJesus,(
0
do
dozen,
WonderfulWorks of Jesus,single,

9.60
.15
1.44
-.15

2.16
04
28
04

11.76
J9
1.72
19

28

1.73

Butler's Commentary,
single,
doVol. 1 TheGospels,
Vol.2 The Acts, Romans,

2.00

24

2.24

do do

do

do

dozen,

& Corinthians,

Lessons for every Sunday

the Year, (Ques. Book)
do
0)
do

are especially recommended to send for
copy.
Price $3 00, on receipt of which it

forwarded

1ishers,

do

do

Butler's Theology,

do

THE NEW MUSICAL CURRICULUM,

AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE
OF PENNSYLVANIA.

dozen;

Christian Baptism, Bound, single;
do
« do
do
dozen,
do 8
do Paper Covysingle,

The attention of teachers and students of music is

TERM opens Aug. 27,—continuing
13 weeks )
closing Nov, 22.
WINTER TERM opens Dec. 10,—continuing 13 weeks
closing Feb. 28.
+ For particulars, address,

the

0
do
dozen, 9.60
do Emboss’d Morocco,single, 1.10
do
do
do
dozen, 10.58

. PIANO.

FALL

50

100
100
100
100
100

Price, Postage.
16
Psalmody,18mo.in Sheep, single, 1.00
16

NEW

A NEW AND COMPLETE

\

Prices of Freewill Baptist
Single and by

i| Musical Curriculum.

Wis

consin Yearly Meeting, and has been in successfu
operasion for three years. The coming year prom
The
village of
ises more
enlarged
usefulness.
Evansville is finely located, and few
places in the
West surpass it in point of moral and religious in
fluences.
:
Expenses are reasonable.
Prof. JAcoBS will have charge of the Music De
partment.
CALENDAR:

$150
125
125
125
200
A]

DIGESTION:;.

THE

CORDELIA, daughter of Rev. Thomas Juckson, died in Cabot, Auz. 15, aged 44 years and
Hers seemed to be a life of affliction.
9 months.
Ten Professors and Instructors, Not sectarian,bul
In her early years, she was afflicted with a | thoroughly Christiax.
serofulous humor which affected her eyes very
Location can not be surpassed in healthfulness,
mueh, and she could not pursue her studies as
beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
But being easy to learn
she would have done.
Expenses only $175 for College year of 40 racks,
and possessed of an intelligent mind, she fitted including % Tuition,
¢
Boarding, V ashing, Rent, Fue
herself for teaching common schools at the age
aud use of heavier Furniture.
\

of 17.

3

NEW BOOKS, CHRISTMAS, 1870.

wanted.

Write for terms, &c., free.
CEORGE MACLEAN, Publisher,

SEMINARY.

Rev. G. 8S. BRADLEY,

t13

Now Ready.

?
Short-Comings and Long-Goings,
Lute Falconer
.

N. Y., July 2, 1872.

This institution 18 under

30

The Commentary on the Gospels by

It is by America’s most popular writer on health.
1t is, for the price, the largest and handsomest book
ever sold by subscription.
Agents, the people!
eager for such a book, and will urge you to bring

and for business.
The Music
Department has just been enlarged
with seven or eight new rooms, new instruments anc
The School is one. of the
experienced teachers.
~largest and best in the State.
Send for Circular.
Terms moderate,

EVANSVILLE

,

A paphetic and beautiful instrumental piece,
IP IS DONE. i sivcrsriversnnrvsnciie Poznanski.

Department.

E.C. Sith. Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss

Whitestown,

50

THE AMERICAN TUNE BOOK !

A course of Lectures on teaching will be delivered
during the term. For Catalogue apply to
:
WM. REED, Sec. & Treas.
Ridgeville, Ind., July 10, 1872.

VT.

D. Smith, Principal Commercial

are about to adopt and sing from

patronage.
Orders may be sent at any
time and they will be filled immediate-

Penmanship, fifteen lessons
1.50
Rooms for self-boarding may be had at reasonable
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the

GREEN

Thousands of Common Schools

being in every way

2.00

EXTRA CHARGES.
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,
Use of Instrument for practice,
Vocal Music for Gentlemen,

information,

& BROTHE.
RocurstER, N.Y.

rd

Book-

and

COLLEGE.

Board, per week, in private families,

send for a Circular to

1.

De-

Carving.

& Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
Room rent, per term, from
$2.00

COLLEGE,

particular

and

Teacher of Drawing, Paint-

8 The FALLTERM will begin Aug. 20 and

31

students

Depart-

of French

— Rooms and board in private families at reasonable

AT FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
advantages.

INSTITUTE.

and Wood

LisT FoR 1873" sent free.

ths

Augusta),
Keeping.
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness.
Half terms commence at the
beginning and middle of theterm.
The price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to
$2.00 per week.” Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s ave formed.

and
and
and

For further particulars, address the. Principal
Lyndon Center, or I. W. SANBORN, Segdretary,

This Institution offers to

Sec.

For further particulars, address the Secretary, at
Pittsfield, Maine.
uni- | = 3}3
C. A. FARWELL, S2:refary.

corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.

VIRGINIA

A.M. JONES,

M. FILES, Teacher

ADDIE SAWYER,

The
Lynversally admired hill scenery of Vermont.
:
donville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
ten niinutes walk trom the Institution.
It is thus

peculiat

3

Teacher of Penmanship

LOCATION:

WEST

public lectures ot these institutions

6.00 | MRS. J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
1.50 | Prof. D. M. WAITT, (from the Commercial College,

The new, commodions building. amale in js are
rangements,
recently
erected for the use of the
School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village

time

poetry,

:

AROLINE

Joard from 22.50 to £3.50 in families; m clubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

at the same

Greek

of the school so near
School, affords advan-

CENTRAL

| MRS.

duced tyition.

is in the midst

and

s
Mathematics.
7.00
ANGELL, Teacher of German.
7.50 | MISS ORRA A.
R00 | Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Associate in Normal

-

-

Latin

weeks,
Fall term commences Aug. 22, 1872.
Winter term commences Nov. 7, 1872.
GEORGE. B. FILES, A. M. Principal.
REV. A. L. GERRISH, Principal Normal

$5.00

.

-

school

PITTSFIELD, ME.

150
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
fa-Clergymen’s children and students relying on
their own exertions for an educatyon, received at re-

of Lyndon Center, and

in

ment.

.

The

. Furnishes College, Preparatory, Normal, Academnical and Ladies’ -Full course of study. Terms, 10

CALENDAR:

Common English,
Higher English,
Latin and Greek,

The

MAINE

Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 27, 1872.
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins December 3, 1872.
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 6, 187).

.

and

tages of association with students of a higher rank

Lizzie CALLEY, Preceptressy French and Natural Science.
Miss IDA E. MORRILL, Mathematics and Rhetoric,
Miss MArY E. MOREY, Music.
Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

.

sexes.

declamation, composition, Greek and Latin

are invaluable.

TUITION:

13

Ancient History, Algebra anc
attention is given to reading,

scanning, &c.
The location
the College and Theological

0CIOY

Miss

.

faithfully drilled

PRICE

BRIGGS

The above

Jan.

of this schoolis to fit students for

Ancient Geography,
Geometry.
Special

J.S. BROWN, A. B., Principal, Latin®and Greek.

Studies,

Sec.

being composed of only one department, a thoroughness mm doing their work is secured from both teachers and pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools whare so many kinds of work are done.
The

Faculty :

Primary

begin

College, and it is open for both

.

Foss,

A. B,, Principal, with three Assist

The special work

-

TERMS

AND

Principal,

LATIN SCHOOL.

SUMMER

VANCE BREET

Beiter than the Best of previous issues. Price 50 cts

has presented for yearsFor particular information address the
I. P. QuiMBy, Jr.

Prin.

Brices & Bro.'s QUARTERLY.
comparison
on quality
of Seed and
rices and sizes of
packets. Our * CALENDAR AD

unite their with our ‘cheerful voices” in singing
from the new book, which they will pronounce—

H.

bine to offer the best inducements to those desirin
a thorough academical education that the schoo

Monday,

commence

-

"ae
.
be obtained

N.

instructive Illustrated and Descriptive Floral

delighted with the same author’s “Golden Wreath
and *‘ Merry Chimes,” and can not do better than to

to $3.00.

For further particulars address the Principal, or
THOWAS TUTTLE, M. D., President.
Northwood, N. H., Aux. 12, 18

Gr. YW. RICHARDSON,

=

the discouraged adventurer, the suspected
clerk, the child wounded in its self-love or

fearful

in

years and d months.
The deceased experienced
a change of heart under the labors of Rev.
Nath. Bowles, and was baptized by the same.
She died peacefully in prospect of eternal rest.
¢

this connection.

died

Common English,
Higher English,
Classical,
.
Board and Rooms can
rates.

Sec.

The location of a permanent teacher, and the continued interest of the Trugtees in the Academy, com-

op

-

and

Tuition from $3.50 8 $5.06.
Rooms for self-boarding may be obtained at reasonable rates. Board in private families from $2.50

A. B., Principal.
-

Mental

on
AUSTIN ACADEMY,
CENTER,

now

Seeds before
‘We chal

Phe Fall Term of this Institution will commence
Tuesday, Aug, 20, and continue eleven weeks, un
der the instruction of I. P. Quimby, Jr., recently
Principal of Greely Institute, Cumberland Center,
Me.
.
¢

SEMINARY.

of eleven weeks

on WEDNESDAY, Dec. 4, 1872.
WILLIAM H. COTTON,

BrTsSEY, widow of Jeremiah Merrill, formerly of Corinth, Vt., died at her son-in-law’s in

learned to equal them... Indeed, the secret
of good lacquer and of weaving silk
with the same pattern on both sides
has never been discovered outside Japan,

The

HARRIS

WOOD

TERM

tmost

Me., July 16, 1872.

STRAFFORD

1873,

Guide ever issued. You will mise it if you order

J. J. BUTLER,

Lewiston,

OUR

Japan, in lacquer, porcelain, and silk crape,
are so

STEPHEN

FALL

or

SCHOOL,

of

for Jan

The four numberssent;
to any address by mail for 25 cents. The richest and

in

-

Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.

Treas.

©
G, H. RICKER,
R. L., Jan. 1, 1873,

NORTH

a

Sec

WORK

Issued as a Quarterly.

- The Judge’s Son,
412
Trade supplied: Send for Circular.
N. Y.,» Oct. 9, aged 66 years.
Bro. H.
was
Hester’s Happy Summer,
thrown from his wagon while on the way to the
“I
One Year of my Lif,
os you will
Building Stones, ~~
factory with his milk, and fractured his skull.
ng
at
reasonable
rates.
miss
choice
Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,
He lived 20 hours, but was not conscious of his
Complete courses of study for both sexes. Special
AG ENTS
/ Qu ! H K Bof territor,
Alice Benson’s Trials,
suffering.
Death did not take him by surprise,
ttention given to those desiring to take a thorough | (there is a rush for it)o n
EO
LEWIS’
last
an
The Quiet Hour. Dr. Lincoln,
He was un--+4 ourse in Music.
since he fell with his armor on.
he
Child Life in Many Lands,
greatest'work.
For further particilars, address the Principal.
usually fervent that morning in prayer at the
Ruthie Shaw ; or, The Good Girl,
family
altar, and expressed himself as being
NattieNesmith; or, The Bad Girl,
WHITESTOWN
SEMINARY.
impressed that something important wus ‘about
Bluc-cFimuiy on The Good Boy,
or, MY FOLLY
FRIEND'S SECRET
Johnu#
Jones, or, The Bad Boy,
to take place. The community, the church, and,
The WINTER TERM of this institution will open Dec
>
9th. Six complete courses of study for both sexes, in It is by odds the most taking and’ saleable book n
most of all, his family mourn their loss.
Le. BURLINAMGE, Gover,
thé
field.
1.
Itis
on
a
vitally
important
subject
:
which students are prepared for college, for teaching
J. M. LANGWORTHY.

The dread of death is universal and instinctive ; and yet how many rush into its
arms! Suicide is a most impressive fact in

Prof. Agassiz’s Protest.

who have attempted to read him out of

Bro.

and

SN

commenee

Primary Branches, -

many

THEOLOGICAL

Pa

CHARLES, only child of George and Josephine
Bradbury, died-in Farmington, N. H., Dee. 11,
1872, aged 1 year and 11
months.
D. L. EDGERLY.

the

will

1873.

1873.

Moral Philosophy.
Rev,J. A. Howe, A. M., Protessor of Systematic
Theology.
Thomas 8, Rich, Professor of Hebrew.
Two Courses ot study are prescribed;
one embracing and the other omitting the an®ient languages.
;

INSTITUTE,

TERM

North - Scituate,

IpA MAY, only child of Ira and Hadassah
Buzzell, died in South Dover, Dee. 25, aged 4
3
Her sickness was short,
|vears
and 3 months.
and though
parents fondly loved and clung to
Sue has
her, the Saviourtook her to himself.
matchless finish and subtle delicacy of the only justerossed over to the other shore, to
wait
for
loved
ones
left
behind.
T.
A. P.
handling, and of the talent which that

are tanght it is the highest aim of life to capacity of imitation (let it be remembered
do. But we tell his story because we be- that they built their first steamboat and its
lieve this type among his class of our coun- engine solely from a description in a Dutch
trymen is not uncommon, and ia these book), it may be expected that they will
days, when a man so easily becomes his soon produce all the hardware with which
own demigod, it is as worth while to sug- we now supply them.
In manufactures
gest it to our boys as
ghdse varnished with generally, there has not, so far, been much
cheap glory, or advertsed by philanthropy. development, though several Kuropéan
Nobody would call Philip's a successful life ; articles, such as window glass, grape wine,
the mention
of him
in
the newspa- and beer are beginning to be wade on a
pers even was the briefest; he dropped small scale.
In the staple products of
silently out of the circle of his

in

died

SPRING

1F,

Greek and Homiletics,
Rev, B. F. Hayes, A. M., Professor

The tuition will be as follows:

for

out.

Asst. Prin. in Ladies’
}

Jan. 27, 1873.
ee
Complete courses of study for hoth sexes.

SARAH Davis died in Fairfield, Dee, 17, 1872,
in the triumph of faith, azed 57 years and 8
months.
She
experienced
religion some
30
years since and united with the Freewill
Bapunlife
tist church, and maintained a Christian
til death.
S. BUZZELL.

After and a few mines are already worked on an
he was dead it was told quietly (people important scale. - Rock crystal is abundant,
spoke of Philip quietly, alive or dead) that pearls and corals are fished along the coast,
there was not a jail, nor almshouse, nor a out no diamonds, or indeed any other stones
purlien of vice and misery in the city with of value, have yet been found.
We all
which he had not been
familiar for years. know how able the Japanese are in metal
How much of his income
had gone to working, especially in cutlery and gold and
his poorer brother, only God remember- copper; we have but a general idea of the
ea.

JR.,

STRATTON,

LAPHAM

Dee. 18, after some years of severe suffering,
He leaves behind a companion,
aged 47 years.
one daughter, father and mother, one brother
He was a strong business man
and two sisters.
and a warm friend to our church and interests,
his last days evinced deep anxiety
ang during
He passed away praying carnestfof salvation.
C. HEARD.
ly for mercy.

—o—

resources of Japan,

HARVEY,

Mathe-

Instructor in Instrumental

L.P. REYNOLDS, Seq,

Saturday.

member

consistent

ILLUSTRATED

closes April

The next Term of this school will commence Aug.
© 2,1872. The Faculty for the next year is organized
as follows :
Rev. O. B. CHENEY, D. D., President.
Rev. J. Fullonton, D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical
History and Pastoral Theology.
Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D., Professor of New Testament,

of the Greek

For College Catalogue apply to

NATHAN TAYLOR, one of the first inh bitants,
died in Hatley, P. Q., Aug. 11, having lived
quietly on his old farm 75 years,
He was a
good man, he died in peace, and has joined, as
we trust, bis departed companion who passed
away @ few months before.
fie [eves to mourn
3 sons and 1 daughter.
*

his religion or his creed.”

ed

a

sloses January 24,

Spring Term

BATES

March 19—Spring Term begins.

She finally teok her départure from this world
as quietly A) peacefully as the babe reposing
of
chureh,
Our
breast.
upon the maternal
which she was a member, I think was the rst
Christian church organized in the eastern towne
ship.

pale, thin-

sharp,

once, the venerable and

to-be-forgotten
with

Eliot; Froude,
New England-

Winter Term

E.C, PEWS,

in Painting

463

Winter Term begins November 18, 1872.

June 19—Commencement,
September 3—Fall Term begins.
December 3—Winter Term begins,

Lieut. Col. John McConnell, in Hatley, P. Q.,
Nov. 1, 1872, aged 92 years and 14 months,
The
subject of this notice was born in Tolland, Conu.,
froth
and in 1793 her father’s family moved
Charlotte, Vt., to the then limits of Hatley.
She
possessed physical and mental powers of great
emtlurance and elasticity, indomitable energy,
sterling integrity, a kind and benevolent disposition, added to a Christian profession in -connection with the Free Baptist church, of which

yet youthful face of

before God and among his fellows, no one
knew : but the result was a quiet, life-long
ignoring of Philip by Philip, as far removed

from

fat, red, Fal-

Lemon bustled by;

Instructor

B.B. RUSSELL, Pub-

Four terms of

New Hampton, N, H., July 22, 1872.

CALENDAR, 1873,

times startled, as he refreshes. his eyes a
Persons wishing obitPARTICULAR NOTICE!
moment by glancing off his book and round
uaries
published
in
the
Morning
Stay, who do
upon his neighbors, tq see just beside him
alls, to the opera, in winter; he hunted
a familiar face—a face that has many a not patronize it, mustaccompany thiem with cash
or sailed his yacht in summer.
If any of time looked out on him from frontispieces equal to ten cents a line, to-insure an insertion.
his compatriots had been asked for Philip's of half-calf volumes, or in the windows of Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
story, they might have quoted: ‘‘Story, photographers and bookstores. So cosily
God bless you! there is none to tell, sir.” ensconced ina spacious fauteuil, with a single square can well be afforded to any single
But few of them noticed the one singular pile of books which have been summoned obituary. Verses areinadmissible.
{rait in the man, the entire absence in his from the vasty ocean of surrounding shelves
tox ANA HOVEY, relict of Thomas McConnell,
talk or thoughts of all mention or remem- scattered about the desk, have I many times
of the late Philip ¥landers by her second
brance of himself.
Whether the peculiar- recognized these historic faces, More than and
marriage, died at the residence of her son,

wonted accident had given to him in early
life the second sight, which showed him
how insignificant each human atom was

GARDNER,

money.

for Col.

Fire, full and corten days.
Now

lisher, 55 Cornhill, Boston.

Spring Term begins February 3, 1873.

REV. JOHN 8. COPP, Instructor in Theological Department,
MRS. ALMA H. FISK, Ins. in French and Germ#in.

«ed, beautiful women; he had a keen ap"preciation of the ‘best music; he went to

ity was

B.

Drawing.
MELVILLE W. CHASE,
and Vocal Music.

everywhere

of the Great
gold the first

CALENDAR:

Department.

Obituaries,

an essayist and reviewer in the luxurious,
leather-bound arm-chairs provided for all |
the world.
One, as he sits there, is some-

Prof.

— Canvassers

is the time to make

Sec’y,

Summer Term beging April 28, 1873.
Summer Term ends July 2, 1873.
For further particulars, apply to.the Principal,

Prof.

Kittery Point, Me,

Fall Term begins August 26, 1872.
Fall Terni closes November 1, 1872.

ALEXANDER C. RIDEOUT, Prin. Com. Department.
WARREN A. DRAKE, As#’t Prin, and Instructor in

such

such

the

F. WAYLAND DUNN, A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric and
Belles Lettres,
Miss H. LAURA ROWE, A. M., Prin. of the Ladies’

visitor, it

with

A. M,,

E. SWEAT,

associates,
Six regular courses for both sexes.
ten weeks each.

and Latin Languages
‘
DANIEL M, FISK,
B. P,, Prof. Nat, Science.

forms, jostle the world-renowned poet

the

MCMILLAN,

‘Your

being, presumedly, expensive to have

M.,

matics and Nat. Philos ophy,

|. GEORGE

Then, again, there is
is only produced on

latter styles

A

DR. MOSES

fl

Conwell’s History
Three thousan

| rect.

given.

TEACHER, Box 24,

NEW
HAMPTON INSTITUTION.
A. B. MESERVEY, A. M,, Principal, with eight

DUNN, A. M,, Burr Prof. Systematic
J. FOWLER,

MARCH.

df

COLLEGE,

and Pastoral TBeolony:

pays his respects.” Where the person visited belongs to a generation senior to the
the

For further information address IBA A. PHILBRICK

68,

ANTED

may be obtained at reas-

rates.

or IVORY

M, GRAHAM, D. D., President, and

Rev. SPENCER

followed by the words, ““bows his head and
.visitor,

Rooms for self-boarding

Best of recommendations

43

Tuition from $3 00 to &6 (0,
onable

Prof. of Mental Philosophy and Biblical Literature.

REV. RANSOM

corner of the first fold, prefixed by the
words, “Yourstupid younger brother,” and

none had done more
He believed he had

mence Tuesday, Feb. 11, and continue eleven weeks,

FACULTY :

vidual written in the right hand and bottom

scientific

ALE

ANTI!
A situation as Principal of
Grammar School. Ten years’ experience in

teaching,

under the struction of J, LINSCOTT, recently Prinsipal of N. K., Masonic Institute, Center Effingham,

———————————————————————

HEILLSD

PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY.
SPRING TERM of this institution will com-

The

Academies, &c

contain ten folds. Tt does not give titles,
but simply contains the name of the indi-

of

The blow was so sudden and heavy,

epee

very grand occasions, such as New Year
visits, visits of congratulation or condolence.
The full card is folded, and must

on
it

been injured wofully by his adherents.

life was strictly that of his class; he read
law enough to enable him to manage his
estates; he’ was a hard student in such
branches

Iler

providence so inscrutable, that we almost refuse
to be comforted.
But through patience and comfort of the Scriptures we have hope, knowin
that the Master whom she loved so well wi
not fail us in our sorrow.
R. L. H,

ty must have a servant to carry and present
his cards. * A-Chinese card is not a white,

considerations.
He acknowledged what
the evolutionists had done incidentally in

hint-

tenor of

night.

Willing; and full of activity and energy, her
place in the walks of our Zion will not be easily

China, and every individual of respectabili-

the

supporters of the transmutation theory
these and other points, he did not think.

ed reform in a- lecture, or even a leading
article; he was not a member of a society
of any sort; his name was found on a subscription

by

gorrow
and she never regained her health.
Calmly and gently she hus passed away to her
everlasting rest,
LL. BE. H -

stupid nephew.” If to two generations,the
‘visitor takes to himself the name of ‘‘uncle”
instead of “nephew,” retaining, however,
If Philip was a school made him.
‘
little as daily air or light.
the depreciatory appellative of “stupid.”
hero, he had none of the ear-marks by
There are still further varieties of self-desigwhich that genus of men
are known. in
nation, aceording to the particular gradaordinary life. He was not biliously eyni- British Museum Reading-Room.
tions of relationships; but these we
bave
y
—
cal nor boyishly enthusiastic; apparently
he had never discovered human nature to
The great reading-room of the Museum ‘quoted will suffice to give un idea of the
be corrupt or seciety based on falsehood is the almost daily resort of many of the punctilious rules peculiar to Chinese visitand tyranny ; he had not evolved from his men and women whose names are famous ing. We may add that the card last deinner consciousness the ghost of a theory here as there, yet such is the democracy of seribed.is, as a matter of etiquette, always
to set the world right;

and

feeble frame sgemed overburdened with care and

a hid-

eous fascination that not only rivets his
attention, but draws him closer to it, On
approaching the picture,the hideousness disL1zzie A., wife of Hiram Newman, Esq., died
appears, and when divectly confronted it is
in Mt. Pleasant, Wis., Jun.4, of pleuro-pneumonot
any
more
seen
;
the
face
is
the
face
of]
this
nia, aged 86 years and 6 days.
Fifteen years
those who will not be dragged’ into
0, under the labors of Rev, J. M, Woodman,
mire of mere assertion, then it is time to an angel, If is a picture of death, and thesister
Newman
gave
her
heart
to
God.
Five
object
of
the
artist
was
to
impress
the
idea
protest. He thought it was intolerant to
ago, she and her now bereaved husband
say that he was not on scientific grounds that the terror of death is an apprehension. years
were baptized by Rev. 8. Bathrick and united
because he was not falling into the path
with the F. B. church. Since that time she has
which was occupied by those who maintain
done a large work for the Master and has: steadChinese Visiting Cards.
ily ripened up for glory. Always able and
that all organized beings have been derived
tl
pn
\

changes to have taken place by showing
certain degrees of resemblance; but what
gravest they never touch is the quality and condisions, on the quietest street’of the
of American citiesg. The house stood: back tion of those few first topenitors from
‘hey assume
among century-old hemlocks and oaks; which they were Maik
it held a fair proportion of the few really that they contained all that is necessary to
fine paintings there are in this country; evolve what exists now. That is begging
there were in it also, one or two fine 'mar- the question at the outset ; for if these first
some priceless
rototypes contained the principle of “evobles, and on the walls.
etchings. The old-fashioned rooms were ution, we should know something about
full of bric-a-brac; the closets of marvel- them from observation, and .it should be
ous china. Philip wasa tall, dark, lean shown that there are such organized beings
man, with the erect carriage and high feat- as are capable of evolution. L ask, Whence
ures of an Imdian; something he had too came these properties ? If this power and
of the gravity and reticence of the red capacity of change is not inherent to the
man.’ Rook, the liquor-dealer around the first progenitors, then I ask, Whence came
corner, seeingthe faultless fit of his boots the impulses by which those progenitors
and gloves, and the thoroughbred grays which have'not this power of change in
every morning themselves, acquire it?
What is the power
he drove, sneered at him
for a “bloated aristocrat” the colporter by which they are started in directions
and tract distributer looked at bric-a-brac which are not determined by their primiand horses, and inquired why these things tive nature? From the total silence of the

*
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Man’s' Creation
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Nothing has yet been heard from

On Monday, in the Senate, nothing of importance was accomplished, the time being principally occupied in the disctission of a resolution

for the salé’of government lands for the benefit
of agricultural colleges.
No action was reached.
In the House, a resolution directing an inquiry

ing country,

:

the surround-

x

All actors and wrestlers in Japan are notified
that they can pursue their professions three
years loncer, after which they must fellow some

more useful and honorable employment,

into Phe conduct of Judge Durell; and providing

for his impeachment if he has usurped the juris-

diction not vested in

his

court, was

adopted.

The greater part of the session was occupied in
discussing a resolution for the appointment of a
Joint special committee to inquire into the Louisiana troubles, resulting finally in the adoption
of a substitute referring the President’s message
on the subject to the judiciary committee, with
instructions to report whether any action on the
“part of Congress was required.
On Tuesday, in the Senate, a bill was passed
to allow national barks to loan to any individual
or corporation ten per cent. upon their surplus

+

profits'as well as on
d

4
¥

f

>

their

national

capital.

In

the House the resolution repealing the ninth
section of the army appropriation bill of 1871, to
retain only one-half the earnings on Government business, was adopted.
On Wednesday, in the Senate, a minority report on the question concerning the reissue of
currency by Secretary Boutwell was received
from the finance committee.
Inthe House of
Representatives the post-office
appropriation
bill ($32,500,000) was reported and made a =pas
cial order for Tuesday next.
The bill gmending
the bankruptcy act was passed.
The legislative
appropriation bill was considered.
5
On Thursday, the business of Congress was
comparatively unimportant.
In the Senate, Mr.
Sherman spoke in favor of the Buckingham bill
for the resumption
of specie payments, and
offered a substitute therefor.
The bill for the
admission of Colorado as a ‘State was discussed
in the House, but no action taken.
On Friday, iu the Senate, the Vienna Exposition bill, appropriating $300,000 to aid American
representation, was passed.
Mr. Morton's resolution for an inquiry into the defects of the
present electoral system and the best remedy,
was called up by the author, who made an elaborate speech on the “subject.
The business in
the House was not of special importance, being
chiefly preliminary to future legislation.
The Senate was not in session Saturday, and
‘the House of Representatives transacted no business of special importance?

MISCELLANEOUS.
The financial exhibit of Comptroller Green of
New Y ork shows an increase of seven and a
quarter millions in the city debt during 1872.
The total cost of the Hoosac Tunnel to Jan. 1.
1878, is about nine million three hundred thousand dollars. When completed it will cost the.
State about thirteen millions of dollars.

New Hampshire is one of the nine States in
which the post office receipts exceed the expenditares; the surplus on her behalf last year was
over $30,000.

‘During four ‘months, ending October last,
$22,000 were paid -for extra legal = serviees

The Duc de Grammont has published. a
letter
claiming that in 1869 Austria promised to help
France against Germany.
One of the persons who went from France
to
attend the funeral of Napoleon took with him
some soil dag from the garden of the Tuileries,
which he strewed over the coffin after it was deposited in.thé sacristy of the chapel at Chiselhurst.
The Pope complained, at an audience given
~ by him lately, of the treatment that the
church

has received at the hands of “the European
ers,
:
The relations of France to the Vatican

powwere

discussed in the French Assembly,

Senor Zorrilla denies that there has been

exchange of notes with the United States

since 1870.

i

damage

the

Erie canal to

the amount of $50,000 a year.
Successful experiments in silk worm culture
have been made at Beaufort, South Carolina,and
the experimenter is coming north to seek encouragement for enlarged operations.
The California fish commissioners have appointed an agent to go east in April, and bring
back: lobsters, eels, whité-fish from the western
lakes, wall-eyed perch, black bass and other valuable fish from all over the United States, to be-

propagated-y that state.

id

It is a notable fact that more

spinning wheels

are sold in Boston at the present time than in
the days when they were indispensable adjuncts
to every New England
household.
They are
mostly exported to Nova Scotia and the other
British provinces.
A new
locomotive, named
the Anthracite,
which has been placed on the Albany and Susquebanna Railroad, has six driving-wheels and
carries its water above the boiler.
A tender is
thus dispensed with.
The firing apparatus is
stated to be so arranged that the fires last all day
without replenishing, and the furnaces only require damping once a week.
\
Lieut. Fred. Grant, having had a better time
sight-seeing in Europe than ever a West Point
cadet got before so soon after graduation, has
joined his regiment in Texas.
His brother Robert, a senior at Harvard, has been elected classpoet, which indicates that in some respects the
latter can scarcely be called “ a chip of the old.
block.”

¢ Sand-spouts” on the Twenty-two Mile desert are thus described by the Virginia (Nevada)
Chronicle: They waltzed-about, keeping always
about the same distance apart, -and moving in
the same direction, each apparently a solid column ten feet in diameter and 1000 feet high. The
top of these columns seemed to be cut off by a
brisk breeze from the west, which carried the
dust in clouds over the range of mountains lying
to the east of the sink of the Carson.
Sometimes two of these * sand spouts,”
or whirlwinds—ecall them what you may—come together,
when they explode with a loud report, and both

fnstantly disappear.

‘When three Irishmen dug a ditch, for which
they were to receive four dollars, the trouble
was how to divide four among three and have it
equal.
One of them remained quiet and the other two at last deferred to his judgment, as he had
been to school,und knew arithmetic, to make the
division.
He did it at at once, saying, ** It’s aisy enough! Sure there’s two for you two, and
two for me, too.” *‘Begorra,” said one of his

in

re-

gard to slavery,
4
The Committee of Thirty of the French Assembly had under consideration a report on
constitutional changes.

=“ "1bhe Shah of Pe

a

will

start

in

April

from

Teheran on his
pean tour.
Lord Lytton, better known as the novelist and

dramatist Bulwer, is dead.

her Jewish faith and he his Christianity.
The hand-made lace of France is principally

produced at Caen, Bayeux, Chartilly and the
surrounding districts, and is executed with res
markable rapidity, This is true of the fine and
richer articles as well as those of an inferior qual-

ity. The articles manufactured at Chantilly are
ordinarily very costly, and within the command

of the wealthy; but the Bayeux silk lace closely
resembles it. There is no ‘such assemblage of
band-lace workers in Ireland or
Scotland as
those ut Caen and Bayeux, where upwards of
50,000 females are engaged in the occupation,
The value of the annual export of Saxony lace

approaches £250,000.

‘the workers in

Scotland have

the north

a special

in producing difficult work, and

aptitude

the fact of its

acceptance on the continent is a tribute
to its
delicacy and perfection of execution.
The lace
articles made in France by machinery are
admirable imitations of those made by hand, but the
differencein price is seventy-five per cent.
All
French lace is made with bobbins, upon a small
portable cushion, except at Alencon, where
the
needle is employed and working on parchme
nt
is the rule,
H

Eastern

readers may

\

There were on exhibition,all Nebraska growth,
the following kinds of apples, viz: Snow Apple, Yellow Twig, Limber Twig, Newtown Pippin, White Pippin, Wine Sap, May Apple, Striped Pearmain, White Winter Pearmain, Northern Spy, Smith's Cider, Otoe Red Streaked (a
Nebraska apple), Poughkeepsie Russett, Gabrielle or Janneting, Ben Davis er Swaar, Esopus
Spitzenberg, Red Canada,
White Belleflower,
Yellow Belleflower, Roman Beauty, Rhode Island Greening, Jonathan Detroit Red, Hubardston-Nonsuch,
Romanite,
sweet Romanite, and
Tallman sweet, with perhaps a few other.
SIZE.

Of these there now lie before me, a Northern
Spy, measuring eleven and a half inches in cireumference, and weighing eleven ounces; a Roman
Beauty, measuring eleven and three-quarter inchés, and weighing ten and a half ounces; a White
Winter Pearmain, “measuring
eleven
inches,
and weighing nearly ten ounces; a Ben Davis,
measuring ten and a half inches, and weighing
nearly = eight ounces;
a Yellow
Belleflower
measuring ten inches,and weighing eight ounces;
and a Hubbardston Nonsuch, measuring-ten and
one-eighth inches, and weighing nearly eight

ounces.

These
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Lazy persons scrape about loosely with their
heels, and are first on one side of the sidewalk
and then on the other.
;
Very strong minded persons place their toes
directly in front of them, and have a kind ofa
stamp movement.
Unstable persons walk fust and slow by turns,
One idea persons toe in.
Cross persons are apt to knock their knees together,
Good natured persons snap thel finger and
thumb together every few steps.
:
Fun-loving persons have a kind of a jiz movement.
ES
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side of
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meeting another, and always go round a stoné
instead of stepping over it.
~ Wide-awake persons * toe out,” and have a
long swing to their arms, while
their hands

tion that can be made of it.—N. E. Farmer.

rr

generally

of being observed.

pile, under our present circumstances, except
in rare cuses, that seems to be the best disgposi-

High

quickly by

Cuba,
do.
do.
28 00 8% 00 Porto

Pictouss,vass 0 00 @ 0 00

the road,
.
Calculating persons generally walk with their
hands in their pockets and their heads slightly
inclined.
4

have more straw thay we can use in the manure

werp

place’ it down

‘MOLASSES.

Anthracite... 9 50 g10 00 Plive, ¥ gil
126@1 30
nseed—Eng,
.. @.. 74

them down slowly ; pick up some little dbstrue-

and where substitutes can be found, there has
as yet probably no case occurred in which straw
could well be spared.
If meal or bran isto be
purchased to feed with the straw,as a means
of forcing stock to eat it, nothing is gained from
the straw on the one hand, that is not lost on the
other; and it is questionable if it is not more
profitable to buy hay, if feed must be purchased,
than to buy grain with which to raise the straw
to an equality with hay.
Atany rate, until we

M arkets. iv;

BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES
“For the week ending JAN, 17, 1873,

CANDLES. ' -

Modes of Walking.

VARIETIES OF APPLES.

Eggs are six cents a dozen in Columbus, Ga.
Colorado has doubled in population and wealth

of Ireland and

any

KENESAW, Jan, 8, 1873,
I bave just returned from
attendance upon
the winter meeting of the Nebraska Horticulbe glad to learn results,

Darwin id in poor health,

The busy musk-rats

an intense appetite for dry, pulpy, and compar
is unwearied care and attention.
Many think if
atively -fnnutritious food, which is exactly met
tree is put out, that is the end of it; but it is
by straw.
Here, these conditions are wanting, 3 no such thing.
It needs almost as much npursand when we feed straw it has to be forced upon
ing as an infant, The ground must be plowed
our stock.
Their appetites do not yearn for it. and re-plowed,
and then plowed again. . JudgThey loathe it. Starvation alone will compel then’ ment must be used in pruning and shaping. The
to make a meal of it. Under such circumstances,
insects that infest the trees or fruit must be decan we feed it profitably ? We are not now preparstroyed. Every want of the tree must be sup”
to deny or affirm positively that we can or can
plied. Trees thus cultured will thrive and be
not, but admit that there are cases in which aba pleasure and profit to the owner.
solute loss results from feeding it. An argu
ment for its use, often advanced, is that we
make more manure by feeding it. But this is
vole
a
——
plainly incorrect, + By no process of feeding. can
An ingenious cotemporary gives the following
anything be got out of straw”
more than it origisummary of tlie different. modes of walking
nally contained.
If the animal gains anything
‘adopted by those who go to and fro upon the
from it, the refuse loses just somuch, and the
earth:
v.
manure is impoverished to that extent,
BedObserving persons move slowly, their heads
ding or litter for stock, and absorbents, must
move alternately from side to side while they
be used, and where no substitute for straw can
occasionally stop and turn around.
be procured, the manure heap absolutely deCareful persons lift their feet high and place
mands every straw that can be supplied to it;

Nebraska Horticulture.

tural Society, at Omaha.

against New York ring thieves.
The Erie Railroad directors have voted to reco-laborers, * what a great thing it is to have
issue $10,000,000 of bonds to repair the road and
learning!”
* And,” said the other, as he pocklay a double track.
eted his single dollar, ** and to know ’rithmetic
The New Hampshire republican State conventoo!
It's the like of us two’d never divided
tion met in Concord Jan. 14, and nominated the
them
four dollars aqually.”
Hon. E. A. Straw of Manchester for re-election
Thiers was once a dramatic critic.
as governor, and Edward P. Hodsdon of Dover
for railroad commissioner.
Only nine per cent. of the population of RusThe most complete
unanimity prevailed.
sia can read.
Nearly 50,000 pounds of old type have already
Ralph Waldo Emerson will pass the winter in
been sent in for the Greeley monument.
Egypt. ~
The National Prison Association assembles in
The saloon carriage of Prince Bismarck is to
_Baltimore on the 21st instant.
be
forwarded free of charge on all German rail—
a Later reports: concerning the storm in the | roads, whether state or private.
north west indicate that the earlier reports of _ A. society for the protection of animals has
been formed in Turin, Italy, and Garibaldi is
its severity and of the loss of lives were not
president of it.
exaggerated.
The Postmaster General will issue a batch of
An abbey in Ireland exhibits two skulls of
ostal
es
just as soon as the appropriation for
Strakespeare—one of him when he was a little
£50,000 for that purpose passes.
boy and one when he was a man.
A
combination against the Western Union
The lemon groves of Corsica are suffering from
Telegraph
Company has been formed by all
acurious disease. The fruit dries up and bethe other companies in the country.
comes as dusty as the * smoke-balls” in our
Thereis an effort on the part of the Bank of country pastures.
Louisiana to recover the $95,000 in specie capThe Princess Louise has been made president
tured from Jeff. Davis in his flight, which still
of the English National Union for the improvelies in the Treasury, despite Andrew Jéhnson’s
ment of the education of women.
The object of
efforts to turn it over to the Richmond banks.
this Union is to deliver women from the piano,
Senator Sumner does not improve, and is not
the globes, the blackboard and bad French, and
likely to appear in his seat during this session.
make them fit for the exigencies of modern life.
There are grave doubts as to his ever recoverThe celebrated comic actor Arnal, who, at the
ing.
:
age of seventy-eight.has just died at Geneva,
General Emery reports the situation in New
was scarcely known to the present generation of
Orleans as becoming more and more complicaEnglish play-goers.
Some idea of his style may
ted. Kellogg and McEnery were both inaugube formed from the fact that his most characterrated Monday, the latter drawing a large crowd
istic parts were thought fitted by some ** adaptto Lafayette square.
ers” for Mr. Charles Mathews, by others for the
Pinchback (colored) has been elected Senator
late Mr. Keeley; and itis to be—observed that
from Louisiana.
*
nearly all the pieces in which Arnal became faIt is very singular that James Fisk died at 9 mous found their way
to the
English stage.
minutes past 11.on the morning of January 6, “Yellow Kids,” ** Lend
me Five Shillings,”
1872; at that hour, precisely to a minute, one
‘ Used Up,” may be mentioned among the piecyear
thereafter,
his murderer- received
his es’ which, in the original versions, contained
. death sentence.
1 excellent parts for Arnal.
Besides an excellent
Rev. Joshua Leavitt of the Independent, one comic actor, Arnal was a poet—he at least wrote
of the oldest and ablest of newspaper managers
poems; but, before leaving the stage, he had
\
inthe country, and Mr. D. C. Ballard. connectalready published “ Epitre a Bouffe” (1840) and
ed with the Boston Advertiser for more than
*‘ Boutudes en vers” (1861),
.
;
forty years, died during the past week.
There is a deal of gossip in London about the
The Maine and the New Hampshire editors
forthcoming marriage of a Gentile gentleman
and publishers’ associations held their annual
with a daughter of the Hebrew millionaire, Sir
meetings Friday, the former at Augusta and
the Anthony Rothschild.
There are frequent mar
latter at Nashua,
riages in this country between Jews and Gentiles, but in most cases, so far as we notice, the
Gentile gives up his or her religion and adopts
FOREIGN.
Additional reinforcements for the army in the Jewish faith. The ex-chairman of the democratic national executive
Cuba nave sailed for Havana.
committee; August
Belmont, is of Jewish blood, and married a GenThe weather at Christmas in the east of Engtile lady, a daughter of Commodore Perry.
land was so mild that the blackbirds were singThe
late 8. N. Pyke, who was of Hebrew éxtraction,
ing their love songs, and roses, violets, pansies,
|
married
a Gentile lady, who remains a Chrislanrustinus,
and other flowers were in full
tian. The Jews in this country are getting more
bloom.
liberal in this matter than the Jews are 1n KuThe first execution in Madrid® since the revoropean countries.
In course of time the A merilution of ’68 occurred Wednesday.
The crime
can Jews may-be absorbed in the other elements
of the condemned was a triple assassination.
of the population.
Inthe marriage between.
The customary procession through the
the
streets
Rothschild lady and Mr. Yorke she will retain
- was prohibited, but un immense crowd
gath-

ered to witness the executiopg
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| 114 miles north of Bombay, 1500 Jives were lost.

1878.
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A terrible earthquake is reported to kave taken place in India,
Tn the town of Soounghur,
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medium do..8 25.8 8 50
choice do....0 00 @10 00
Illinois and Indiana,

pot cinoked.2 @..18
among the larger speciExtravagance in living is a phrase in common
Pickled. .... . 18 @.. 17
mens on exhibition,
and yet are not greatly
choice
extra,
10
Wgll
use und one well understood; but extravagance
00
(goog
aregsed..eo5) g.. [4
Mich.
and
Ohio,
above the average size and weight of those vachoice extra, 00 810 00
PRODUCE.
in dying sounds strangely and means little or
rieties.. They are also among the larger varieRye Flour....5 00 &@ 6 50 Apples, dried ® 7 @..
8
nothing,
The Ingh prices in England,
howCorn Meal....3 50 g 3 6u.|
do. sliced....
8 @.. 10
ties. But all the varieties were noticeably large.
ever, which
appeared first in connection with
FRUIT.
|
domewbbbl2
30
g
3
50
Eastern friends, having the Hubbgrdston Nonthose articles whose production depended upon
such; can by comparison form some estimate of
Alnonds...
I ra oon 00 es 38
the abundance of coal, are. gradually affecting
Soft Shell
00 @.. 00 ips, ¥ bush,
the comparative size of eastern and Nebraska
everything, from the bread one eats to the coffin
Shelled
8 8. 34 Small ind ex. 3 00 2 3 pt
apples.
Currant
"4 8.. 42 Marrow... . 230827
>
.| one is buried in. The latest advance is in the cost
QUALITY.
of burial, the hoard of managers of one of the
Figs common... 9 @.. 11 Bo vad
‘We
Thre only two eastern varieties on exhibition,
London cemeteries announcing in forcible though
Case vonesvanse 1238.. M4
Mpeio ot
.1818.. 14}
Lemons,
#box3
00
g
5
00
Vit
andN.Y.
9 @..13
affording a direct test of quality, were the Nonbad English, that
hereafter * first-class interOranges...
DUBBO
| Potatoes,
Siim........
. 6g. 0010
such and the Rhode Island Greening. The
for- ments” will cost a dollar and a half more for
Raisins, buneh =
¥ bu.
mexjs nearly or quite up to the eastern standard
Catkesveeree
+ Tae 8...
Jacksons...
90 @
9
grown people than heretofore, while the rates
—
{
‘of quality, while the latter was noticeably inferior for a’ similar kind of burial of children are inBox serene 28:10
newen.... 200630
The following recipe to make glossy shirts is
Yer ......
8 2 19 onions ¥ bbl 4 50 @.5.50
to its quality in its native habitat.
This burial-place is not
Eastern va- creased by one dollar.
GRAIN.
Poultry...... “2a.
highly recommended : Put a little common white
rieties deteriorate generally in the west,
patterned
Southern
yell
.
74
®
. 75 {Eggs
.
38 g.. 10
in
the
least
after
the
scriptural
idea of .wax in your starch, say two ounces
from
(o
a
pound;
‘Western mx’d. 3 a : ul
SEEDS.
.
two causes. 1. From the general principle
heaven, but, as Mr. Froude said. of some of the
that
then, if you use any thin, patent starch, be sure
Wheat, west'n 1.65 8
Glover, Northern,104 2..11
all cultivated fruits dre best only in their
Irish clergy, is managed on the principle of dinative
you use it warm, otherwise it will get cold and
RYE. resey
~ West
& South. 10 @.. 1:
Batley
localities; and 2. From another principle, that
seaness1 hi KH3 ] io
viding the bodies of the sheep from the bodies
8 HerdsGrass.. $sHhe i 2!
gnitty, and spot your linen, giving it the appearcultivated fruits do not keep up their quality
of the goats in this world, the division heing
Shoria¥ ton 26 00 37 00 |RedTop.vbag, 4 5 & 5 40
ance of being stained with grease.
It is differin newer and more uncultiy sci
Fine Feed...26 00 437 00 [fo 0RCSd,
Am. 270 § 2 80
The qual- ‘made on a money basis, and the dividing lines
ent with collar starch—it can be used quite cold.
Middlings...26 00 @27 00 |“
Fr sesasssll i
ity of the Northern
Spy is, however,
being designated in the expressive way before
hardly
HAY.
SPICES.
:
Now, then, about polishing shirts: starch the
equaled anywhere, and of the Newtown Pippin
alluded to, as *“ second class,” and * third class.”
Eastern
and
Northern
[Chasia,
¥
bold
=
3
fronts
and
wristbands
as
stiff
as
you can. Althe same may also be said—they being varieties
The burial rates are advanced in each of these
J Ton. .....25 00 829 00 Gia:
ae 1
dy
ways starch twice—that is, starch and dry; then
nativeto the middle States.
“ountry
Hay—
IN
:
0
departments, also; those who take their chanePB
starch again.
Iron your shirts in the usyal way,
Varieties originating in the west are generally
esin a “third class ” grave, whatever that may
Straw,l100bs..1 25 @ 1 50
‘STARCH
making the linen nice and firm, but without any
better here, in
quality, than eastern varieties
be, being forced to pay fifty cents more for the
HIDES AND SKINS.
Best vn 4
Tht. °
attempt
at
a
good
polish;
don’t
lift
the plaits.
raised here. And yet, while there is a constant
luxury of lying until the * crack of doom ” in
Calcuita
Cow—
Polato.......-..
5i4.. 5
Your shirt is now ready for the polishing, but
Slaughter...
2
TTF
improvement in the quality of western apples,
the poorest part of the cemetery.
Green
Salt
.....1
i
SUGAR.
you
ought
to
have
a
board
the
same
size
as
a
as the country becomes more
cultivated and
B. Ayres, dry..
31 @..
52 Havana.—“Tn cases where a person is very poor or has
common shirt.board,
fruit-growers more experienced, they are still
Rio Grande.... 29 @.. 831 | Nos.Sto 12..
8a
oi
been ill for a long time, his friends will undoubt Western, dry.. 23 @.. 26 | Nos. 18to17..
1:} 3. 10}:
‘hardly up to the eastern standard in quality—
ly find great difficulty in procuring this addiDo. wet...... 12 8.. 1 | Nos. 18t020..
11 g..11}
though not now fur behind it. In time, they
IRON
Cuba Muscovado—
tional fifty cents, and under such’ circumstances
5
————
Swetish—
!
New Oricnus.
“ ay
will no doubt surpass in quality as much as they
to die on the part ofa poor man would be the
Old
settlers
of
New
England
preserved
some
Com. ang 180 00 S10 00 Powdered.
is :g i)
do now in size and bearing capacity.
bight of extravagance, unless he made up his of the old English rhymes and prophecies
of commind to lie in less expensive ground.
“ing weather. Some of them are curious, it not
PEACHES.
Do. refined 102 5) @l05 00
TALLOW.
:
correct. Some of them are so often true as to be
There were, of course, no peaches on exhibiDo. sheet ¥ B..64 @..
7} Rendered,
¥ Bb
2} a.. 53
Russia, sheet..16 @.. 164 Rough.......... 58..6
now considered almost infallible.
tion.
But perhaps T may as well speak of them
LEAD.
TEAS.
by certain Roman Catholic priests. This seems
here.
They are grown in Nebraska
‘When the glow-worm lights her lamp,
in large
Pig gold..... «es 638...
7 Gunpowder—
to indicate that the high prices in Europe
are
quantities, but are mostly seedlings. Both
Then
the
air
is
always
damp.
Sheet
and
Pipe
..g..11
4
Add
50812
for affecting
the peculiar commodities of the -other
Old.soissaness n,>
a..
6} Impenia
ve
dd 8100
size and quality they excel any seedlings I ever
If the cock goes crowing to bed,
LEATHER.
Hyson....... 358100
He's sure to rise with a wet head.
saw anywhere; and some of them are not in-: world, Which are assumed to be under the conSole—
.
Young Hyson.. 58 @ 1 20
trol of this particular
branch of the church.
When black snails do cross your path,
ferior
to much of the budded
fruit of the
| B. Ayres.... 28 @.. 31 HysonSkin.....32 @.. 45
Then black clouds much moisture hath.
Surely, if the cost of getting oné’s dead body
middle and southern states.
Orinoco ..... 27 @.. 29 Suuchong.
15 8 : 4
While I have not
When the peacock loudly bawls,
into the ground and one’s soul inte heaven is
Oak Sole .... 35 @.. 27
ong.
8
as yet found any fully up to some I have seen
OK.
xvas
sives
+40
@..
42-17ApaNS,
gol
Soon
we’ll
have
both
rain
and
squalls.
to depend on the production of coal or the scarcielsewhere, still I have nowhere seen a higher
Calf Skins,
00 @.
00
When ye see the gossamer flying,
.
ty
of
bread-stuff
s,
a
great
many poor people will
Dry Hide....00 8.. 00 Ohio & Pennsylvania—
average quality of peaches.
=
Then be sure the air is drying.
In Rough.... 75 @.. 8 |
Pjcklock...... neg.
find themselves utterly unable to die, which will
The winters here sometimes slighly affect
LUMBER.
| Chole XX... 04 a.. os
the
lead, we are afraid, to an alarming inéFease , in
peach, but a worse enemy is the borer, which
Clear Pine..35 00 g65 00 |
TID€ X.:...... > @.. 67
is the pauper populationof
the world.
Perhaps,
Coarse do.. 21 00-@24 00
Medium...... 0g
o
often very destructive. And yet, I know of no
Now is the Time to Subscribe
Shipping’d
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00
24
00
|
Coarse......
.. u a..
however, the course of nature will not be stopplace, anywhere, where peaches are more easily
SPruce...... 15 30
50
|
Cl N.Y x vermont—
roux
ped-by- the rutes of the priests and of the gravesurely, and
Oak,
¥ ton.. 10 00 @15 00 | Jxtra stestuney oF 8.. 5
profitably grown
than
here
in owners, and women and children
Our Sabbath School Papers,
Clapboards 53 00 @.. 60 | Medi seseeraens
a.
ir
will keep on
Nebraska.
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i 8. =
dying just as usual, no matter what it costs.
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nesota,or anywhere else I have ‘been—grow along
Save Your Manure.
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the streams and elsewhere, in all parts of the
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State.
The cultivated varieties also grow well,
A correspondent
of The
Cincinnati Times
but, as yet, little attention’ has beén given to
NEW
YORK
MARKET,
and Chronicle writes:
These semi-monthlies are published
them.
Iam an old man.
Was born in a land where
by the FREEWILL
Wholesale Prices for the week ending, ;
BAPTIST
PRINT.
Only two or three varieties of cherries flour- #chools
were few and far between, so I was not
.
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ING ESTABLISHMENT, are printed on
ish here, and
they only indifferently. Even
APPLES.
OATS.
brought
up at-the
paper of a very superior quality, and.
feet of Gamaliel,
neither
where the tree grows, it seldom bears well,
Dried.....,.... 10 @8.. 12 NoewYork.... ..
a.. 5%
have I read Greeley’s books on agriculture. What
-their mechanical excellence is equal to
GreenWinter 200 @ 6 50 Western .... .. .. é..
By
SMALL FRUITS.
I bave learned ¥ have studied from the field of
that,of any other paper of their
BEANS.
ONIONS,
All the small fruits, as currants, gooseberries,
Nature.
Young men, I write to you.
class.
Take it
Marrow... 3 27 @ 3 00 White........ 150817
strawberries,
raspberries,
blackberries,
for
what
it
is
worth.
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Ex Medium..2 0 @ 2 75
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All communications
&e.,
intended
for
grow finely here—as almost anywhere else.
First, all lands produce their ‘own manures
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should
publication
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worthless by bad farming, and any land can be
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StateFirk
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that great
attention is everywhere
bestowed
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upon tree planting and forest culture. Every
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under
with
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SEEDS,
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Never
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For hedges, the Osage
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T6800
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as when first settled.
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@..¢
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Gray Willow and the Buckthorn.
sand years my farm would improve, and I nevJ
MAPLE
SUGAR.
Igneep
Pelts
1 00 @ 1 59
As I'see the young trees, so rapidly grower need to buy one pound of manure,
"The Grandest
Work of Modern Times. New ¢#b.... .. 10.8 MW sensrrscrsnnenionic 8.0 os
ing up into sQch beautiful groves and forests,
I am spinning my article too long, but may
Agents Wanted for its Sale.
all over our bedutiful and productive prairies, tell you in
BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET,
another how T make my lund rich
I long to belong to the young generation, that I
| with brush and weeds.
2
might see this country, as it will eventually be,
JAN. 17, 1873.
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The proper way for the farmer is to
pursue
a system of mixed husbandry. He,.should
not
throw all his strength into any oune- erop.
He
should raise a variety,~iiot too great a
variety,
but such crops as will not interfere with
one
another. “He ought to raise some grain,
and he

The progressive farmer, intent on using all
his resources most economically, now regurds
his straw
stack in questioning
mood.
What
will he do with it? He has doubts as to the
ought to have a good orchard also. He should
propriety of treading under foot a product harraise some
hogs to sell, and cattle also, or
vested with labor and care, and yet'at the same
horses, or sheep, or some of all of them,~though
time doubts if bis cattle can profitably be sub- one has generally
better Success in making a
sisted thereon.
Just now the importance of specialty of*some particular
kind of stock » espethis question is fght,not only throughout our own
cially if he takes pains in breeding it,
:
country, but in England, France and Germany,
¢ We see no reason why fruit should eontinue
chemists and practical men are turning their
permanently low. The past season was
a reattention to new
methods of utilizing straw.
markable one. There has never been such
an
While we regard their experiments and deduc- .abundant. crop
ot fruit all over the country,

tions with

respect, we must

not

be led astray

by disregarding the peculiar elements which
exist in our own case. In those countries, large

quantities of straw are fed. But under what
conditions ? There store stock aud
fattening
animals are abundantly supplied with roots, or
the pulp of the roots. Turnips of vi ious kinds,
mangles and
beets, the refuse
|i .ip of the
hundreds of thousands of tons of sugar
beet
from which sugar is manufactyred, are all fed
to such stock, and,in addition, much rich, ole| aginous feed, such as oil cakes,
All this creates

To

ber wa

Such a season we

are not likely

to have again

in a score, of years. Fruit was never so low
before as this year, and'it is not likely to be
so
low again.
We beg our fruit-growing
friends
not to be discouraged. It may be well enough to
have some other strings to their bow,if they

are able to have them,
much

Better

adapted to

And there is nothing

be an adjunct to a fruit

farm, than a small dairy. More or less helpis
required about fruit, as there is about the dairy,

and they work together very well. The
secret
of success in fruit-growing, as in everything
else,
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form, at 50 cents a part. For Circulu®and terms,
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STORES—Yearling fiklo $3 two year old, #00

Rev. J, M. Gregory LL. D., and Rev. 8. C.
Bartlett. D. D., are wr ting the NOTES and LESSONS

on

,

row, and dressed heef.
WORKING OXEN—#$140

GOLD

18, 1878.

scivevsussiinianesserinnnness
lil

U. 8. FIVE-TWENTIES,

1867 svesevvsnsneinnnes 116}
U. 8. FIVE-TWENTIES OF 1860 ..cevvver rarer 115
UJS, TEN=FORTIES. cavssessrnsavinerininiviss ni}

U.S. Coupons Sixws. 18s! ..
a

ct

—————

SE

DER

RELLY

————=—=——

.
Economy
is: Wealth,”—Franklin..

HY will people pay $59 or more for a SEWING
W
MACHINE when
$22 will buy one that has a
standard teputation, is double thread, complete with
Table, constructed upon entirely new and practical
rinciples, runs by friction, and
excels all others?
ese celebrated "Machines are intended for poor
people who want to save. time, labor and
oney.
A# AGENTS WANTED. Machines sent to Agents and
Liven away to needy families. For Circulars and reuced prices, address
Franklin and Diamond S, M.
Co,, Box 397, Boston,
Mass,
.
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